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INTRODUCING
THE NETWORK
Peak science organisations are working
with the United Nations to create a
global network of researchers using
computer simulations to help manage
a healthier planet for humanity.

EarthCARE (Earth Clouds, Aerosols and
Radiation Explorer) is being implemented
in cooperation with the Japanese
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA).
(European Space Agency—AOES Medialab)
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Draft framework for a global technology
network to dynamically simulate Earth’s
natural and constructed systems and help
accelerate climate change solutions.

This organisational diagram, developed by network
catalyst Davina Jackson and approved by many
relevant international research leaders, is intended to
be read left to right to indicate the potential benefits
to diﬀerent sectors of society from enabling eﬀective
advancements across five proposed research themes.
Three key enabling mechanisms are identified: a
global spatial data infrastructure system, a dedicated
media and communications system and a global
research commercialisation system.
This diagram is intended to be interpreted within the
broad, integrated context of Nature (left), Economy
(top), Society (right) and Technology (bottom).

CITY
INFORMATION
MODELLING

Google-era planners,
simulators, gamers

VIRTUAL NATIONS
AND NETWORKS
Space scientists, data
infrastructure specialists

PLANETARY
SYSTEMS
MODELLING

Aerospace and
planetary scientists

home

Virtual models
for construction
and facilities
management

Dynamic online
development
assessments

Simulations of
nations, comparing
performance
measures for
governments
Ubiquitous
evidence towards
new global
standards and laws

ECO–CAPITALISM:
TRIPLE BOTTOM
LINE ACCOUNTING
Accurate advance
eco-info for smart
masterplanning

Reduced costs and
resource waste,
budget accuracy,
site safety

Faster approvals,
more certainty,
less politics, lower
deadweight costs
Global networking
to accelerate
applications of
urban analysis
and scenario tools
Real-time evidence
around the globe,
fast identification
of new market
opportunities

NGOs to improve,
protect, evolve and
celebrate smarter
human living

RESEARCH COMMERCIALISATION

Architects, engineers

Scenario planning
and long term
forecasts re
natural events

MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS

BUILDING
INFORMATION
MODELLING

(Already being tackled by various existing international organisations and governments)

Environmental scientists

COLLECTING, STORING, MANAGING AND ACCESSING SPATIAL DATA

NATURAL
SYSTEMS
MODELLING

SPATIAL DATA
INFRASTRUCTURES

COMMONS

Peak industry groups,
Google (Earth/Maps),
IBM (Smarter Planet/Cities),
Esri (GeoDesign)

UN, UCLG, Metropolis
Major Cities,
ICLEI and allies

International Council
for Science, GEO,
GSDI, ISDE and allies

RESEARCH
THEMES

COMMERCE

Global commercialisation of approved research concepts for city solutions

GOVERNMENT

Global online communications and research collaboration services

RESEARCH

POTENTIAL
BENEFITS FOR
CITIZENS/COMMUNITIES
More knowledge of
human eﬀects on
nature/climate and
humans within nature

Automatic (sensor)
management of energy
eﬃcient systems in
buildings, with
creative potentials
Faster, easier, more
legible and convenient
connections in and
between cities,
using location-aware
mobile devices
Communities and
citizen reporters
exchanging
information with
global databanks
Less crime, more
decency, more
transparency and
more global
co-operation in
politics and culture
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Critics of the Copenhagen Accord
(supported by more than 120 countries
in December 2009) surprisingly failed
to notice Clause 11, which promised a
‘Technology Mechanism to accelerate
technology development and transfer
in support of action on adaptation and
mitigation’ of climate change.

hosts the Integrated Research on Disaster Risk (IRDR)
Programme. IRDR is a decade–long project
Gradually being formed by the United Nations Framework co–sponsored by the International Council for Science
(ICSU), the International Social Science Council (ISSC),
Convention on Climate Change (UN FCCC) in Bonn,
and the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster
its main component is a global ‘technology network’ of
Reduction (UNISDR). Two other Earth simulator centres
Earth and space sciences experts, to be administered by
are in early stages of planning for Europe.
a new Climate Technology Centre based in Europe. The
Isn’t Google Earth (commercially launched 2005)
UN FCCC’s Subsidiary Body of Science and Technology
simulating the planet already? Yes, but it is a United States–
Advisers recently clarified that the network would focus
headquartered (and China–exiled) commercial system
on ‘research’ and ‘systematic Earth observation’.
This network has potential to become a global public– with strong competitors and key capability limitations (for
example, zooming without ground area scale references).
private partnership to support the world’s research
Google Earth (and Maps) have ignited a massive new
communities across a wide range of disciplines—from
long term movement to evolve much more sophisticated
rocket science to oceanography to video gaming.
More than 80 global organisations already are contributing and visual information–rich systems for Earth observation.
Right down to the scale of a single house or balcony.
to the ultimate goal of creating a location–distributed
This movement (currently termed Digital Earth)
computer simulation of the planet’s complex behaviours.
already is being compared in significance to 20th
Several nodes of the simulation system already exist
century modernism—and the vast cultural and economic
and more are planned. The first example (and still
ramifications have only just begun to be detected.
the most powerful), launched in 2002. It is the Earth
Participants in the movement (broader than the
Simulator supercomputer array near Yokohama, run
UN technology network but generally supporting its
by the Japan Agency for Marine–Earth Science and
goals) already are co–operating to apply Star Trek, Star
Technology (JAMSTEC).
Wars, SimCity and Avatar–style ‘spatial information’
In February 2011, the Chinese Academy of Sciences
technologies to help deliver a raft of new benefits for
launched a new headquarters for its Center for Earth
future ‘spatially enabled societies’.
Observation and Digital Earth (CEODE), which also

What is this Technology Mechanism?
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Left: NASA (US) GPS satellite
(NASA). Right: European
Space Agency (ESA) artist
impression of the
System Test Bed satellite
GSTB–V2/B, part of the
Galileo constellation.
(ESA and P. Carril)
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Many of these technologies, and especially databases,
must be carefully managed by government agencies. They
are discussing how to deal with serious dangers of attacks
on and corruption of data and management systems.
Futurists and film–makers help increase public concerns
about uses of these technologies by hackers and terrorists.
However leaders of government agencies also are
excited by potentials to provide large new tranches of
free information to the public—and to receive valuable
‘volunteered geographic information’ from ‘citizen
reporters’ and ‘citizen scientists’.
In forming its peak–level network, the UN FCCC is
working closely with technology experts at other UN
agencies and the International Standards Organization, the
World Meteorological Organization, the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, the International Council for
Science, the International Energy Agency, and the Group
on Earth Observations (GEO).
With more than 80 member bodies, the GEO is co–
operating with the Global Climate, Ocean and Terrestrial
Observing Systems networks to develop a matrix of
Essential Climate Variables (ECVs). The ECV table, listing
around 50 databases now being assembled, helps to guide
researchers measuring and monitoring natural systems
in different places and at different scales.
Supporters compare the Earth simulation vision to
the human genome (gene–modelling) and physionome
(human body systems modelling) projects.
In between the scale of a simulated human body and
a SimPlanet are six continental regions, hundreds of
nations and thousands of cities, towns and urban and
rural areas whose governments already are developing
computer simulations of their environmental systems
and human activities.
Governments now are serious about these initiatives
because they must be more efficient in dealing with defence
risks, civil emergencies and natural disasters—the costs of
which could bankrupt unprepared administrations.

home

One opportunity for improvement is that computer
models of buildings and precincts now can resolve
thousands of structural problems to reduce waste in
ordering materials. Thermal imaging cameras not only
capture body temperatures of aircraft passengers during
swine flu epidemics—they also graphically show the heat
gains and losses of buildings. Building owners will be
regulated to reduce energy waste.
The new technology network will first focus on
establishing a global spatial data infrastructure (GSDI)
system, a global series of case studies for online urban
planning informed by data modelling of natural
environmental conditions, and a global series of projects
to develop virtual models of cities, nations, regions and
continents.
All these initiatives will contribute to a model planet.
Comparing different cities at exactly the same scale and
using the same comparison indicators also is proposed.
The Earth simulation vision dates back to ancient
Mediterranean philosopher–scientists like Claudius
Ptolemy, who envisaged the Earth as ‘one and
continuous’. Supporters also are inspired by US
scientist Buckminster Fuller’s 1928 dream to develop an
‘operating manual to fly Spaceship Earth’—which now
is interpreted to mean applying aerospatial autopiloting
technologies to manage Earth systems.
US Vice President Al Gore is believed to be the first
person to publicly coin the term ‘Digital Earth’—first
in his 1992 book Earth in the Balance: Ecology and
the Human Spirit, then in a 1998 speech outlining an
influential vision for the concept.
Leaders of the International Society for Digital Earth
(set up by satellite scientists in response to Gore’s 1998
statement) recently published a new Vision 2020 strategy
paper. Next generations will develop this vision through
many interwoven threads of the technology network.

The ‘Blue Marble’
visualisation and image
mosaic by NASA scientists
R. Stockli, A Nelson and
F Hasler. (NASA/GSFC/
NOAA/USGS)

—By Davina Jackson
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AL GORE: AUTHOR OF THE DIGITAL EARTH VISION
The term Digital Earth and its 21st century vision were first clarified by Al Gore
in 1992, shortly before he became the 45th United States Vice President.
In his book Earth in the Balance: Ecosystems and the Human Spirit, Gore wrote:
… No–one yet knows how to cope
with the enormous volume of data
that will be routinely beamed down
from orbit. Nothing even approaching
this amount of data has ever been
dreamed about. In order to help
organise it—and interpret it—I have
proposed something called the Digital
Earth program, which is designed to
build a new climate model capable of
receiving data from several diﬀerent
sources that are not considered
compatible by today’s definitions.
Furthermore, Digital Earth would
be designed to actually learn from
its mistakes, when predictions based
on information from the known
climate record are run on the models

of environmental chance so that the
results can be compared with what
actually happened. Even though the
global climate models all have serious
limitations, they still give us the best
information available about what
is likely to happen to climate in the
future, and I believe this new approach
can substantially improve the quality
and usefulness of the models.
Because of the unprecedented
volume of data, it may also be
necessary to disperse the means
of storing and processing it much
more widely. Most experts in the
United States and Japan now believe
in the inherent advantages of a
computer architecture or system

known as massive parallelism…
The power of massively parallel
computers comes from their ability
to process information, not in one
central processing unit but in tiny,
less powerful units throughout the
computer’s memory field in locations
immediately next to the spot where
the information itself is stored. For
many applications, the inherent
advantage of this design is crucial:
the computer wastes less time and
energy retrieving raw data from the
memory field, bringing it to the
powerful central processor, waiting
for processing, then taking the
processed data back to the memory
field to be stored again.

ESSENTIAL CLIMATE VARIABLES
Scientists working for the Global Observing System—groups studying oceans, lands and the atmosphere—have developed a
matrix of around 50 ‘essential climate variables’ which are being monitored—increasingly systematically—to help understand
and predict changes of the planet’s natural systems. Here is the latest list of ECVs:

ATMOSPHERIC (OVER LAND, SEA, ICE)

OCEANIC

TERRESTRIAL

Surface

Surface

River Discharges
Water Use
Ground Water
Lakes
Snow Cover
Glaciers and Ice Caps
Permafrost (and seasonally frozen ground)
Albedo (reflecting power of surfaces)
Land Cover (including vegetation types)
Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically
Active Radiation
Leaf Area Index
Above Ground Biomass
Fire Disturbance
Ice Sheets
Soil Carbon
Soil Moisture

Pressure
Air Temperature
Precipitation
Surface Radiation Budget
Water Vapour
Wind Speed and Direction

Upper Air

Cloud Properties
Earth Radiation Budget (including solar irradiance)
Temperature
Water Vapour
Wind Speed and Direction

Composition

Aerosols Properties
Carbon Dioxide
Methane and Other Long–Life Greenhouse
Gases (nitrous oxide, chlorofluorocarbons,
hydrochlorofluorocarbons, hydrofluorocarbons,
suphur hexafluoride and perfluorocarbons)
Ozone
Precursors (supporting the Aerosols and Ozone ECVs)

Carbon Dioxide Partial Pressure
Currents
Ocean Acidity
Ocean Colour (for biological activity)
Phytoplankton
Sea Ice
Sea Level
Sea State
Sea Surface Salinity
Sea Surface Temperature

Sub–Surface

Carbon
Currents
Nutrients
Ocean Acidity
Oxygen
Salinity
Temperature
Tracers
Global Ocean Heat Content (not yet oﬃcially an ECV)

The Global Observing System is a cluster of natural systems monitoring groups associated with the Group on Earth Observations and a range of United Nations agencies. The Global
Terrestrial Observing System is hosted by the Food and Agricultural Organization. The Global Climate Observing System is hosted by the World Meteorological Organization. The Global
Ocean Observing System is hosted by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission/UNESCO. The list of ECVs is regularly updated by the Global Observing Systems Information
Center, hosted by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) and the US Global Climate Observing System (GCOS).
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Relevant International Groups
The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change works with a tight group of its own agencies and
other peak science organisations to accelerate solutions for
climate change.
But many more global organisations also are relevant to
developing simulations of the planet’s complex behaviours.
Here’s our preliminary list of international groups adding
value to this century’s most critical mission.
Agile Project Leadership Network
apln.org

Global Energy Network Institute
geni.org

International Atomic Energy Agency
iaea.org

Arab Towns Organization
ato.net

Global Information and Technology Association
gita.org

International Cartographic Association (ICA)
icaci.org

Buckminster Fuller Institute (BFI)
bfi.org

Global Mayors Forum
g-mforum.org/en

International Council for Science (ICSU)
icsu.org

BuildingSMART
buildingsmart.com

Global Parliamentarians for Habitat
gph-habitat.de/en

CAADFutures Foundation
caadfutures.org (and member groups)

Global Spatial Data Infrastructure
Association (GSDI)
gsdi.org

International Center for Trade and
Sustainable Development (ICTSD)
ictsd.org

Cities Alliance
citiesalliance.org
The Citistates Group
citistates.com
Citizen Science Alliance
citizensciencealliance.org
The Climate Group
theclimategroup.org
The Climate Project
climateproject.org
Committee on Data for Science and
Technology (CODATA)
codata.org
CORP Association | Competence Center
of Urban and Regional Planning
corp.at
CyArk
cyark.org
The Designers’ Accord
designersaccord.org
Earth System Science Partnership
essp.org
Food and Agricultural Organization
fao.org
Global Carbon Project
globalcarbonproject.org
10

International Chamber of Commerce
iccwbo.org

Global Urban Development (GUD)
globalurban.org

International Economic Development Council
iedconline.org

Global Water System Project (GWSP)
gwsp.org

International Energy Agency (IEA)
iea.org

Greenpeace
greenpeace.org/international

International Federation of Surveyors (FIG)
fig.net

Green World City
greenworldcity.com

International Geographic Union (IGU)
igu-net.org

Group on Earth Observations (GEO)
earthobservations.org

International Geosphere Biosphere
Programme (IGBP)
igbp.kva.se

Huiarou Commission
huairou.org
ICES Foundation
icesfoundation.org
Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
ieee.org
Integrated Research on Disaster Risk (IRDR)
irdrinternational.org
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC)
ipcc.ch

International Geospatial Society (IGS)
igeoss.org
International Human Dimensions Programme
on Global Environmental Change (IHDP)
ihdp.org
International Institute for Sustainable Development
iisd.org
International Monetary Fund
imf.org
International Organization for Standardisation (ISO)
iso.org

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC)
ioc-unesco.org
International Society of Cities and
Regional Planners (ISOCARP)
International Association of Software Architects
isocarp.org
iasaglobal.org

home

This list has been compiled by d_city to help promote
the emerging UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change’s global technology network. D_city is
partnered with UN–Habitat’s World Urban Campaign,
the Metropolis World Association (of major cities),
the International Society for Digital Earth and the
Global Spatial Data Infrastructure Association. It is not
oﬃcially endorsed by other organisations named.
Let us know if your global group is eligible to be
added to this list. orglist@dcitynetwork.net
Keep d_city up to date with your advances,
projects and solutions–focused collaborations.
newsdesk@dcitynetwork.net

International Society for Digital Earth
digitalearth-isde.org

United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG)
cities-localgovernments.org

World Green Building Council (WGBC)
worldgbc.org

International Society for Photogrammetry
and Remote Sensing (ISPRS)
isprs.org

UN Environment Programme (UNEP)
unep.org

World Mayors Council on Climate Change
worldmayorscouncil.org

UNESCO
unesco.org

World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
wmo.int

UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC)
unfccc.int

World Science
world-science.net

International Telecommunications Union
itu.int
International Union of Architects (UIA)
uia-architectes.org
International Water Association
iwahq.org
Large Cities Climate Change Leadership Group (C40)
c40cities.org
Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI)
iclei.org

UN Global Alliance for ICT and
Development (UN GAID)
un-gaid.org
UN Global Land Tools Network (GLTN)
gltn.net
UN–Habitat (Human Settlements Programme)
unhabitat.org

Metropolis World Association of Major Metropolises
metropolis.org
Urban Age Institute (UK)
urban-age.net
Next Now Network
nextnow.net
Urban Age Institute (US)
urbanage.org
The Nobel Foundation
nobelprize.org
Urban and Regional Information Systems
Association (URISA)
Organization for Economic Co—operation
urisa.org
and Development (OECD)
oecd.org
Water Environment Federation
wef.org
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)
opengeospatial.org
World Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD)
Open Planning Project
wbcsd.org
openplans.org
World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)
Smart Light
wcrp-climate.org
smartlightwalks.net
World Council for Renewable Energy (WCRE)
Society for International Development
wcre.de
sidint.net
World Federation of Engineering Organizations (WFEO)
TED (Technology Education Design)
wfeo.net
ted.com
World Federation of Science Journalists (WFSJ)
The Climate Project to Climate Reality Project
wfsj.org
climaterealityproject.org

home

World Views Network
worldviews.net
World Wide Web Consortium
w3.org
World Wildlife Fund (WWF)
worldwildlife.org
X | Media | Lab
xmedialab.com
19/20/21
192021.org
Zerofootprint Foundation
zerofootprint.net
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Timeline Towards
Digital Earth
Ancient
Chinese
compass

Astronomer
Claudius
Ptolemy

Ancient cartographers

Renaissance
map

Renaissance

Geographia, proposed a global grid of latitude
and longitude (measured from the Equator).
> The earliest map yet discovered is a diagram on
> Italian naval explorer Christopher Columbus
Ptolemy envisaged future maps depicting ‘the
a clay tablet, showing a river valley between
(1451–1506) persuaded Spain’s royal family
whole world as one and continuous’.
two hills in Babylon. Found in 1930 near Kirkuk,
to finance his voyages across the Atlantic by
> China’s earliest maps (discovered in 1986) date
it has been dated to the 25th or 24th century BC,
promising to open new westerly trade routes
to the fourth century BC. Its earliest literary
although historian Leo Bagrow ascribed it to the
to Asia. Like many geographers of his day,
reference to a map occurs in Shiji, Volume 86
sixth or fifth century BC. Another engraved map
he wrongly interpreted the units of length
‘Jingke Biography’, where Jing Ke presented to
dated to the 14th to 12th centuries BC, shows
that had been used by diﬀerent ancient
the ruler of Qin a district map painted on a silk
walls and buildings in the holy city of Nippur.
cartographers, so his conclusions about the
scroll. These primitive maps were improved in
> In the third century BC, Eratosthenes of Cyrene
circumference of the Earth and distances to
the Han Dynasty (206BC–220AD), known as the
(ca 276–195BC) first used the term ‘geography’.
Asian countries were wrong.
Classical period of cartography in China.
He correctly calculated the circumference of
> Renaissance cartographers in Italy were strongly
> The compass was invented in China around
the Earth using simple principles of geometry,
inspired by Ptolemy and other ancient Roman
247BC. Only recently have compasses been
his concepts of latitude and longitude, units of
Empire precedents and contributed numerous
surpassed by global positioning systems—one of
measure based on the length of stadia during
new illustrations and adaptations to the few
the technological mainstays of the 21st century
his day, and by studying shadows cast by
surviving treatises. The Vatican’s Gallery of Maps,
Digital Earth project.
objects at Alexandria and Syene (now Aswan)
designed by Egnazio Danti in 1580, displays 40
in Egypt. His calculations were confirmed by
Renaissance maps of Italian cities and regions,
the Greek polymath Posidonius (ca 135–51BC),
geographically arranged along a hallway
from observations of the stars at Alexandria
symbolising the Appenine mountain range.
> The earliest known prototypes for observatories
and Rhodes.
> Maps appeared often in school textbooks and
were built in Chankillo, Peru, around the 4th
> Marinus of Tyre (c70–130AD) was the Phoenician
Bibles—especially after the spread of commercial
century BC, Stonehenge in Wiltshire, England,
founder of mathematical geography. He
printing presses from the 15th century.
between the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC, and
developed a system of latitude and longitude,
> From 1405–1433 Chinese Admiral Zheng He
in Mexico, Egypt, Macedonia, Germany, India,
drew the world’s first map showing China,
led seven naval expeditions, most under the
Russia, South Korea, Cambodia and Armenia.
coined the term Antarctic and invented the
auspices of the Emporer (Yongle). Around
> The first true astronomical research observatories
equirectangular projection system. Although
that time, he was said to have reached the
were established at Rhodes (Greece) around 150
his writings have disappeared, they influenced
Americas and the Cape of Good Hope, but
BC, Baghdad (Iraq) and Kerala (India) during the
later geographer and astronomer Claudius
subsequent Chinese Emporers abandoned
9th century AD, then progressively elsewhere
Ptolemy (c90–168AD), whose second book,
ambitious naval explorations.
from the 13th century onwards.

Ancient observatories
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Norwegian
physicist
Vilhelm Bjerknes

Lewis Fry
Richardson’s
weather forecasting
computer

Buckminster
Fuller’s
‘Spaceship Earth’

18–19th centuries

Enigma code
cracker Alan Turing
(Aikon–II/Tresset)

Whole Earth
founder
Stewart Brand

1965

led to the first climate models. (These were later
developed by WV Walfrid Ekman and Carl–Gustav
> A post–Renaissance development was thematic
> With a grant from the Ford Foundation, Harvard
Arvid Rossby for modelling large scale motions in
maps—for example John Snow’s 1854 map of
University’s Graduate School of Design employed
the atmosphere and oceans).
London showing sites of death by cholera. This
architect Howard Fisher as a professor heading
clarified that many deaths had occurred within
a new Laboratory for Computer Graphics. His
a few blocks of the Broad Street water pump.
team’s rudimentary land use mapping system,
> By the 18th century, new surveying techniques
SYMAP, is widely agreed to have triggered the
> British mathematician and meteorologist Lewis Fry
allowed accurate relief maps to be drawn
modern geographic information science (GIS)
Richardson proposed an immersive giant globe
for the first time, showing the Earth in three
software movement.
to numerically forecast weather. This ‘factory’
dimensions. Many further developments
would employ 64,000 human ‘computers’ to
in topographical mapping occurred in the
sit in tiers around the interior circumference
mountains of Switzerland.
of a giant globe. Spatially, his concept was
> By the 19th century, maps were widely available
> San Francisco biologist and technology–
strongly influenced by late 18th century English
to the public. They were used for planning and
conscious writer Stewart Brand persuaded NASA
philosopher Jeremy Bentham’s ‘Panoptican’
recording road journeys.
to publicly release a photograph of planet Earth
theories for designing eﬃcient prisons.
> In the late 19th century, British scientist Charles
as seen from outer space. This photograph,
Babbage wrote unfinished proposals for the first
and many others released since, catalysed the
mechanical computers, the Diﬀerence Engine
‘Whole Earth’ ecological movement. Brand
and the Analytical Engine.
and his intellectual circle launched in 1968
> US scientist Buckminster Fuller proposed using
a series of hand–made Whole Earth Catalog
future computers to ‘fly Spaceship Earth’ and
publications to clarify how counter–culture
equitably balance the planet’s resources.
readers could create self–suﬃcient lifestyles.
> Norwegian physicist Vilhelm Bjerknes often is
described as the ‘father of modern meteorology’.
He invented a series of instruments to
> Fuller developed the Geoscope and World Game—
demonstrate useful potentials of electricity and
developments from his Spaceship Earth concepts.
magnetism—underpinning a new field called
> Alan Turing’s team in England developed the
electromagnetic resonance which supported
Enigma machine to crack coded messages
developments in wireless telegraphy. His work on
during World War II.
interactions between fluid dynamics and thermo
> Many other relevant analogue and electronic
dynamics included primitive equations which
research advances emerged.

1922

1966

1928

1880–1925

1940s onwards
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Antoni Gaudi’s
Sagrada Familia
cathedral

1968

SimCity computer
game by Will
Wright for Maxis

Earth in the
Balance
by Al Gore

Frederick Weisman Art
Museum Minneapolis,
by Frank Gehry

1970

French aerospace vehicles manufacturer Dassault
> Using a large and expensive mainframe
> Cambridge mathematics graduate John Conway
Systèmes. Their CAD–CAM (computer–aided
computer requiring technical support staﬀ,
invented the Game of Life, a cellular automata
drafting and manufacturing) programs allowed
California scientist Douglas Engelbart gave
theory explaining the behaviour principles for
stonework to be automatically milled oﬀsite on
a small Silicon Valley audience a preview of
self–organising systems. Conway contributed
a CNC (computer numerical control) machine,
new systems that would later be called email,
many other useful advances to game theory.
instead of being hand–crafted in situ as was
hypertext, word processing, video–conferencing
earlier done by 20th century stonemasons.
and the mouse. This session since has been
described as the ‘Mother of All Demos’.
> From March through the summer of 1968,
> Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) developed
students at universities at Nanterre and Paris
the first computer with a GUI (graphical user
> US computer guru Will Wright launched SimCity, a
organised ‘sit–ins’, ‘strikes’, ‘protest marches’
interface) operating system. Although never sold,
visionary video game in which players interact with
and riots to oppose France’s class system and
it inspired the GUI launched with the Apple II
the complex evolutionary processes of developing
reform obsolete teaching practices in universities.
personal computer in 1977. Imagery was a crucial
a city. SimCity was followed by more video games
advance towards the Earth simulation movement.
based on evolutionary computer simulations,
including SimEarth, SimAnt, The Sims and Spore.

1973

1969

1975

1989

> American astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin
Aldrin became the first men to walk on the
> Invention of the microprocessor—a single
Moon. The mission–critical technologies used
silicon chip supporting all the circuitry formerly > US Vice President Al Gore first coined the term
to fly spaceships now are being applied to
occupying large computer cabinets—allowed the
‘Digital Earth’ in his book Earth in the Balance:
challenges on Earth.
first microcomputers (aka personal computers,
Ecology and the Human Spirit. He heralded a
> British scientist Gordon Pask published The
later called desktops) to be produced in
forthcoming NASA ‘Mission to Planet Earth’. The
Architectural Relevance of Cybernetics; launching
commercial quantities.
MTPE now is named the Earth Science Enterprise
attempts to create dynamic computer models
and NASA is promoting five online childrens’
of buildings. He made other significant
card games called ‘Missions to Planet Earth’.
contributions to cybernetics, systems theory,
> Canadian architect Frank Gehry, based in Los
educational psychology and digital architecture. > Complex stone elements on Antoni Gaudi’s Sagrada
Angeles, began curving sheets of titanium metal
From the 1970s onwards, his concepts
Familia Cathedral were digitally prototyped by
in chaotic assemblies to clad his public buildings.
influenced CAD–CAM projects by Nicholas
Australian spatial information architect Mark
Initially modelled in cardboard and tape, they
Negroponte (at MIT) and Cedric Price and John
Burry and other computer modellers, using CATIA
could only be manufactured by adapting aircraft
and Julia Frazer (London).
3D simulation software, originally developed by
simulation software.

1992

Since the 1980s
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Being Digital
by Nicholas
Negroponte

First International
Symposium for
Digital Earth in Beijing

1993

> Wired magazine was launched in January to
explain the new ‘online digital age’ being
enabled by the commercial arrival of the
internet and mobile telephony. Founded by
northern California eco–technology writers
Stewart Brand and Kevin Kelly, its radical
graphic design, using five fluorescent inks,
created excitement among a large international
audience. Journalists from most mainstream
media outlets quoted from its authoritative
articles. Five international editions of the
magazine are still circulating.

1995–1997

> Tim Berners–Lee was anointed ‘Father of the
internet’ after leading a group at the CERN
space research centre which invented the
internet–enabled client–server protocol that
facilitated the World Wide Web.
> Key books about digital urban futures were
published by Nicholas Negroponte, William J.
Mitchell, Bill Gates, John Frazer, Bill Hillier, Peter
Droege and others.
> In 1997, Janine Benyus published Biomimicry:
Innovation Inspired by Nature—identifying a
new movement to manufacture products and
design buildings and environments inspired by
natural structures and systems.
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1998

Japan’s Earth
Simulator Center
in Yokohama

2002

> The first Digital Earth ‘vision statement’ was
> The Japan Agency for Marine–Earth Sciences and
written as a speech for US Vice President Al Gore.
Technology (JAMSTEC) opened near Yokohama
(Although never delivered personally by Gore,
the Earth Simulator Center, then the world’s
the text has been circulated widely by space
most powerful array of supercomputers, to
scientists under his name.)
simulate Nature as a virtual planet.
> At the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable
Development, speakers called for a global
system of Earth observation technologies to help
> In response to Gore’s vision, the first
manage climate change and environmental
International Symposium on Digital Earth (ISDE)
management challenges.
was hosted by the Chinese Academy of Sciences > Video games evolved from primitive 2D systems
in Beijing. It evolved into a series of symposia
like Space Invaders towards sophisticated
and summits, with the International Society of
new 3D visualisations, notably beginning with
Digital Earth oﬃcially formed at the summit in
Warcraft III: Reign of Chaos.
Auckland in May 2006.
> Started by San Francisco entrepreneur Philip
> Rotterdam architects MVRDV (led by Winy Maas)
Rosedale in 1999, Linden Lab launched Second
published Metacity/Datatown as an ‘attempt to
Life, the world’s first online 3D ‘virtual world’,
understand the contemporary city at a moment
including its own virtual currency, initially used
when globalisation has expanded its scale
for buying and developing ‘real estate’.
beyond our grasp. Abandoning topography,
> The European Commission announced the
ideology, representation and context, the
world’s first integrated spatial information
authors resort to pure data to discover what
infrastructure initiative, named INSPIRE
agenda for architecture and urbanism a
(Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the
numerical approach could provoke.’
European Community).

1999
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Keyhole Earth
Viewer, prototype
for Google Earth

‘Real Time Rome’
modelling mobile
telephone activity

Original (2007)
d_city logo by
Matt McCosker

D_city launch event
during Metropolis
congress, Sydney

Jack Dangermond,
founder and
president Esri

_

2005

2007

2008

> After buying Earth Viewer software from Keyhole, > The Chinese Academy of Sciences launched a
> The d_city network (motto: ‘towards eco–smart
Google relaunched it as Google Earth.
new Center for Earth Observation and Digital
solutions for cities’) was soft–launched in Sydney
> British mathematician Mike Batty published
Earth (CEODE)—consolidating two research units
during the Metropolis major city governments
Cities and Complexity to explain new ‘agent–
for ground and airborne remote sensing and
association congress in October. Metropolis
based modelling’ systems for detecting urban
the Laboratory for Digital Earth Sciences. CEODE
became the first international partner of the
behaviour patterns. These 2D dynamic models
now hosts both the International Society for
d_city project. The ‘founding research partner’
were based on John Conway’s 1970 Game of Life
Digital Earth (ISDE) and the Integrated Research
(July–December 2008) was Australia’s national ICT
mobile telephone data visualisations.
on Disaster Risk (IRDR) Programme.
research organisation, NICTA.
> MIT‘s William J. Mitchell and Carlo Ratti formed
> Google launched ‘Street View’ dynamic panoramic > Esri, a California–based global manufacturer
cross–discipline teams to use digital systems to
imagery for several United States cities, using 3D
of geographic information software systems
monitor and simulate telecommunications and
laser scanners with multiple cameras, mounted
(GIS), held a meeting in December to plan
transport. Ratti’s SENSEable City Lab exhibited its
on utility vehicles driving along all streets in each
the world’s first GeoDesign conference in
‘Real Time Rome’ mobile telephones modelling
city. Street View is accessible in both Google Earth
January 2010. Inspired by the 1960s and later
at the 2006 Venice Architecture Biennale.
and Google Maps.
teachings of University of Pennsylvania and
> Six Australia–based professors from architecture,
Harvard landscape professors Ian McHarg and
design and media backgrounds agreed to
Carl Steinitz, GeoDesign has been explained
cooperate to organise a ‘national and global
as ‘multidimensional design in geographic
digital cities research network’. Early support
space’—including the atmosphere, oceans,
from Australian universities and research
lands and sub–terrains. The term and goals
organisations collapsed under divisive pressures
of the GeoDesign movement are compatible
from leaders of Arup engineers, Cisco, and
with Digital Earth, but are especially relevant to
Australia’s urban development and science
environmental planning disciplines.
research and innovation establishment.
> Siemens launched an influential white paper on
> The Group on Earth Observations (GEO) was
MegaCity Challenges. Other global corporations
launched in Brussels, as a partnership of
began to focus on the sales potentials of
governments and international organisations
promoting their digital technologies as
collaborating to co-ordinate a Global Earth
‘solutions for cities’.
Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) to inform
decision-making across society.
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IBM
Smarter
Planet
logo

2009

D_city network catalyst Davina Jackson
(centre) with Professor Lu Yongxiang, then
president of the International Society for
Digital Earth and the Chinese Academy of
Sciences, with Australian government oﬃcials

2010

Launch of UN–Habitat World
Urban Campaign with
UN–H’s then Executive Director,
Dr Anna Tibaijuka, and
corporate campaign partners

> The Organization on Economic Co–operation and > UN–Habitat announced the World Urban
Development (OECD) declared it would develop a
Campaign at its fifth World Urban Forum in Rio
‘Green Growth’ strategy for ‘compact cities’.
de Janiero and launched partnerships with
> The International Society for Digital Earth began
technology–oriented companies, including
a process to support the d_city project via a
Siemens, Arcadis and Zerofootprint. The d_city
new digital cities working party, chaired by New
proposals also were promoted to other UN and
Zealand architect and scientist Richard Simpson.
international organisations, notably the United
> International lobbying continued to insert in
Nations Framework Convention on Climate
the Copenhagen Accord a clause supporting the
Change, UN Environment Programme and UN
network concept. The final Copenhagen Accord
Development Programme, International Energy
document, supported by around 120 national
Agency, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
governments, promised both a ‘Technology
Change, and others.
Mechanism’ and more than $US100b in
> A group of Europe–based UN agencies, led
‘Green Climate’ funding to solve challenges in
by the UN Framework Convention on Climate
developing countries.
Change, began to develop concepts for the
> The first Smart Light festival of urban light
promised Technology Mechanism.
artworks using low–energy systems and
> The European Commission announced plans
energy–eﬃcient digital technologies was held
for a major ‘Living Earth Simulator’ project
in Sydney in May–June, directed by light art
to model economic and social systems at a
engineer Mary–Anne Kyriakou. Two further
planetary scale. A new International Centre
Smart Light festivals were held in Singapore in
for Earth Simulation (ICES) Foundation was
2010 and 2012 (locally titled iLight Marina Bay).
launched in Geneva, with support from CERN,
> IBM launched a global branding campaign, Let’s
the Group for Earth Observations and numerous
Build A Smarter Planet, in London in May, with
other major relevant science organisations. ICES
Smarter Cities as a sub–theme announced later.
Chair Bob Bishop proposed ‘a CERN for climate
and environmental simulations’.
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Christiana Figueres,
Executive Secretary of
the United Nations
Framework Convention
on Climate Change

Apple founder
Steve Jobs with
an iPad tablet
computer

2011

> Four main partner organisations agreed
to support d_city’s proposals towards the
‘Technology Network’: UN–Habitat World Urban
Campaign, Metropolis World Association of
Major Metropolises, the International Society
for Digital Earth and the Global Spatial Data
Infrastructure Association.
> The UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change announced that its Technology
Mechanism would include a ‘network’ to be
administered from a forthcoming ‘Climate
Technology Centre’ based somewhere in Europe.
> The Chinese Academy of Sciences opened in
Beijing a large new building complex to house
its Center for Earth Observation and Digital
Earth. This is the 21st century’s first research
centre dedicated to the Digital Earth vision.
> Apple founder and CEO Steve Jobs died. His
iPhone and iPad inventions had triggered a
revolution in online urban planning systems,
using mobile computer devices and accessing
Google Earth–style interfaces.
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Debating the
Data Deluge
Expert Views On Simulating Environments
SimCity goes global—and increasingly precise,
ubiquitous and serious. Key international science
and urban development experts discuss concerns
and opportunities for the new technology
network developing smarter living on Earth.
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Professor Carlo Ratti

Barbara J Ryan

Professor Guo Huadong

The real time city is now real! The increasing
deployment of sensors and hand–held
electronics in recent years is allowing new
approaches to studies of the built environment.
The way we describe and understand cities
is being radically transformed—alongside
the tools we use to define them and impact
on their physical structure.
The change happening in our cities today
is similar to what happened a couple of
decades ago in Formula One with the advent
of telemetry: Until then, the level of success
of cars racing on the circuit was due to their
mechanics and the capabilities of the driver.
With telemetry the car was transformed into
a small computer monitored in real time by
thousands of sensors, becoming ‘intelligent’
and better able to respond to the conditions
of the race. Today the same is happening at
the urban scale—with citizens and data racing
to make our cities more sustainable.

Clearly there is a deluge of data. Buoys
floating in the oceans monitor temperature
and salinity, meteorological stations and
balloons record air quality and precipitation
trends, sonar and radar systems estimate
fish and bird populations, seismic and
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)
record movements in the Earth’s crust
and interior, hundreds of environmental
satellites scan the planet from space,
thousands of gauging stations measure
streamflow and discharges, powerful
computerised models generate simulations
and forecasts, and early warning systems
issue alerts to vulnerable populations.
Yet decision makers globally often
lack the necessary information to make
evidence-based decisions. This is our goal
for the Global Earth Observation System of
Systems (GEOSS).

The coming era is one of data–intensive
science and discovery. Researchers need
to adapt their institutions and practices in
response to these torrents of new data, and
need to complement smart science with
smart searching.
Digital Earth is a virtual representation
of our planet. It is formed by a system
composed of Earth observation
technologies, global positioning systems,
geographical information systems, high
performance computing, networking and
virtual reality.
As the quantities of data and efficiencies
of global connections increase, the Digital
Earth can provide a new way to organise,
analyse, share and view information about
our planet and ourselves.

Director SENSEable Cities Lab, MIT Cambridge
and SMART Singapore.

Secretariat Director, Group on Earth Observations
(GEO), Geneva.

Secretary General International Society for Digital
Earth, President CODATA (International Council for
Science), Director Center for Earth Observation and
Digital Earth, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing.
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Richard Dawkins 1
1 If you
Mathematics is a deductive process.
do your maths correctly, your conclusions
1
will be right.
1
Computer models, if they’re well done,
1
can be very illuminating. A computer
model of the whole planet cannot
1 be
complete, or it would be the whole planet.
1
I am interested in this concept.
1
Science writer and former Charles Simonyi Professor for
Public Understanding of Science at Oxford
1University.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Professor Michael 1
1
Goodchild
1
Readily accessible virtual globes are
1
attractive bases for rapid determination
1 for
of latitude and longitude. It is easy,
example, to find the location of a1feature
such as a road intersection by identifying it
1
on the virtual globe’s already georegistered
1
image and capturing its coordinates.
Any misregistration of imagery is
inherited by any locations captured using
it, and when new imagery is inserted in
the virtual globe, any previously registered
feature will now be offset by any positional
difference in the new registration. It
is important to recognise that this is a
measurement problem, and that exact
measurement of location is impossible.
Chair Vision 2020 Working Group, International
Society for Digital Earth, University of California
Santa Barbara.
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Dr Gerfried Stocker

Professor John Richards

Visualisation is an easy way for people to
understand what data means. For example,
a lot of people use terms like ‘globalisation’
and ‘urbanisation’ very freely, yet with one
image you can clarify the core meaning of
these sorts of words.
One threat though is to simplify
information too much. And always the
designer of a visualisation is inserting
their own creative interpretations of the
data. Just as it is said that you can’t trust
statistics … so too you might not be able
to trust a visualisation unless you have
created it yourself.

There are many ways to describe the
Digital Earth and one is to define it as
a paradigm composed of four sets of
properties. The first is the technology
needed to support the notion, the second
is the development required to ensure its
continuation, and the third is the users.
The fourth set is the knowledge and
policy group where innovation occurs—
the value adders. I think there is enormous
potential in using Digital Earth as a spatial
marketplace. We need speculators who will
take the data and create innovative products.

Co-Director Ars Electronica Center, Linz, Austria.

President International Society for Digital Earth
and a remote sensing emeritus professor with the
Australian National University, Canberra.

Nicholas You

Dr Jane Rovins

3D tools including sensing, mapping and
monitoring are about to revolutionise
the way we think and do environmental
planning and management. These tools
allow for an unprecedented level of cross–
correlation of data and analysis coming
from different disciplines and fields of
practice. They provide the foundations
for an integrated knowledge platform to
better inform our policies and plans as well
as to monitor and assess the impact of our
actions on a given situation in real time and
at different scales.

Spatial technologies are key instruments in
the disaster manager’s toolbox. They help
us to determine risks and vulnerabilities,
and keep the public informed so they can
better prepare for and manage their own
risks, as well as help us identify where
assistance may be needed after a disaster.
It is essential that we have good data
that is openly available, standardised,
comparable and easy to use. We are working
with global partners to help facilitate
open source and accessible data at the
sub–national level, using transparent
methodologies and clear definitions.

Independent Chair UN–Habitat World Urban
Campaign.

Former Executive Director, Integrated Research on
Disaster Risk International Programme Oﬃce (IRDR IPO).
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Dr Bob Bishop

Professor Peter Droege

Earth simulation is a long term, very
ambitious mission to bring together all the
geo, chemo, bio and space sciences, which
are currently siloed separately and don’t
talk to each other enough. Until we integrate
these sciences horizontally, we really don’t
know the best way to model and simulate
the future of the planet.
Google Earth offers a beautiful fly
through of a static database but we want
to put cause and effect dynamics on
top of that database … so we can see the
development of the weather, the climate,
the environment, biodiversity and even
the interaction of the Earth with the Sun
through space weather, and all the layers
of the ocean and the atmosphere. Google
Earth is a very good first step, which the
public is very happy with, but there’s still a
long way to go.
Today’s top 10 computers each produce
over a petaflop of computing power.
During the next 10 years however, we
will have access to 1000 times more
computing power—exaflops. It will take
an exaflop or more to solve the problem of
integrating all the sciences that impact the
destiny of our planet.

Exploiting accurate and dynamic data to
visualise the impacts of ‘human civilisation’
and its present systems of economic
imbalances in wealth distribution—
that’s critical for an enlightened global
community of citizens and policy makers.
Continued use of fossil fuels and
uranium, for example, erodes not only
quality of life but the very opportunities
for human lives on Earth to continue. Oil
and coal dependency in the West are linked
to political oppression and environmental
destruction in the Middle East, Africa and
other territories of fossil fuel extraction.
Atmospheric pollution is exported to
developing countries, stifling their right to
a clean, renewable energy future—thanks
to misconceived carbon trade policies.
A misunderstood rule of a narrowly
defined ‘market’ still rewards destructive
practices in the health of soils, water
systems, forests and fauna. Transnational
corporations have powers to influence
national and international policies to the
detriment of all—or for the better.
These flows, interactions and
complicities mobilise our great capacity to
create a renewable world of prosperity.
Universally accessible data sets on this
state of the world, compellingly mapped, can
help bring about a future free of dirty fuels.

President ICES Foundation (International Center for
Earth Simulation), former Chairman and CEO Silicon
Graphics Inc.

General Chairman, World Council for Renewable
Energy; Professor of Sustainable Spatial
Development, University of Liechtenstein;
President, Eurosolar.

Kevin Kelly
Look at what is coming: Technology
is stitching together all the minds of
the living, wrapping the planet in a
vibrating cloak of electronic nerves,
entire continents of machines conversing
with one another, the whole aggregation
watching itself through a million cameras
posted daily. How can this not stir that
organ in us that is sensitive to something
larger than ourselves?
The technium, and that includes us,
expands life’s fundamental traits and in
so doing it expands life’s fundamental
goodness. Life’s increasing diversity, its
reach for sentience, its long term move
from the general to the different, its
essential (and paradoxical) ability to
generate new versions of itself, and its
constant play in an infinite game are the
very traits and ‘wants’ of technology.
Board member, Long Now Foundation, Member
Global Business Network, Editor–at–Large Wired,
Author What Technology Wants (Viking, 2011).

Mary–Anne Kyriakou
Digital data and simulations are visualisation tools that can assist in fast–tracking decisions.
For widespread and valuable adoption, the datasets will require inputs to help clarify
real human behavioural factors such as emotions, traditions and cultures, technology–
influenced social interactions, environmental atmospheres and memories.
In creating new digital landscapes, the traditional values of public spaces should be
considered. These include preserving aspects of local culture, history, aesthetics, community
and social values, place–making and emotional sensitivity to natural landscapes.
Founder of the Smart Light international low–energy light art festivals.
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Professor Gerhard Schmitt
Simulation is an indispensable 1
tool for
creating future climate scenarios.
1 We
suggest two approaches. The first is the
1
simulation of the impact of greenhouse
1 the
gases—natural and human made—on
future climate. The second is to1identify
the most critical contributors to human–
1
made emissions.
Cities and urban areas deserve1special
attention, given that today most CO
12
emissions originate from those areas.
1
Simulation of urban gas emissions must
therefore have priority. This can 1
be achieved
by employing integrated simulation
1 models
that deal with the calculation of stocks and
1
flows leading to emissions.
Most crucial are the stocks and1flows of
people, material, water, energy, density,
1
finances, and information. Integrating
1
those models would lead to a city simulator
that proposes different scenarios.1As a
consequence, the design and management
1
of future cities in different climatic, political
1 sharply
and economic situations may depart
1
from the directions taken in the past.
1 Vice
Chair for Information Architecture, Senior
President International Institutional Aﬀairs, ETH–
Zurich. Director Singapore ETH Center.1

Professor Abbas
Rajabifard
Meeting sustainable development
objectives is a complex and temporal
process that involves multiple
stakeholders. The creation of economic
wealth, social stability and environmental
protection can be achieved through
developing products and services that are
based on spatial information collected by
all levels of government.
These objectives can be facilitated by
developing a spatially enabled government
and society where spatial information is
regarded as common goods made available
to citizens and businesses to encourage
creativity and product development.
To do so requires data to be accessible
and accurate, well–maintained and
sufficiently reliable for use by the majority
of society who are not spatially aware.
President Global Spatial Data Infrastructure
Association, Member UN Committee on Global
Geographic Management, University of Melbourne.

Professor Chetan Vaidya
Using spatial data technologies for slum
mapping and planning can help cities to
upgrade slums in a timely, cost–effective
and efficient manner.
Former Director, National Institute for Urban Aﬀairs
and current Director, School of Planning and
Architecture, New Delhi.
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Tim Foresman
‘You can lead a horse to data, but you can’t
make him think,’ should remind us that
data simulation, Digital Earth visualisations,
and all things descended from Alan Turing,
will not be worth the mimeographed paper
they are printed upon if data and information
are not actionable.
Charles David Keeling’s curve of CO2
increasing 3% each year since he began
the measurements on Mauna Loa in 1957,
are empirical evidence, not an opinion
or a belief system, and yet most of our
scientists, citizens, businesses, and policy
makers fail to take this data seriously, as a
planet and societal warning.
Data to action is the mandate of our
Digital Earth community. We can’t be
Digital Earth savants and fail to accept our
role as clarion messengers for the facts
we are working with on a planet loaded
with 7$billion people during the sixth mass
species extinction. It is our duty to help
make the horses think!
President Earth Party–International Center for
Remote Sensing Education, Board member
International Society for Digital Earth, former
Chief Environmental Scientist United Nations
Environment Programme, former National Manager
NASA Digital Earth project.
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Dr Andrew Hudson–Smith

Dr Alessandro Annoni

Christian Kornevall

The world of geographic information
science (GIS) has changed. It has
experienced exponential growth over
the last 20 years, leading to fundamental
changes to the field such as complex spatial
analysis within a desktop environment.
However, this has been dramatically
altered with the rise of internet mapping.
On 23 April 2005 (in the year that Google
Earth launched commercially), the number
of searches for Google Maps overtook those
for GIS and now is substantially higher
in the search volume index. While not a
technically precise scientific analysis, this
points to one thing: increased awareness of
visual online systems of mapping the world
by the public at large.
With this increased awareness
has come the rise of volunteered
geographic information, crowd sourcing,
neogeography and citizen science, citizen
sensors and citizen reporters—with
exciting potentials for the future of how
we understand our world.

Environmental phenomena don’t stop
at administrative borders. To enable the
Digital Earth vision (commercialised by
Google), sharing data across countries is
a necessity and not an option. This is the
goal for INSPIRE, the European Union
initiative to develop a transnational spatial
data infrastructure built upon national
data management systems designed and
operated by its member States.
INSPIRE is an internationally
influential suite of legal requirements
that are taking us all in the right direction.
In the near future we will increasingly
integrate information from governments,
citizens, communities and private sector
sources, to support a common framework
that can help us to better understand and
manage our fragile planet.

We are all talking about the need to
have a holistic understanding of urban
environments, ‘getting the full picture’. But
often when we try to analyse urban issues
for a specific city, we end up in sector–
defined discussions. These biases prevent us
from moving towards integrated solutions.
New systems of urban mapping, using
spatial data technologies, may help us to
see more clearly the links and relationships
between such factors as land use, water,
buildings and other infrastructures. This
would help us achieve more holistic urban
planning.
Former Director Energy Eﬃciency in Building
Projects and Electricity Utilities, World Business
Council for Sustainable Development.

Board member International Society for Digital
Earth, Head of Spatial Data Infrastructures Unit,
European Commission Joint Research Centre, Ispra.

Director Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis,
University College London, blogger at digitalurban.org

Sketches of our commentators were crafted by the
AIkon–I system, built and programmed by French artist/
scientist Patrick Tresset and scientist Professor Frederic Fol
Leymarie during a postgraduate project with Goldsmiths
College, University of London. The AIkon–I project (2004–
2007) created a system that could sketch line drawings
of faces. The second phase, AIkon–II, investigated
observational sketching activities via computational
modelling and robotics. Interesting eccentricities appear
from the current algorithms and because the robot is not
(yet) aware of what it is drawing.
Left: the Aikon robot (aka Paul) sketching at the
Tenderpixel Gallery, London.
More information. Watch the video.
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HORWOOD’S SHORT 1
LAWS OF DATA
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Edgar Horwood was an innovative and
1
influential professor of urban planning
1 and
engineering at the University of Washington
from the 1950s to 1985. In the early 1
1960s, he
developed rudimentary computer mapping
1
systems named Card Mapping Program and
1
Tape Mapping Program. These inspired further
1
digital urban planning initiatives, including
the
Harvard Laboratory for Computer Graphics
1 (led by
Howard Fisher), which catalysed the geographic
1
information science/systems (GIS) industry.
1
With keen insight and a sense of humour,
1
Horwood compiled the following 10 ‘Short Laws
of Data Processing and Information1Systems’.
1
1

(Image, Urban and Regional Information Systems
Association (URISA)). Text reproduced from Chrisman, Nick.
2006. Charting the Unknown: How Computer Mapping At
Harvard Became GIS. Redlands, CA: Esri Press.
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1

Good data is data you already have.

2

Bad data drives out good.

3

The data you have for the present crisis was created
to relate to the previous one.

4

The respectability of existing data grows with elapsed time
and distance from the data source to the investigator.

5

Data can be moved from one oﬃce to another but it
cannot be created or destroyed.

6

If you have the right data, you have the wrong problem
and vice versa.

7

The important thing is not what you do but how you
measure it.

8

In complex systems, there is no relationship between
information gathered and the decision made.

9

Acquisition of knowledge from experience
is an exception.

10

Knowledge grows at half the rate that academic
courses proliferate.
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URBAN OBSERVATORIES
POSITIVE DEVELOPMENT
SUSTAINABILITY BASE
SAME—SCALE CITY MAPPING
GRASSROOTS MAPPING

Specialists explain new goals and projects
enabling network participants to accelerate
technology solutions for living around the Earth.

CONSTRUCTING ‘CORAL’ REEFS
SMART LIGHT CELEBRATIONS

next Directions
URBAN
OBSERVATORIES
United States information architect
Richard Saul Wurman stimulated
the data cities movement with
his team’s 1971 (80th) issue of
Design Quarterly: Making the City
Observable.
A scrapbook–style catalogue
of projects, ideas, books, guides,
maps advertisements and
education curricula—‘gestures
towards solutions’—it was intended
to educate readers about how
visual information, representing
accurate evidence of behaviours
and structures, could inform
more accurate decisions for urban
planning and development.
In this book, he coined two
key terms—Urban Data Centres and
Urban Observatories. These have
been adopted by the United Nations
and are becoming increasingly
essential for successfully applying
aero and geospatial technologies to
the challenges of urbanisation and
climate change.
As DQ editor Mildred Friedman
explained in her introduction,
urban data centres should be small,
local points of information about
surrounding urban environments;
eg schools, libraries or information
centres run by local councils or
community groups. The information
collected at these local bases could
24

then link to a national and/or
regional ‘urban observatory’ that
would combine other local material
as a ‘central information core’
describing the larger area in total.
With this book and several
others in the early 1970s, then
with the Access colour–coded city
travel guides, and later projects
including the first TED (Technology
Education and Design) conferences
since the early 1990s, Wurman
has become widely recognised
as a vital catalyst of the new
discipline variously known as
information communications
design, environmental signage and
information visualisation.
On advice from urban planners
supporting Wurman’s concepts,
and following the launch of its
comprehensive Habitat Agenda
manifesto in 1996, UN–Habitat
has been supporting development
of a Global Urban Observatory
Network (GUONet). Conceptually
aligned with the Global Spatial
Data Infrastructure (GSDI) project,
it incorporates four scales of
observatories: Local (LUO), National
(NUO), Regional (RUO) and Global
(GUO).
LUOs are intended to develop
their own indicators (perhaps
with guidance from higher–scale
observatories and the indicators
recently adopted by Europe’s spatial
data infrastructure project, INSPIRE).

Examples include monitoring
local priority issues (social
development, economic
performance, service delivery etc),
then work with other organisations
to collect and analyse information
relevant to the indicators. They
also are intended to disseminate
information publicly to strengthen
transparency.
UN–registered NUOs have been set
up in 24 mainly developing countries,
including India, Chile, Egypt,
Singapore, several African nations,
Poland and Bulgaria. Developing and
chronically underdeveloped countries
most strongly need coordinated

information about their natural and
built resources.
One important new rationale
for the Global Urban Observatories
system is the increasing frequency
of natural disasters—from around
100 per decade in the early 20th
century to almost 2800 per decade
in the 1990s (International Council
for Science, ICSU). An International
Science Plan for Integrated Research
on Disaster Risk (IRDR) is being
implemented, with the International
Programme Oﬃce headed by the US
scientist Dr. Jane Rovins, recently
opened at the Chinese Academy of
Sciences in Beijing, China.

How to set up an urban observatory
Maharufa Hossein, World Urban Forum 2006

PHASE 1
INCEPTION AND
FEASABILITY ASSESSMENT

PHASE 2
ORGANISATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

1

Create a steering committee

1

Define objectives

2

Generate participation

2

Develop mission and vision

3

Assess local capacity

3

Identify purpose

4

Nominate host institution

4

Develop approach

5

Build local capacity

5

Identify sectoral focus

6

Initiate certification process

6

Select primary actors

7

Specify level of intervention

8

Identify skills needed

9

Define products

10 Plan for sustainabilty
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nD
POSITIVE
DEVELOPMENT

Genuine sustainability will require
more than social change and
ecological restoration. It will require
increasing the total amount of
ecosystem goods and services, as
well as increasing the health and
resilience of the natural environment.
Regeneration will not be good
enough, because we have already
exceeded the Earth’s carrying capacity.
Therefore just to support existing
bioregions and populations, we
need to reverse the ecological and
social deficit. Fortunately, many
eco–innovations already exist that
could be integrated synergistically
with buildings and infrastructure to
make the environment and humans
better oﬀ. One way is through ‘Design
for Eco–services’. Ecosystem services
are all the things nature provides
for us, like producing clean air, heat,
water, soil and food. Urban structures
can support low–impact technologies
using many natural systems that
replace fossil–fuel–based equipment,
such as passive solar cooling, lighting,
heating and ventilating. These provide
thermal eco–services. However,
these systems can also include
natural air, water and soil treatment
functions. We can integrate the
(virtually) free services of nature with
existing development to produce net
ecological and social gains over the
structure’s life span.
The built environment can create
the infrastructure, conditions and
space for nature to continue its life–
support services and self–maintenance
functions. Development can provide
greater life quality, health, amenity,
conviviality and safety for all—without
sacrificing resources, money or comfort.
However, we need a new approach to
planning, design and management
of our built environment. Positive
Development would actually expand
the ecological base; meaning ecosystem
goods and services, natural capital,
biodiversity and habitats, ecological
health and resilience and bio–security.
It would also expand the public estate;
meaning the substantive democracy
that ultimately depends on equitable
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Converting negatives to positives (Janis Birkeland)

DIRECT
ECO–SOLUTIONS LIKE
ECO–RETROFITTING

ECO–INNOVATIONS—
DECOUPLING GROWTH
AND IMPACTS

ENGAGEMENT IN
PARTNERSHIPS AND
TEAM–BASED DESIGN
The large arrows represent activities
that are suggested by combining
the adjacent solution areas
The white arrows are processes
that diminish the ecological base
and public estate

EXPANDED
FUTURE OPTIONS

SUSTAINING
INSTITUTIONS
The small arrows represent
solution areas that reverse the
impacts of past resource transfers

INCREASED SOCIAL OPTIONS
THROUGH REVERSIBLE
NATURAL SYSTEMS

REMEDIATION PROGRAMS
THAT GENERATE
SALEABLE PRODUCTS
BIOCONVERSION OF
WASTE TO RESOURCES
(SOIL, WATER, AIR,
BIOTA, ENERGY)

access to, and expansion of, the
ecological base—the means of survival.
The belief that we have no option
but to trade oﬀ nature for social and
economic gain is deeply ingrained.
We assume that the best that
sustainable development can do is
provide short term social benefits that
compensate for long term ecological
losses. Traditionally policy makers
and environmental managers have
thought they were dealing with
sustainable development issues
by merely monitoring, measuring,
managing and mitigating the
predicted negative eﬀects of future
plans, policies and designs. However,
creating environments that are socially
and ecologically productive requires
undoing what has already been done.
We propose new methods
and processes to facilitate design
and innovation for net Positive
Development. We call this positive
approach Smart Mode—short for
Systems Mapping and Redesign
Thinking Mode. It is intended to
reverse negative attitudes towards
the built and natural environment
and provide an analytic framework
to help reverse the impacts of past
development by design.
The Smart Mode process attempts

to integrate innovation with
development, design with planning.
It could be applied by a community
group, a cooperative, a public–
private–community partnership, or
by planning and urban development
professionals. The basic steps are:
1. Establish common ground on the
meanings of sustainability concepts.
2. Adopt a constitution for
decision–making.
3. Articulate project objectives
and criteria.
4. Conduct forensic audits for
new information.
5. Consider how and what to trace
and measure.
6. Select appropriate methods
and tools.
7. Develop planning information,
concepts and strategies.
8. Develop design strategies.
9. Apply self–assessment.
10. Apply external assessment.
11. Ensure relevant measurements.
12. Assess accountability
and performance.
Given the ecological deficit, we
must go beyond design ‘with’ or
‘like’ nature and begin the task of
‘design for nature’. Where we lack the
design capacity to expand the range
of substantive life choices available to

present and future generations (while
preserving wilderness), we need to
make development, land use and
resource decisions that are reversible.
This can only be achieved by design.
William McDonough and Michael
Braungart have shown that instead of
closing loops, we can create no–loop
designs, where no waste is generated
in the first place. We might add to
this another variation: direct action
to correct past design failures. This
means physical design solutions—not
indirect incentive systems that can
have unintended consequences.
Direct action could be described as
a ‘reverse linear system’—exemplified
by earthworms. They are linear systems
but they perform in the opposite
direction to industrial factories: they
turn wastes into resources. Arguably,
therefore, worms have evolved to a
higher level of intelligent design than
human societies, which continue
to turn resources into waste. At a
micro level, worms encapsulate
the ‘net positive development’
approach which now needs to
replace ‘managerialism’ in urban and
regional planning and design.
—From Janis Birkeland, 2008. Positive
Development, London: Earthscan.
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Play, Recreation,
Contemplation

Thermal
Comfort

Urban Cooling (Heat Island)

Pollination and
Reproduction

Electricity Production

Fire Prevention

+1

Transport Fuel

Earthquake and
Cyclone Dampening

Increased Productive Land

0
Floods Mitigation/Recovery

Biological Conservation

-1

Wind Use and Control

Biodiversity Preserves

Healthy Materials

Storms and
Lightning Mitigation

Noise Reduction

Waste Avoidance

Resource and
Food Security

Air Purification

Soil Fertility
and Structure

Pollution Removal
Water Storage

Sequestration (Biochar)
Water
Quality

POSITIVE IMPACT
NEGATIVE IMPACT
NET POSITIVE ACTIONS

An eco–positive spider design tool
The smaller the inner starfish, the less harm that has been done. The bigger the outer starfish, the more good that has been done.
(Janis Birkeland)
Currently, life cycle analysis of buildings score from ‘0’
(zero impact) to ‘–1’ (totally negative) or from ‘really bad’
to ‘zero harm’. Similarly ‘0’ to ‘+1’ only measures ‘less
bads’. Neither count net positive impacts. Net positive
impacts can be assessed and displayed visually, using
positive, negative and less negative impacts on the same
spectrum. That is, the proposed eco–positive framework
measures from ‘1 to 0 to +1’. This is diametrically
diﬀerent from measuring negative or less bad impacts.
In the diagram, the inner circle ‘0’ represents pre–
industrial conditions. If all pre–existing eco–services
on the site were destroyed and not compensated for,
the inner circle would be brown. The outer circle (‘+1’)
is the floor area times the original eco–service per
unit of volume. It represents optimal eco–services.
However, a project could conceivably compensate for its
impacts and have net positive oﬀsite impacts (beyond
‘+1’). As a design thinking tool, one can place impacts
along 7 points on the spokes and add them digitally
to show where the design is deficient or positive in
eco–services. Later, after some design iterations are
produced, numbers can be used to compare the designs
mathematically using a spreadsheet program.
The diagram can also include ethical issues (like increased
equity in environmental access and amenity, public
space relative to private space, opportunity for social
interaction and community building, etc). For a complex
26

development, or water piped into the development
and not remediated.)
5. The green area between the inner circle ‘0’ and outer
circle (+1) are additional health and environmental
benefits beyond that of the indigenous conditions on
site. (eg. water stored and cleaned onsite that covers
the additional consumption caused by development.)
6. The outer circle is the potential positive impact
based on total floor area. For example a green
Example: Let us imagine how a building can increase
roof on a ten story building contributes less to the
an ecosystem service beyond pre–industrial conditions.
ecology than a green roof on a one story building.
The case of water is used to illustrate the spectrum of
(eg. the amount of water that is remediated beyond
values possible:
that needed by occupants, such as a stream that is
1. The brown area represents the net negative impacts
uncovered and restored.)
caused by the project, as in conventional negative
7. The part of the spider web that goes beyond +1
environmental impact assessment. (eg. a brown area
represents ‘surplus’ eco–services that support adjacent
to ‘0’ means all water entering naturally or existing on
properties or the city/region as a whole. (eg. ‘surplus’
site is contaminated or lost.)
water drawn from air (in an overly humid climate)
2. The amount of damage ‘undone’ through restoration of
using passive evaporative collectors, or water in a
past ecosystems and biodiversity is deducted from the
nearby lake treated naturally by the development.)
negative impacts. (eg. water used in construction and
operation that is restored using onsite natural systems.)
3. ‘O’, the pre–industrial conditions can be determined by This diagram is notional. The spider web has been
ecologists, or be based on a similar but relatively pristine used as a qualitative design tool and could be used
area. (eg. the amount of water that would enter the site for quantitative assessment. A theoretically perfect
development would look like a sun emblem. A more
under natural conditions and not be contaminated.)
detailed explanation is available from the author.
4. A brown area from ‘0’ towards ‘+1’ represents
negative impacts beyond the site, where a project
—From Janis Birkeland, 2008. Positive Development,
not only destroys its site but does substantial oﬀsite
London: Earthscan.
damage (eg. Oﬀsite water that is contaminated by a
development, ethical, economic and social issues can
have their own diagrams. These can be overlaid visually
or digitally to obtain a measure of total (numerical)
performance. Of course, there are always transparency
issues when using complex digital tools. Verbal
explanations about assumptions and sources for numbers
are essential for meaningful public input and education.
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SUSTAINABILITY BASE

NASA is transferring its space science
technologies to help develop the
world’s most ecologically eﬀective
oﬃce building and research test bed
on its Ames campus at Moﬀett Field,
Northern California.
Conceived by NASA research
director Dr Steven Zometzer with
William McDonough & Partners, the
Sustainability Base (SB) facility has

Design innovations

The building is oriented to maximise
daylight and fresh air flows,
calculated from records of the sun’s
arcs across Moﬀett Field, as well
as site–specific wind patterns. Its
narrow depth allows daylight to
reach desks in the middle of each
floor and operable windows provide
natural ventilation. The windows also
are automated to flush the building
with cool air at night.
Traditional buildings have internal
columns that provide support and
stability. SB is supported by an
exoskeleton (where the building
sits inside its frame), to create an
uninterrupted interior space, to
allow daylight and fresh air to flow
smoothly inside, and to provide
greater seismic stability.
Almost all the power needed to
supply the building is generated on
site—approximately 30 percent comes
from an array of photovoltaic solar
panels on the building and around
the site. A fuel cell and small wind
turbine contribute to the remaining
energy required for the building’s
operations. The site also features
99 geothermal wells supporting a
ground source heat pump system.
To help reduce potable water
consumption (by up to 90 percent
compared to traditional buildings), SB
includes low–flush plumbing fixtures
and dual plumbing to allow grey
water to be used to flush toilets.
SB is an exemplary demonstration
Top: View of the south side of NASA
been designed ‘native to place’. Yet
of ‘Cradle to Cradle’ principles
Sustainability Base. All existing, healthy
it exploits sophisticated computer
for waste–free design of systems
trees on site were preserved in place or
transplanted. The footprint of the building technologies originally developed for (trademarked by McDonough
was arranged to protect an existing
‘mission–critical’ space and air travel. Braungart Design Chemistry). William
Stone Pine tree as a dominant design
Every aspect of the building’s
McDonough’s ideal is for all materials
feature. (William McDonough + Partners)
used to be returned to either nature or
Bottom: NASA Sustainability Base. (William concept, planning, construction and
McDonough + Partners, photo Kevin Burke) operations is being optimised for energy industry at the end of their life cycles.
eﬃciency and to enhance the nature–
Landscaping around the building
connected wellbeing of occupants.
also contributes to SB’s eﬃciency.
NASA has produced a video to
California–native, non–invasive,
promote the project’s intelligent
plants have been selected and more
design and technology features here.
than 75 percent have low–water
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requirements to help tolerate
droughts. Grass is a hybrid hydroseed
blend that requires no mowing
and little maintenance. The site
also includes bioswales: waterways
of stones that naturally filter silt
and pollution. All the irrigation
water used on site is non–potable
recycled groundwater that has been
treated to remove hazardous volatile
compounds. Hardscape materials are
light–coloured to absorb heat from
the sun and reduce heat emissions
leading to the ‘heat island eﬀect’.
SB’s design is inspired by
the concept of biophilia–that
human wellbeing is enhanced
by connections with nature’s
living systems. Occupants of the
building will enjoy fresh air,
daylight, outdoor workspaces,
pleasing views of nature, natural
shading, non–toxic building
materials and nearby plants. All
workers will have a dashboard on
their laptop—providing real–time
information about their energy
use and suggestions for improving
their eﬃciency with activities like
lowering their shades, opening a
window or turning oﬀ equipment
not being used.

Technology advances
The intelligent building control
system is being adapted from
NASA’s Aviation Safety Program to
provide optimum guidance control
for air and spacecraft. Sensors
throughout the building will provide
information on user–comfortable
temperatures and lighting
conditions, and the system will have
access to occupants’ calendars to
predict how many people will be at
a meeting in a given room at a given
time, so it can adjust heating and
cooling systems. As well as predicting
heat loads from the sun, it will make
temperature adjustments for each
body and laptop.
27
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NASA Sustainability Base eco–intelligent
features. (William McDonough + Partners)
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Forward–osmosis water recycling
system was designed for use on the
International Space Station. It recycles
grey water (drained from basins and
showers) to flush toilets. Using this
system at Sustainability Base will
allow it to be perfected more easily
than via testing in outer space.
Computational fluid dynamics
tools will simulate, quantify and
understand how fluid flows around
the building. This includes wind
patterns in diﬀerent seasons and
under varying weather conditions;
taking into account the eﬀects of
nearby buildings and landscaping.
Internal flow simulations clarify how
windows, HVAC units and furnishings
aﬀect movements and qualities
of air. Both sets of simulations
allow ongoing monitoring and
improvements to the building
controls for maintaining occupant
comfort while minimising energy
consumption.
Prognostics are operations
intended to predict when technical
components or systems will fail to
perform their intended functions.
Understanding the remaining useful
life of components is vital for safely
flying air and spacecraft; allowing
damaged elements to be repaired or
replaced before they fail.
At Sustainability Base, prognostics
underpins the condition–based
maintenance (CBM) system;
significantly more eﬀective than
maintenance based on pre–defined
schedules. Like modern health
care, sensors monitor the health of
equipment; information used to alert
operators, schedule maintenance
and order replacement parts.
Inductive monitoring system

C2C® Materials

Smart Building Adaptive
Learning System

On–Site Renewable
Energy Generation

Oﬀ–Site
Renewable
Power

Optimised Daylight + Views,
Natural Ventilation

Photosynthetic Envelope

(IMS) is a time and cost–eﬃcient
way to monitor systems. Without
having to build a detailed model of
the system, it analyses simultaneous
relationships among various
parameters to clarify when some
aspect of the system is not working.
IMS automatically learns how a
system normally behaves by using
a technique called clustering to
extract models of normal system
operation from archived data.
Then it compares new data to the
clusters to determine whether
the system is behaving unusually.
Currently being used in the flight
control room at Johnson Space
Center to monitor systems on the
International Space Station, it will
be used at Sustainability Base first to
acquire data about how the building
operates, then monitor how it
performs over time. It will provide
information to support laptop
dashboard suggestions to users

Extensive Geothermal System

on how to maximise their energy
eﬃciency.
Hybrid Diagnostic Engine (HyDE)
is a model–based reasoning engine
designed to detect and isolate faults
in complex systems. Using sensor
operations, commands to the system
and models that describe how the
system operates, HyDE can determine
which components of the system are
malfunctioning.
Already used to diagnose faults
in aerospace vehicle electric power
systems, propellant and fuel transfer
systems and a drill prototype for use
on Mars, it will be used to monitor
geothermal systems at Sustainability
Base. NASA has a commercial
partnership to help create an oﬀ–the–
shelf version of HyDE for use by owners
of new buildings around the world.

Research strategies
Sustainability Base is intended
to become a living test bed for

Structural Exoskeleton

further NASA research into (initially)
intelligent, adaptive, building control
systems and grey water reuse.
One priority is to systematically
develop a software system that
interprets information from an
extensive network of wireless
sensors; to make autonomous
decisions to direct the operations
of actuators, pumps, lights, shades,
etc, that are needed to optimise the
building’s performance. This software
will learn from its own performance
and modify its behaviours to become
increasingly eﬀective.
The grey water recycling strategy
is to use a real–world environment
to experiment with and test the
forward–osmosis water purification
system originally developed for closed
environments in space. Testing this
type of technology in a flight centre is
expensive; testing it at Sustainability
Base allows both cost and on–the–
ground advantages.
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3D density map: Paris. OECD/Compact Cities unit

Max 48,208 pop/km2

Babylon

Washington D.C.

N

100 km

Paris
Left: Richard Saul Wurman’s 1962 maps of
Babylon, Washington DC and Paris.

SAME–SCALE
CITY MAPPING

Since the launch of Google Earth in
2005, citizens of the world have been
marvelling about its gift for users to
remotely aero–zoom in and out of
almost any place on the planet (some
security zones are blanked out).
While this capability is invaluable
for understanding remote locations,
it has potential to mislead users
about distances and scales in
diﬀerent locations. Sizes of street
blocks vary from city to city—often
depending on diﬀerent cultural
attitudes and government politics at
the times of development.
As city governments now
increasingly discuss ways to compare
their operations and circumstances
with other cities, it would be useful
to develop for them a system to
allow comparisons of conditions and
factors across exactly the same units
of land measurement.
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A key prototype for this idea was
US information architect Richard Saul
Wurman’s 1962 North Carolina State
University project, published as Cities:
Comparison of Form and Intent.
He and students produced and
photographed bas–relief models of
50 towns and cities ‘that to me gave
forth an immediate positive image’.
Every model was made at the
same scale of 1:7200–600 feet to the
inch, modelled on one or multiple
16” squares of Masonite, using
white plasticine, balsa wood and
paint. For publication, they were
all photographically reduced to
1:14,400–1200 feet to the inch.
In 2007, he and two friends,
geospatial industry pioneer Jack
Dangermond (Esri) and filmmaker
Jon Kamen (Radical Media), launched
the 19/20/21 project to update these
‘mud’ models for cities in the Google
Earth era. He told The Entertainment
Gathering in Los Angeles that ‘it
appears there’s no comparative

information, cartographically
or statistically, on the major
agglomerations in the world.’
Wurman, Dangermond and Kamen
proposed to work with major cities
to prototype a new system of digital
maps of the same graphic style and
scale, all sharing a standard system of
legends, questions and information
categories—to clarify and compare
each city’s economic conditions,
power grid, access to water, quality
of life, business, population
demographics, growth areas, etc.
Wurman noted that scientists
have agreed common ways of
measuring many things. To measure
urban areas, he suggests these
‘minimal’ categories:
— Determinators of an urban area
and borders within which further
borders are measured,
— Common land uses and designations,
— Principles for collection and display of
internationally comparable data on
population, health, economics and

wealth, water, power distribution,
air quality, transport, etc.
Wurman’s criteria are among
the list of more than 30 datasets
specified for development by the
European Community’s INSPIRE
program, now seen as the
international benchmark for spatial
data infrastructure systems.
Since the mid 2000s, various
advances have been made in same–
scale city mapping. They include
colourful same–scale 2D maps by
Professor Richard TT Forman at the
Harvard Graduate School of Design, 3D
population density mapping by the
Urban Age Institute/Cities program
led by Professor Ricky Burdett at the
London School of Economics, the
PopulouSCAPE video prepared by
Professors Hiroshi Ito and Kaori Ota
with a team from the University of
Tokyo, and recent 3D population and
demographics mapping by the OECD in
Paris and the Centre for Advanced Spatial
Analysis at University College London.
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GRASSROOTS
MAPPING

Grassroots mapping is a global open
source project where activists take
aerial photographs of land areas via
digital cameras (and camera phones)
attached to kites and helium balloons.
Founded by MIT Center for Civic
Media fellow Jeﬀrey Warren and six
co–founders who have since formed
the Public Laboratory for Open
Technology and Science (PLOTS), the
group is catalysing an international
swarm of ‘citizen cartography’
projects to aerially map localities and
events worth recording for cultural,
historical or political reasons.
Part of the Public Laboratory
agenda is to help other members of
the public to make their own ‘do–it–
yourself’ geography analysis tools—for
example an inexpensive spectrometer
for analysing wavelengths of light.
The grassrootsmapping.org website
includes a PDF guide to the techniques,
in English, German and Hebrew.
Cameras for grassroots mapping
should have continuous mode so that
a rubber band can hold the button
down for repeated photos during
flight. Mapping an area of about
one square kilometer is expected to
take about two hours. Images can be
uploaded and ‘stitched’ into a map
at the free and open–source
MapKnitter.org website.
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Top left: Cesar Harada of the Louisiana
Bucket Brigade, balloon–mapping the BP
oil spill. (Susan Stoessel, Boston Science
Museum/Flickr) Top right: A grassroots
mapping team in the Czech Republic.
(esceulab.org) Bottom: Sumava Cut
area, Czech Republic. (Jaroslav Valuch/
Czech Grassroots Mapping)
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CONSTRUCTING
‘CORAL’ REEFS

After a 20th century of record habitat
destruction, this century will be
marked by the creation of (in)human
habitats. We will soon be compelled
to create environments and
ecosystems to rebalance and sustain
the ecosystems on which humanity
so heavily relies.
Approximately 20 percent of the
world’s coral reefs have been declared
dead with a further 60 percent under
serious threat from destructive fishing
practices, reef mining, pollution and
global warming.
We must establish how these dying
reefs can be rescued and/or replaced.
One approach is to build artificial reefs
with waste products such as ships,
tyres and concrete pipes.
Another approach, increasingly
described as ‘constructed reefs’,
involves designing and fabricating reef
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structures, in concrete or steel; with
one new method using contemporary
3D computer–aided design and
automated fabrication systems.
One potential system to make
reefs is the D–Shape ‘construction 3D
printing’ machine, developed by Enrico
Dini in Italy. His invention ‘prints’
full–scale, complex 3D structures. In his
process, a binder substance is sprayed
(like an ink–jet printer) to transform
sand into environmentally ethical,
sandstone–like structures that need
no metal reinforcing to support
highly complex shapes.
After experimenting with the
D–Shape printer in Italy in 2009,
I was inspired by the possibility of
building reefs by a coﬀee table Enrico
had printed for a client. In order to
better understand my new field of
research I dived the Great Barrier Reef
to appreciate this underwater habitat
first hand. My intent quickly evolved
to design a reef that could emulate

the diverse spaces that are required to
provide habitats for a huge range of
marine species. The concept of building
a ‘deep scaﬀold’ developed, which
allows a plethora of coral growth to be
supported, while also providing instant
habitats for marine life.
Natural reefs can take thousands
(and in some cases millions) of years
to develop, while these reefs can be
constructed in months.
Six elements were found to aﬀect
the structure of coral reefs: location,
topography, water currents, wave
protection, sunlight and substrate.
‘Hard coral’ reefs mainly occur in and
near tropical zones while rock reefs
are found anywhere in oceans, lakes,
estuaries and waterways.
Constructed reefs today are
mainly built from modular elements,
including steel, concrete, cables
and other inexpensive materials.
Although they do provide good
habitats for some marine flora and

Top: Cross–sectional
perspective. Bottom left:
Generating a ‘deep scaﬀold’
coral reef complex using
Netfabb, Topostruct and
Maya. Bottom centre:
Hand–sculpted design
development model by
James Gardiner. Bottom
right: A diver inspecting
artificial reefballs. (Reefballs
Australia)
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Far left: Concept sketch
for a new coral reef. Top:
Reef module prototype at
the D–Shape factory in Italy.
Bottom left: 3D scan of
the ocean floor along the
coast of Queensland. (Port
of Brisbane Corporation)
Bottom right: Concept
sketch of the ‘deep scaﬀold’
for a new coral reef.
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fauna, they can’t provide the level of
topological or spatial diversity found
in natural reefs.
The potential for constructed reef
diversity and complexity increases
significantly with the combination of
digital design software capabilities
and construction 3D printing. My
first speculative reef design was
proposed for the coast of the
Farasan Islands in the south west
of Saudi Arabia, close to the border
with Yemen. Two new reefs were
planned, with natural existing small
coral reefs located between them, to
help migration between the natural
and constructed reefs.
To develop the digital model, a
series of topographical zones were
first mapped into Topostruct, a
structural optimisation software,
with forces applied to emulate ocean
currents, material weight and gravity.
The software calculated the optimal
structural topology (arrangement of

elements) to counter these forces and
iteratively subtracted material from
a complex starting composition that
consisted of common reef features
such as canyons, bombies, shelves
and caves. This process produced
three optimal structure envelopes—
inner, middle and outer. These were
later refined, using Maya, to create
a hollow core structure for the inner
envelope, a fine mesh for the middle
envelope and a larger open lattice
structure for the outer envelope. All
three were later united to form the
hybrid reef scaﬀold.
Contemporary designs for artificial
and constructed reefs are at best
equivalent in sophistication to 1950s
designs for suburban housing—but
similarities between reefs and urban
planning principles have recently
been established.
There is excellent scope to develop
new design principles to create
complex reef cities. Sonar scanning

and diﬀerential GPS can now
generate maps of ocean topographies
and reefs to centimetre resolutions.
These scans will help detailed
planning within topologically
complex environments, which
provide better conditions than the
flat seascapes traditionally used for
constructed and artificial reefs.
This research has led to
collaboration with David Lennon from
Sustainable Oceans International; the
first prototypes for a parametrically
responsive reef module have been
fabricated by D–Shape and will be
deployed with reef balls in Australia
in the next six months.
—By James Gardiner, Lead of Design
Innovation, Engineering Excellence
Group, drawing from his PhD
research on construction 3D printing.
His Farasan reef project won an
innovation award from Sustainable
Oceans International in 2010.
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Top: Touch. Do Not Please The Work of Art
by Cornelia Erdmann and Michael Lee.
Centre: Jellights, by Pascal Petitjean and
Aamer Taher. Bottom: Human Tiles by
Ocubo. (Jürgen Brinkmann, Singapore 2010)

SMART LIGHT
CELEBRATIONS

Smart Light is an emerging
international circuit of family–
friendly outdoor light art festivals
celebrating the creative potentials of
new low–energy technologies.
Initiated by Greek–Australian light
engineer and music composer Mary–
Anne Kyriakou, the first Smart Light
event was in Sydney in early winter 2009
(local name Vivid Light) and the second
and third were in Singapore in late
autumn 2010 and 2012 (iLight Marina
Bay). The fourth festival is expected to
be held in Rio de Janiero in 2013 (Smart
Light Rio), and a book is planned.
Smart Light celebrations are
based on public night walks along
waterside precincts (these locations
allow photogenic reflections of the
light artworks rippling in the water).
Each ‘Smart Light Walk’ includes more
than 25 artworks produced by local and
international artists. These installations
are magnets for tourists, families, young
and old couples, and both amateur and
professional photographers and video
artists—and after each festival, some of
the artworks are sold to governments
of other cities for permanent display.
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Sponsored by governments to
enliven barren or rowdy precincts
of their cities, Smart Light Walks are
inspired by these aspirations:
— help cities switch from ‘hot’ systems
of public lighting to ‘cool’ LED and
solar–powered technologies,
— create public celebrations which
showcase exciting light art concepts
to creatively illuminate the city at
night, generating an atmosphere of
dynamic excitement.
— provide opportunities for multi–
disciplinary professionals, students
and academics to display their
talents and experiment with best
practices in low–energy lighting
design, and
— promote ways to reduce carbon and
light pollution in the sky at night,
allowing views of the stars again.
Smart Light is one of the early
leaders of a growing global movement
to replace carbon–polluting fireworks
displays, sky–panning laser lights and
public bonfires with new low–energy
alternative spectacles.
These festivals are independently
audited to clarify energy consumption
and carbon emissions, including the
impacts of oﬀset strategies such as
nearby towers turning oﬀ their lights.
33

Globe Encounters. In the Information Age, the flow of internet traﬃc between locations
is nearly ubiquitous. Globe Encounters visualises the volumes of internet data flowing
between New York and cities around the world over the past 24 hours. The size of
the glow on a particular city location corresponds to the amount of IP traﬃc flowing
between that place and New York City. A larger glow implies a greater IP flow.
(MIT SENSEable City Lab, Director Carlo Ratti, image Aaron Kaplin. Created for New York
Talk Exchange: NY Museum of Modern Art)
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‘We have landed
on the Moon,
we now must
understand the Earth’
Al Gore, 1998
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Five key research themes have been identified to underpin next
directions towards the goal of a global computer model.
Leading experts explain how their fields are contributing to the
most crucial technology vision of our time.
Latest advances and debates are summarised in the
following five articles:
NATURAL BUILDING CITY
VIRTUAL
PLANETARY
SYSTEMS INFO
INFO
NATIONS & SYSTEMS
MODELLING MODELLING MODELLING NETWORKS MODELLING
Monitoring and
modelling natural
environmental
systems (mainly
terrestrial,
underground, air
pollution, weather
and water–
related) at local to
continental scales.
Integrating this
information into
the first strategic
planning processes
of designing
large urban
developments
should, in
principle,
lead to more
eco–sensitive
masterplans.
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Improving
products
and systems
for ‘virtually
prototyping’
and optimising
proposals for
complex buildings,
structures and
environments.

Creating virtual
models of cities
and improving
digital systems
of predicting
and monitoring
movements of
people, traﬃc,
water and other
dynamic flows
within urban
environments.

Developing
complex
environmental
simulations
of nations,
continents and
regions—requiring
sophisticated
networking and
data management
infrastructure,
as well as robust
connections to
the international
grid of distributed
servers (the
Cloud) that will
be needed to
maintain the
global Earth
simulation
system/s.

Gathering and
incorporating
global terrestrial,
meteorological,
oceanographic
and other
environmental
data to help
develop a
dynamic, multi–
dimensional,
virtual model
recording and
predicting
evolutionary
behaviours
around planet
Earth.
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Natural
Systems
Modelling
Key to understanding the interconnections of climate
change are visual simulations of weather, water, land and
even subterranean activities. Much has been achieved by
natural systems scientists—but they are frustrated by the
limits of today’s modelling technologies.
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Digital terrain model superimposed on the original
satellite image. Warmer colours indicate higher surface
elevation. (NearMap)
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Developing new integrated
approaches to Earth system
science is essential to accelerating
major advances in observations,
analysis and prediction of
high–impact weather and
climate movements.

important in exposing potential vulnerabilities
and evaluating outcomes of decisions. They
have been made possible by substantial
investments in weather and climate research
and technologies—which have produced
some of the most significant scientific
achievements in the history of mankind.
Although natural system science
advances are impressive, increasing
Within the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) system, current 12–48 vulnerabilities and the threat of human–
induced climate change are driving urgent
hour forecasts, on spatial scales of a few
needs for further improvements in weather
kilometres, provide timely and accurate
warnings of flooding, rainstorms, river flows, and climate information.
These are required to support a wide
tornadoes, storm surges, hurricane tracks
range of decisions, including protection
and landfalls, and air quality emergencies.
of life and property from extreme
Global five day forecasts have accuracies
weather events, and policy decisions and
comparable to the two day forecasts of 25
infrastructure planning in response to
years ago. There is increasing evidence of
climate change—including the co–benefits
7–10 day predictability for some extreme
and trade–offs of air pollution and climate
weather events.
mitigation, and coupling of the reactive
Seasonal forecasts provide useful
nitrogen cycle with food production,
information on El Niño and La Niña and
population growth, climate, water
their likely influences on regional weather
(availability and quality) and biodiversity.
conditions, such as shifts in the North
Such improvements will require
Pacific storm track. And global assessments
and projections of temperatures, sea levels, significant advances in observations and
Arctic sea ice and precipitation over decades prediction and better understandings of
to centuries also contribute to the scientific complex interactions between the physical–
rationale for international action to reduce biological–chemical Earth system and the
global system of social interactions and
greenhouse gas and aerosol emissions.
behaviours.
Risk models have become increasingly
Trends in occurrences and vi!ims of natural disa"ers
*Victims: sum of killed and total aﬀected
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No. of reported disasters
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Earth–system Prediction
Initiative
Proposed at the 2007 Group for Earth
Observations (GEO) Summit in Cape
Town, South Africa, the Earth–system
Prediction Initiative (EPI) is intended to
foster collaborative research priorities
among all relevant international programs.
Other conferences since have recommended
creating advanced new climate research and
computing facilities, and setting up a Global
Framework for Climate Services to strengthen
production, delivery and application of
predictions and services.
More recently, the Earth Systems Science
Partnership (ESSP), involving four global
environmental change research programs
under the International Council for Science
(ICSU) has developed a strategic vision for
its program. The ICSU and the International
Social Sciences Council (ISSC) are organising
a new vision and strategies for Earth systems
research. And the International Society
for Digital Earth (ISDE) is promoting its
new Vision 2020 statement, prepared after
meetings in Beijing in early 2011.
The Earth–system Prediction Initiative
is as challenging as the International
Space Station, the Human Genome Project
and the Hubble Telescope. It will help to
coordinate different international programs
for Earth–system observations, prediction
and warning—and will enable revolutionary
advances in Earth–system prediction,
including capabilities for early warning of
weather and climate extremes, providing
benefits that far exceed costs.
To achieve its objectives, EPI must motivate
the scientific community, especially young
scientists, and communicate to the world its
multi–generational benefits.

Understanding
natural disasters
People around the world are increasingly
suffering from unpredicted natural disasters.
The major cause is extreme climate and
weather patterns (eg drought, floods,
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Visual City simulation of the Christchurch,
New Zealand earthquakes, showing the
location, depth and magnitude of the
hundreds of earthquakes that shook the
area from Sept 2010 until March 2011.
(Nextspace)

cyclones). Other causes include geophysical
traumas (earthquakes, volcanoes, tidal
waves, landslides), environmental
degradation (eg pollution, deforestation,
desertification or pest infestation) and
biological contamination. Often these occur
in combinations.
Escalating population and urbanisation
(especially slum settlements) is increasing
the world’s exposure to natural hazards—
especially in coastal areas vulnerable to floods,
cyclones and tidal waves.

In 2010, 385 natural disasters killed more
than 297,000 people, affected 217$million
others and caused $US123.9$billion of
economic damage. However 2010 damages
ranked only fourth during the last decade—
the worst years were 2004 (mainly due to
the Niigata–ken earthquake in Japan), 2005
(hurricanes Katrina, Wilma and Rita in
North America and the Caribbean) and 2008
(Sichuan earthquake in China).
From 1991 to 2005, 65$percent of the
world’s disasters occurred in developing

countries. In 2008, 77$million people died
from extreme winter conditions in China,
and 14$million people died in Africa and
12$million in Asia from droughts.
Countering this vulnerability with effective
mitigation and adaptation strategies requires
accurate predictions at global, regional and
local scales. (Mitigation means changing
conditions to reduce harmful impacts;
adaptation means responding to new
conditions that must be accepted.)
Although mitigation of human–caused

Hi"orical di"ribution of tornadœs, 1950–1995
Texas Tech University Center for Geospatial Technology and the Atmospheric Science Program.
Weak (F0–F1)
Strong (F2–F3)
Violent (F4–F5)
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Weak tracks
Strong tracks
Violent tracks
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DELIVERABLES OF
THE EARTH PREDICTION
INITIATIVE
The Group on Earth Observations (GEO) in
Geneva is a peak body for the Global Earth
Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) project.
Since 2005, it has developed these aspirations
for a new ‘Earth–system Predictions Initiative’
to accelerate the Earth simulations vision:
— Improved projections, predictions and
monitoring of multi–decade global
to regional climate and coupled Earth
system changes, including estimates of
the frequency and intensity of regional
extremes, their impacts and improved
information on the assumptions, confidence
and uncertainty of all estimates.
— A stronger scientific foundation for
developing and evaluating climate change
adaptation and mitigation.
— Improved predictions of daily to interannual
high impact weather and climate, including
winter storms, tropical cyclones, air quality,
heat and cold waves, droughts and floods.
— Improved early warnings of famine, water
shortages, pestilence and disease in
developing nations and promotion of social
and economic development in a changing
climate.
— Science–based information to develop and
evaluate responses to weather; climate
variability; change in sectors such as
energy, water, agriculture and health; and
improved support for environmental and
socioeconomic planning.
— Assessments of emerging geoengineering
alternatives for controlling climate variability
and change, including unintentional
consequences.
— Support for developing national and
international climate services.
— Education and capacity building to enable
the next generation of experts to carry out
the EPI/Digital Earth vision and mission.
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climate change must be addressed globally,
adaptation to changes will occur at regional
and local scales. Today’s global climate
models are mostly incapable of providing
local levels of detail.
Accurate probability predictions enable
rational decisions that reduce human,
economic and environmental losses, and
maximise economic opportunities through
selection of optimal trade routes, energy
allocations, crop selection, natural resource
management and other efficient practices.
On that basis, accelerated progress in
predictions and services could be valued in
billions of dollars.
If we are to address fundamental challenges
that span hours to centuries, it is essential to
move beyond the restrictions of individual
disciplines towards more comprehensive
Earth–system predictions that include
multi–faceted connections between different
components of the system.
For example, an extreme Sahara Desert
sand and dust storm will significantly
influence the balance of atmospheric
radiation, thus affecting weather and climate
in surrounding areas. When Saharan dust
is transported over the Atlantic, it can
affect the development of tropical cyclones
and replenish nutrients in the soils of the
Amazon, helping to sustain the rain forest.
Sand and dust storms also supply nutrients
to ocean organisms, whose concentrations
modulate the opacity (and solar penetration)
of the upper ocean, and the oceanic uptake
of carbon dioxide, which provides additional
feedbacks to the climate system. Dust storms
also cause changing rainfall in the Sahel
and West African monsoon regions and are
a source of aerosols to Europe (affecting
visibility, health and local weather). Saharan
aerosols are being investigated as major
contributors to African meningitis epidemics
that can place up to 350$million people at risk
every year.
This example reveals not simply a weather,
climate, atmosphere, ocean, land surface,
chemistry or biology problem: it is all of these
and more. Comprehensive understanding
and prediction of the consequences of
these events requires consideration of all

interactions among components of the Earth
system, including humankind.

Earth–system
interconnections
Preparing for unexpected rapid changes
outside of current climate model predictions
is another important reason for developing
a comprehensive, integrated, Earth system
simulation. Rapid changes may be triggered
by fast processes and involve feedbacks
among different components of the Earth
system—such as physical, biological and
chemical responses to climate warming that
accelerate releases of methane gas from
melting permafrost.
Reducing the likelihood of future climate
change surprises requires improved
monitoring of Earth–system components
and their interactions, as well as substantial
improvements in modelling to incorporate
processes not present in current climate
models. For example the next report of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) will include global coupled
climate models with interactive carbon
cycles as standard features. To address
potential for rapid changes in sea level beyond
current IPCC projections, next–generation
models will incorporate dynamic ice sheet
components to better assess the potential for
accelerated ice loss.
Also required will be a suite of diagnostic
and prediction models integrated over all
space and time scales—spanning highly
local cloud systems to global circulations,
linking mesoscale weather life cycles and
climate variability and change. This requires
increased integration across the disciplines
of physics, mathematics, chemistry, social
and decision sciences. It will require
collaborations between natural systems
scientists and colleagues from health,
economic, water, agriculture, energy, food and
policy disciplines.
Recent examples of such collaborations
include the Meningitis Environmental Risk
Information Technologies (MERIT) project
run by the World Health Organization
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Monitoring Antarctica’s melting ice from 1987 to 2005
Wiki Commons

Left: Ice melting from Antarctica.
(globalwatering.com) Above: Antarctic
shoreline. (NASA)

(WHO) Health and Climate Foundation
in Africa, the University Corporation for
African Research’s UCAR Africa Initiative
studying tropical health, climate and
weather linkages, and the UCAR Year of
Tropical Convection (YTC) project which
combined satellite, field campaign and
in–situ datasets to clarify the continent’s
atmospheric behaviours.

Core elements for Earth
system prediction
The Earth–system Prediction Initiative
requires access to billions of time–
dependent observations that fuel data
assimilation systems that supply the initial
conditions for a series of prediction and
projection models—that in turn provide
information for risk reduction and
adaptation. The research necessary for the
EPI to accelerate improvements covers each
link in that chain:

Climate and weather observations

These are to monitor the Earth system in
every respect. They must achieve reliable
detection of global to regional anomalies
and support options for mitigation and
adaptation. This requires improving the
established surface and upper–air global
observing networks and implementing new
surface–based remote sensing and aircraft
and space–based systems to meet the
ever–increasing observational demands of
Earth–system monitoring, prediction and
early warning systems. A comprehensive,
coordinated global Earth observation
system is critical to predictions.

High resolutions global and regional
data assimilation and analysis systems

anomalies and extremes, and the confidence
that can be placed in the predictions.

Field experiments

These are used to evaluate and improve
representations of physical processes in
weather and climate prediction systems,
such as coupled land/ocean/sea ice
boundary layer processes, rainfall, and
radiation.

Information systems

These must deliver timely, user–friendly
and issue–targeted input into decision–
making for risk reduction, adaptation,
mitigation and sustainable development.
This requires engagement with users
of environmental information to assess
and incorporate their requirements. A
key organisation tackling this aspect is
the Global Spatial Data Infrastructure
Association—including representatives
from many other groups participating in the
broad Digital Earth vision.

These are for weather, climate and
Earth–system monitoring and prediction.
They integrate air, ocean, land and ice
observations across the full suite of Earth–
system modelling components. Such
systems are a basis for monitoring and
assessing past events and change, including
their socio–economic impacts. They provide Archives
Prediction models
the initial conditions for new predictions
These must capture complex interactions
These are used as part of an internationally
among components of the Earth system. They and their verifications.
coordinated Earth information system, to
must have sufficient resolution to faithfully
store and manage data and enable access
represent the multi–scale processes of the
to operational and historical analyses and
Studies to determine causes of
Earth. They will guide mitigation policy and
forecasts of weather, air quality, climate and
past and current conditions and
adaptation strategies, including assessing
other Earth system components including
extreme events
the responses and possible unintended
Distinguishing between natural variability socioeconomic data required to develop
consequences of emerging geoengineering
risk models. Archives should facilitate
and human–forced, long–term trends
alternatives for controlling climate variability is vital to inform both adaptation and
advanced analysis, reanalysis, reforecasts
and change. Increasing model resolution and mitigation decisions. Attribution studies,
and visualisations of observed and predicted
complexity will require substantially greater particularly with model ensembles, address events, including assessment of the
computing capacity.
the predictability of the system, the odds of effectiveness of mitigation and adaptation.
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major research institutions led by ETH–
Zurich and University College London.
Now seeking substantial European research
funding, the project goal is to understand and
Introducing interactions between natural
manage complex, global socially interactive
and human systems represents a major
challenge in the development of Earth system systems, focusing on sustainability and
resilience. Working parties have been formed
prediction and projection solutions.
First steps have been taken by introducing to develop specific plans for:
— Co–evolution of ICT and society,
prescribed emission scenarios in climate
— Interconnected observatories of society for
models and developing impact models
a resilient and sustainable future,
that support decision processes. Impact
— Designing an innovation accelerator,
assessment models focus, for example, on
water management, agriculture development, — Flagship infrastructure, and
— Dissemination and stakeholder liaison.
food production, epidemiology and other
health issues, air quality, urban dynamics,
demographics and population migration.
Modelling water resources
A major step forward will be to couple
such models with climate and even weather
Traditionally, modelling tools have played
models, especially to address regional issues. a crucial role in supporting and revitalising
Detailed economic, energy and land use
the water resources planning and
models should gradually replace prescribed
management professions. Water resources
emission scenarios in climate models.
models have grown in sophistication from
One recent step forward is the European simple, single mathematical procedures
Commission’s Living Earth Simulator (aka to physically based and highly graphical
FuturICT Flagship) proposal, involving
software applications.

Modelling social life
on Earth

Leading planning agencies, eg. the US
Army Corps of Engineers, have now adopted
a participatory approach to use modelling
to facilitate the involvement of stakeholders
to help:
— Draw in the basin configuration,
— Identify sites of interest,
— Input data relevant to the particular site
or reach,
— Test various assumptions, if there are
stakeholder disagreements, to help clarify
decisions, and
— Continue on to full simulations with
alternative hydraulic and water quality
datasets.
The challenge lies in enabling non–experts
to achieve familiarity with the water resource
system, its components and interactions,
and to help them understand the main issues
and problems from a variety of perspectives.
This approach helps involved stakeholders
to appreciate the potential impacts on
their interests of alternative policies and
management options, and the interests of
other stakeholders.

Lake Con"ance STEM map
BAER research team

Energy autonomy map. The GIS–based
STEM (space type energy mapping) models
the capacity of a region or settlement
to support itself with renewable energy,
based on its own local resources. Shown
here is the regional spatial typology
that is part of its basic framework. The
four–country, 11.000 sq km region around
Lake Constance has been structured
into distinct space types, each with its
own energy characteristics—demand,
eﬃciency improvement scope and local
renewable energy generation capacity.
(BAER (Bodensee/Lake Constance–Alpine
Rhine Valley Energy and Climate Region)
research team)
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are subject to anthropogenic changes. To
analyse, evaluate and manage them, tools
and models are required that can represent
An air quality modelling system usually
and interpret the variety and complexity of
consists of a meteorological model, an
the connections between biotic and abiotic
emissions model and an air quality model. It
landscape structure and functions.
requires meteorological, toxic emissions and
One possible next approach is to depart
air quality datasets. The meteorological model
from process–based modelling and use
may calculate over time the 3D fields of wind,
indicators instead. They describe landscapes
temperature, relative humidity, pressure
in a more integrated way. They may come
and in some cases turbulent eddy diffusivity,
from a variety of disciplines such as geology,
clouds and precipitation. The emissions
economics, ecology or soil science. One
model estimates the amount and chemistry
example is the Normalised Difference
of primary pollutants. The outputs of the
emissions and meteorological models then are Vegetation Index (NVDI) used in remote
put into the air quality model, which calculates sensing as a proxy for the state of vegetation
and photosynthetic activity. Many other
the concentrations and deposition rates of
indices can be developed but the real
gases and aerosols over space and time.
challenge is to select the most representative
A comprehensive air quality model
and learn to quantify and measure them.
typically includes:
Additionally, these indices must be scaleable
— A transport and diffusion component that
calculates 3D motion of gases and aerosols across both space and time.
Often it is unlikely that one model will be
in a gridded domain,
sufficient to address all the needs of landscape
— A gas–phase chemistry component
or watershed management. There are many
that calculates the change in gaseous
processes and many important feedbacks
concentrations due to chemical
that should be considered. Depending on
transformations,
the particular goals of the study and data
— An aerosol component that calculates the
size distribution and chemical composition availability, it is necessary to have a large
model base, a repository of modules and tools
of aerosols due to chemical and physical
that can be pulled out to describe various
transformations,
landscape variables and indicators at different
— A cloud/fog component that calculates
layers of complexity. For comprehensive
the physical characteristics of clouds
landscape studies, hybrid models are often
and fog based on information from
needed; combining simplified and/or process–
the meteorological model (or from
oriented, robust, dynamic models with static
observations),
and/or stochastic simulation models (eg
— A cloud/fog chemistry component that
empirical, statistical, or a neural network or
calculates the rates of deposition due to
precipitation and the corresponding change fuzzy model).
Developing dynamic landscape simulation
in chemical concentrations, and
— A dry deposition component that calculates models is a substantial challenge for
researchers. Among the ambitious tasks yet to
the rates of dry deposition for gases and
aerosols and the corresponding changes in be solved are:
— Matching time scales of models to the time
their concentrations.
scales of the management questions and
their implications. Ecosystem management
requires landscape models to be run over
Integrated landscape
long periods of time with small time steps to
modelling
track critical conditions.
— Improved validation, requiring a network
Landscapes are complex, spatially and
of long–term experimental study areas and
temporally multi–layered systems which
specially designed landscape experiments.
change and develop naturally but which also

Modelling air quality
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Backcasting and comparing model results
to historical conditions offers a useful way
to validate models.
— Stakeholder involvement to add knowledge
to development of sophisticated simulation
models synthesising data, theories and
opinions over scales of space, time and
biological organisation.
— Improved software tools. Certain modules
and analytical tools need to be designed
upfront, while integrative and interactive
graphic user interfaces can help combine
modules and produce compelling
visualisations.
— Community modelling using open source
software and models by groups of scientists
working on common problems.
— Support for multi–criteria decision–
making. Assuming Pareto optimality
as a guide for decision making (‘given a
set of alternative allocations and a set of
individuals, we choose the allocation that
can make at least one individual better
off without making any other individual
worse off’), we need to be able to provide
information about alternatives to be able to
run the optimisation. A promising approach
is to use genetic algorithms to control the
search procedure for optimising.
— Dealing with uncertainties. Model results
are always uncertain because they are
based on incomplete understandings
of interactions and processes and field
and laboratory studies that are always
approximate. However the absence of full
information does not imply that there is no
scientific value in developing models.

Building a community
modelling and information
sharing culture
Much creativity is geared towards moving
energy and materials rather than information,
although information has become another
crucial component of human welfare and
livelihood. Information, unlike energy, is
not subject to conservation laws. By copying
information from sources and distributing
it to new destinations, we do not lose
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Global map of coral reef locations. (NASA)
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information at the sources. In ecological
economics, this is known as non–rival goods.
As with gravity, by using information
we do not decrease the ability of others to
use it. However, exchange of information
is restricted by copyright and patent laws,
as well as by institutional, cultural and
traditional hurdles that create protective
barriers hindering free flow of this valuable
commodity. Private companies, especially,
are often reluctant to share data and software
because it can impact their profits in
competitive markets.
Barriers to information exchange are
also significant in the academic community,
where scientists have little incentive to spend
the time and effort required to document
and disseminate their data and/or models
and code for the greater good. Grant and
contract funding for research rarely provides
direct support for documentation and
dissemination activities.
Creating a new research paradigm requires
substantial improvements in hardware and
software but one of the greatest challenges
will be building the community modelling
and information–sharing culture that will be
required for success. Widespread acceptance
of the advantages in open exchange—
notably new contacts, collaborations and
sources of acknowledgement—will be
needed. In addition, there is a need to accept

that releasing undocumented or poorly
documented software is preferable to not
releasing it at all. Building a community
modelling and information sharing
culture among scientists and development
professionals will be crucial for future
advancements in environmental and Earth
science.

original software. Unlike simply free code that
could be borrowed and used in copyrighted,
commercial distributions, the open–source
definition and licensing ensure that the
derivatives stay in the open–source domain,
extending and enhancing it.
Because no–one can seize the surplus
value created within the commons, software
developers are willing to contribute their
time and energy to improving it. The GPL
Open source solutions
is the main reason that Linux, Firefox and
numerous other globally successful programs
The open source concept is simple: When
can flourish without being privatised.
a programmer can read, redistribute and
Underlying the OSS approach is a concept
modify the source code for a piece of software,
known as ‘the gift economy’, where users
the software evolves and strengthens. The
gain status and reputation not by dominating
movement now has a unique licensing
concept: the General Public Licence (GPL), a others, being special or having things that
form of contract law often known as ‘copyleft’. others want but by giving away their time,
creativity or results of personal skills.
Inventor Richard Stallman explained: ‘ to
copyleft a program, first we copyright it, then The basis for this economy is a concept of
abundance—there is more than enough to go
we add distribution terms—which are a legal
around and sharing creates recognition and
instrument that gives everyone the rights to
status among the rest of the community.
use, modify and redistribute the program’s
Law to protect intellectual property
code, or any program derived from it, but
only if the distribution terms are unchanged. rights was first formalised in the Statute of
Anne passed by the British Parliament in
The GPL creates a commons in software
the early 18th century to stem a rapid rise
development, to which anyone may add, but
in unauthorised printing of books. Later
from which no–one can subtract.’
Denis Diderot was retained by the Paris
A crucial part of the open–source licence
Book Guild to draft a treatise on literary
is that it allows modifications and derivative
rights, in which (to weaken the grip of craft
works, but all of them must be distributed
guilds) he advocated widespread publication
under the same terms as the licence of the
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Changes in water level and feedstock around a regional
dam over a six month period. (NearMap)

‘in the public domain’ of knowledge of
manufacturing techniques. Public domain and
exclusive IP rights are two opposite concepts
still being debated.
Patent law, especially in the United States,
has become extremely complex and often
counter–productive to economic and social
advancement. One deceptive practice is for
holders of patents to persuade standards
organisations to adopt the principle behind
each patent as a statutory standard—then to
charge licence fees from all implementers
of the standard. Defending patent lawsuits
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costs around $US$3$million per year, according
to the American Property Law Association.
A single lawsuit could bankrupt a small or
medium–size applications developer.
Since the 1980s and 1990s, universities have
often sought to retain IP rights for researchers’
proofs of concept. However very few are
capable of generating significant revenues from
licensing or otherwise commercialising the
concepts. Also, attitudes to patenting, licensing
and commercialising differ between academics
in the physical and engineering sciences and
researchers from the life sciences.

Just as public domain and exclusive IP
rights are two different extremes, there
are two opposite approaches to software
development: the cathedral and the bazaar. In
the cathedral–builder view of programming,
bugs and development problems are tricky,
insidious and deep phenomena; taking
months to weed out. In the bazaar (open
source) view, most bugs are easily and
promptly fixed when exposed to thousands of
co–developers—however most projects have a
leader or leadership group which has the final
word on what goes in and what does not.
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Kangaroos keep watch on the shores of Sydney Harbour
during a ‘Virtual Warrane’ video simulation of Sydney’s
Aboriginal history. From an exhibition at City of Sydney
Customs House by Cyber Dreaming. (Brett Leavy)

The bazaar approach can work—and
is becoming increasingly essential—in
general scientific projects and modelling
applications in particular. Numerous
successful examples, especially in Earth–
system modelling, have been recorded.

Addressing humanity’s
crucial questions
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Weather and climate are major factors for
the wellbeing and development of society.
However this relationship between climate
and society is fragile and volatile. During the
past 25 years, weather–related disasters have
caused more than 600,000 deaths and an
estimated $US$1.3 trillion of economic losses.
Mortality and economic losses will
continue to rise. The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has
alerted society to the risks the world faces
from climate change and governments are
formulating climate change–related policies.
However, formulating cost–effective and
responsible mitigation and adaptation
strategies raises specific questions:
— How far can greenhouse gas
concentrations rise before dangerous
climate changes are inevitable?
— How big an investment does society need to
adapt to already inevitable climate changes?

How will climate change regionally, not
just in terms of temperature, but other
key variables such as precipitation and
storminess? For example, what is needed
to ensure that people in regions at risk of
increased drought will have adequate water,
while those in regions at risk of increased
precipitation are sufficiently protected
against flooding? Questions such as ‘is
New Orleans sustainable?’ or ‘when should
we begin planning to accommodate the
hundreds of millions of climate refugees
from low–lying areas who will be left
homeless if ice sheets begin to disintegrate?’
will have to be answered. What if society
is unable to substantially reduce CO2
emissions? What will be the consequences
of radical (geoengineering) measures to
offset global warming?
Answering such questions will require
detailed, quantitative predictions of climate
change for the coming century on both
global and regional scales, and with sufficient
detail to provide statistics on hazardous
weather events. It will be imperative that the
predictions have a high level of reliability
given their influence on decision making.
While current IPCC models show robust
levels of consistency in some aspects
of climate change, large disagreements
among these models indicate considerable
uncertainty about the magnitude of future

climate change, especially on the regional
scale. Furthermore, the inability of current
climate models to accurately describe key
modes of variability of climate indicates
common model deficiencies. This makes
long–term prediction of regional climate
even more uncertain.
At the 2009 World Modelling Summit for
Climate Prediction, scientists declared that
they currently lack the appropriate tools
(models and computers) to make the step–
change in climate prediction that is required
to give fully trustworthy answers to the
questions posed by society. Near universally,
scientists agree that resolution of climate
models must improve to accurately reflect
key regional processes in the atmosphere
and oceans.
Constrained by insufficient climate–
dedicated computing power, contemporary
climate models resort to highly truncated
representations of the mathematical laws of
physics. Scientists are forced to simplify key
physical processes.
A typical climate model (with 150$km
grids in the atmosphere and 100$km grids
in the ocean) cannot represent many
subsynoptic–scale systems at all—and
can only poorly simulate the statistics of
mid–latitude blocking. Recent results from
a fully coupled climate model with higher
resolution in both the atmosphere (90$km)
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California–based CyArk is a non–profit organisation
which aims to digitally record the world’s significant
heritage sites, using 3D laser scanning, traditional survey
techniques and new digital photography systems.
Here, the presidential carvings at Mr Rushmore are given
‘laser archa eology’ treatment. (CyArk,Elizabeth Lee)

and ocean (1/3°) show significant benefits
from capturing the coherent coupling on
these finer scales. Studies with much higher
resolution have improved descriptions of
important structures in synoptic weather
systems and allow capture of highly energetic
mesoscale systems.
Key scientists believe it is unacceptable to
make major decisions about the habitability
of hurricane–affected coastal areas using
information from climate models that
cannot resolve hurricanes, especially
because science and technology now allow
better simulations. For example, Japanese
researchers using a powerful supercomputer,
the Earth Simulator, and horizontal
resolution of 3.5–10$km have established
the scientific basis for very high–resolution
models and are probing the benefits of
increased resolution.
Key challenges needing more powerful
and dedicated computing and research
infrastructure include:
— Current representations of
biogeochemical processes in climate
models are crude (for example to predict
concentrations of radiatively active
gases). We do not know how much
Earth–system processes depend on the
resolution of the physical climate system.
— Prediction uncertainty—a key
variable—can be estimated by making
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an ensemble of forecasts with varying
initial conditions, model equations, and
other input fields such as greenhouse
gas concentrations—but this is currently
not feasible with models of sufficient
resolution or complexity.
— Climate models must be run over
paleoclimatic epochs to assess, for
example, whether they can simulate past
glacial cycles and abrupt climate changes.
Currently there are insufficient computer
resources to run even current resolution
climate models over periods much longer
than a few centuries.
— Ingesting Earth observations into
climate models requires developing data
assimilation capability, an exceptionally
complex computational process currently
impossible in most climate institutes
because of lack of computer resources.

Next generation
infrastructure proposals
Climate models traditionally have been
developed by single government institutes
and university departments. However, most
scientifically and technically challenging
problems can only be tackled by infrastructure
unaffordable at national level. Countries
have jointly funded high–energy particle

accelerators to probe matter on the smallest
scales and powerful telescopes to prove the
universe on the largest scales. Recently,
several countries announced a single jointly
funded laboratory to create sustainable
nuclear fusion.
Leading international climate and weather
scientists recommend that governments,
the computing industry and the science
community work together to create at
least three highly connected multinational
research facilities, each with computer
capability of at least 20 petaflops in the near
term, 200 petaflops within five years and 1
exaflop by 2020. As well as enabling global
climate models for multi–decade climate
predictions and IPCC projections at about
10$km resolution, these facilities could address
the grand challenge of running global climate
models at about 1$km resolution. (These goals
are based on current and currently expected
computing capabilities.) A significant
impediment to developing open research
projects is the lack of effective software tools
to support community modelling.
—From papers, books and presentations by principal
authors and editors Regina Below, Gilbert Brunet,
Tony Jakeman, Carlos Nobre, Sylvain Ponserre,
Deborati Guha Sapir, Melvyn Shapiro, Jagadish
Shukla, Alexey Voinov and Femke Vos. Further notes
in Direct Sources.
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Building
Information
Modelling
Reliable computer simulations of building designs,
structures and (increasingly) dynamic activities are the
emerging practice framework for 21st century architects,
structural engineers and planners.
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The Oasis tower, a competition–winning scheme designed
by Japanese architect Sou Fujimoto, is intended to give
Taiwan a 21st century architectural symbol similar to the
late 19th century Eiﬀel Tower in Paris. This type of complex
and irregular structure could only be assembled using
modern building information modelling software, and
the design incorporates a roof garden and sophisticated
renewable energy and digital control systems.
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Building information modelling
(BIM)—also known as virtual
prototyping—is the key to
substantially greater productivity
and eﬃciency in the notoriously
resource–wasteful property
development industry. It also
oﬀers exhilarating potentials for
creativity and innovation.

window and door, how curtain walls could be
supported by brackets).
Layers of information (databases,
spreadsheets) can be switched on and off
to allow ‘what if’, ‘where is’ and ‘how it fits’
queries to be asked of different elements (eg
zooming in on a section of ducting), or entire
systems (eg the entire air conditioning system
for an office tower).
BIM is an important technological advance
from traditional 2D drawings of floor plans,
BIM has been defined as the creation and
use of coordinated, consistent, computable cross–sections and wall elevations, and from
information about a building design, to yield 1980s and 1990s systems of computer–aided
a reliable digital simulation of the intended design/drawing(CAD) and computer–aided
architectural design/drawing (CAAD).
structure.
As well as being valuable for decision–
making during the design phase, BIMs
Productivity benefits
allow production of reliable and effective
construction documents, computer–
In 2005, surveys by the trade magazine
controlled milling of exact three–
FMI Contractor found that 60–70$percent
dimensional components, predictions
of both property owners and construction
of post–construction performance and
contractors were dissatisfied with the
risk factors, accurate cost estimating
quality and accuracy of technical documents
and resource planning, and an infinitely
received from architects and engineers on
updatable simulation for effective
their projects. Since then, all successful
management of built facilities.
architecture, engineering and construction
Their crucial advantage is that as well as
(AEC) professional firms have upgraded their
being visualisations accurately depicting
building design software to include varying
3D measurements of all main building
levels of BIM capability.
components, they are realistic guides for how
In 2007, Professor Martin Fischer’s team at
the components should be assembled (for
the Stanford University Center for Integrated
example, how glass should be framed for each Facility Engineering (CIFE) reviewed 32

major building projects in the United States
and attributed the following efficiency
improvements to uses of 3D BIM technology
instead of 2D CAD systems:
— <1% cost growth,
— +/–2.5% range of bids in building tenders,
— +/–3% accuracy in cost estimates,
— 7% reduction in project time,
— 5–10% return on investment in the
virtual model,
— 10% saving through detecting and
resolving structural clashes,
— 40% fewer unbudgeted changes
(4–8% of project cost), and
— 80% reduction in cost estimating time.
Analysts of the United States construction
industry differ on whether its productivity
is improving or declining—but they agree
there are many ways to increase project
efficiencies.
The US National Research Council’s
Committee on Advancing the
Competitiveness and Productivity of the
US Construction Industry has identified
five interrelated activities that could
significantly improve the quality, timeliness,
cost–effectiveness and ecological
performance of construction projects.
These include:
— Widespread deployment and use of
interoperable technology applications
(aka BIM),

Reconstructive modelling of the expansive
World’s Columbian Exposition held in
Chicago in 1893, by Lisa Snyder with the
UCLA Urban Simulations team.
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CityLife Milano oﬃce tower and residential development,
under construction in Milan, designed by Zaha Hadid with
Patrik Schumacher and engineers Adams Kara Taylor.
(Full project credits in Direct Sources)

— Improved job site efficiency through more
effective interfacing of people, processes,
materials, equipment and information,
— Greater use of prefabrication, preassembly,
modularisation and off–site fabrication
techniques and processes,
— Innovative, widespread use of
demonstration installations, and
— Effective performance measurement
systems to drive efficiency and support
innovation.
The US National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) is working with building
industry leaders and groups to develop a
collaborative strategy.

Industry obstacles
Although BIM technologies are recognised
increasingly as potential solutions to
inefficiencies during project and building
life cycles, the construction industry has
many organisational, policy, management
and practice challenges and barriers to
implementation. Key barriers to industry
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productivity are the large number of
construction firms in most developed countries
(except Japan) and their generally small size.
According to 2007 survey figures for the
US, only two$percent of building industry
companies employed 100 or more workers,
while 80$percent had 10 or fewer workers.
This profile limits effective adoption of
new technologies, best practices and other
innovations across a critical mass of owners,
contractors, and subcontractors.
Construction analysts and practitioners
segment the industry into at least four distinct
sectors—residential, commercial, industrial,
and heavy construction. Each of these sectors
has unique points of difference:
— Characteristics of project owners, their
sophistication, and their involvement in the
construction process,
— Complexity of the projects,
— Sources and magnitude of financial capital,
— Required labour skills,
— Uses of specialty equipment and materials,
— Design and engineering processes, and
— Knowledge and other factors.
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However, the four construction sectors also
share common issues and obstacles, including:
— A diverse and fragmented set of stakeholders:
owners, users, designers, builders, suppliers,
manufacturers, operators, regulators,
manual labourers, and specialty trade
contractors, including plumbers, electricians,
masons, carpenters and roofers.
— Segmented processes: planning, financing,
design, engineering, procurement,
construction, operations, and maintenance.
Each process typically is performed
sequentially and involves different groups
of stakeholders, shifting responsibilities and
shifting levels of financial risk. This often
leads to adversarial relationships, disputes,
and claims.
— Image of the industry: work that is cyclical,
low–tech, physically exhausting and unsafe,
which makes it difficult to attract and retain
skilled workers and recent graduates.
— The one–of–a–kind, built–on–site nature of
most construction projects.
— Variation in the standards, processes,
materials, skills, and technologies required
by different types of construction projects.
— Variation in the building codes,
permitting processes, and construction–
related regulations propagated by states
and localities.
— Lack of an industry–wide strategy to
improve construction efficiency.
— Lack of effective performance measures for
construction–related tasks, projects, and
the industry as a whole.
— Lack of an industry–wide research agenda
and adequate levels of research funding.
While BIM is expected to deliver
many benefits and the system costs are
not materially higher than traditional
or alternative management approaches,
some further factors currently impede its
widespread adoption. Some building industry
professionals point to the following issues:
— Lack of BIM object libraries,
— Lack of model building standards,
— Legal and insurance impediments,
— Lack of standards for information exchange
and management and inconsistencies in
information handover protocols,
— Skills gaps,
54

— Lack of strategic research focus, and
— Built environment industry resistance to
process change.

Nordic architects are concerned that the
new Danish legislation forces a linear working
method towards systematic optimisation,
reducing potentials to insert creative loops
that might allow valuable innovations.
Will the important role of the architect as
Early BIM regulation
designer change in accordance with these new
schemes
methods, and does the idea of one integrated
model represent a paradox in relation to
The overall economical benefits of BIM are
comprehensible, but many architects perceive designing? The BIM mindset requires many
changes of attitude and approach.
problems implementing modelling in a field
that relies on creative input. Design architects
ask: are optimisation and economic benefit
contributing to architectural quality?
Integrated or
In Denmark, BIM–related digital working
distributed models?
methods were introduced by government
law in 2007. Construction of models has been A BIM model can be integrated or distributed.
divided into seven phases, which is causing
The integrated system aims for the whole
problems for architects who want to test and package—including structural analysis,
potentially revise their designs during phases mechanical systems, cost estimation, code
later than initial design.
checking, and maybe even design—to be
Denmark’s digital ‘client demands’ scheme contained within one substantial system.
includes four specific requirements:
The distributed model is a system that relies
— Calls for tender, bidding and tender via
on references. It can point to different systems
the internet,
outside itself, where the needed information
— 3D models,
is stored, without necessarily embedding
— Active use of a common project website, and data in one geometric model. Each system
— Electronic handover of data from
is specialised and passes information to the
construction that are relevant for operation other systems.
of the completed facility.
Architecture and engineering design is
These demands apply to new construction becoming a more increasingly networked
projects totalling DKK 3$million or more—
practice, and an outcome of distributed
with the strictest requirements for buildings
activities within and across disciplines. It
worth DKK 20$million or more.
involves embedding intelligence into the
In 2009, the use of specified bills of
formation, organisation, performance and
quantities based on a new Danish construction actualisation of spaces. Design now requires
classification system, DBK, became mandatory. a continuous and dynamic co–ordination of
Architects argue that the system is not feasible cross–disciplinary intelligence distributed
in its current state and many are boycotting it. across digital tools/systems, people and
The intention is to use codes to view different
organisations in a social context.
aspects of a building’s information:
Distributed intelligence is a theoretical
— Functions and purposes of the objects of
framework proposed by Tuba Kocaturk and
the building,
Benachir Medjoub of Salford University,
— Product aspect; describing how building
Manchester, to identify, analyse and
components are constructed and what their characterise the different mechanisms
materials are,
developed to structure and coordinate
— Placement aspect; describing where the
design intelligence in current practice. Four
building components are placed in the
components of the theory are proposed:
building structure, and
— Internal representations, where the
— Form aspect; describing the shape, geometry,
architect interacts with digital media to
and look of the building components.
mentally construct, generate and model a
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designed artefact. At this stage, the extent
to which multi–disciplinary knowledge is
embedded in the evolution of the design is
a dependent variable.
— External representations, where the
architect interacts with digital media
to communicate/exchange design
information with other stakeholders
for the subsequent engineering and
production processes. At this stage, the
extent to which the design/model carries
embedded information is a variable.
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— Collective creativity, where multi–
disciplinary knowledge is embedded into
the formation of the design. At this stage,
the extent to which the digital media
facilitates this process is a dependent
variable.
— Coordinated production, where
the constructability information
is incorporated into the model for
production; the extent to which the
architect interacts with this process
is a variable.

MIT DoppelLAB video game model of
the MIT Media Lab building, exploiting
sensor–detected real–time data on audio
levels, movements, presence of people,
temperature and humidity, by the MIT
Responsive Environments group, led by
Joe Paradiso.
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Solidere, an unbuilt competition scheme for a 15,000
sq metre oﬃce tower with pleated facades, designed
for a site in Beirut, Lebanon, by Danish architects 3XN.

Unlike traditional hierarchies and linear
project progression, the co–ordination of
these components follows a network structure
by facilitating the emergence of new actors,
processes and coordination mechanisms.
Coordination does not only refer to the choice
of appropriate media and organisational
structure, but also to forming innovative
methods of bridging the gaps that currently
exist between these components and their
associated processes.

Green BIM: rating systems
The American Institute of Architects’
Committee on the Environment has
published the following 10 ‘Measures
of Sustainable Design and Performance
56

Metrics’. These are used as the criteria for
judging the AIA’s annual Top Ten green
building projects.
— Design and Innovation
— Regional/Community Design
— Land Use and Site Ecology
— Bioclimatic Design
— Light and Air
— Water Cycle
— Energy Flows and Energy Futures
— Materials and Construction
— Long Life, Loose Fit
— Collective Wisdom and Feedback Loops
The world’s most influential green
building certification system is LEED—
Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design. Developed by the US Green Building
Council (USGBC), it has been adopted by

Canada and India and has influenced the
‘Green Star’ rating systems in Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa, the
DGNB Certification system in Germany,
the CASBEE in Japan and the BREEAM
system used by the Netherlands and United
Kingdom. These countries are among more
than 80 members or associates of the World
Green Building Council (WGBC), which
encourages all nations to develop their own
rating systems.
LEED gathers metrics on a building’s
performance in energy use and savings,
water efficiency, CO2 emissions reductions,
improved indoor environmental quality and
stewardship of resources. To strengthen the
system, the USGBC also set up the Green
Building Certification Institute (GBCI) to
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Top: Early sketch proposal
for a university building in
Sweden by 3XN Architects,
Copenhagen, including
a daylight simulation of
the rear façade. Centre
row: Customised software,
programmed within the
Grasshopper plugin for
Rhinoceros (Rhino), allows
the façade designs to be
changed while the daylight
simulations are updated
within seconds. The outputs
consist of daylight factor
values and colour gradient
schemes. Bottom (above):
Coding within Grasshopper/
Rhino. Bott0m (right): The
software uses methods from
the BRS Protractors system
developed by Bryan and
Carlsberg (1982).
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provide a series of exams to allow individuals
to become accredited for their knowledge of
the LEED rating system.
The LEED system comprises a suite of
nine specialised rating schedules in five
categories:
Green Building Design and Construction
— New Construction
— Core and Shell Development
— Schools
— Retail, New Construction and
Major Renovations
— Healthcare
Green Interior Design and Construction
— Retail: Commercial Interiors
Green Building Operations and Maintenance
— Existing Buildings: Operations and
Maintenance
Green Neighbourhood Development
— Neighbourhood Development
Green Home Design and Construction
— Homes
Version 3 of the LEED system consists of
a new continuous development process, a
new version of LEED Online, a revised third–
party certification program and the LEED
2009 points system (maximum 100 points):
— Certified (40–49 points)
— Silver (50–59 points)
— Gold (60–79 points)
— Platinum (80 points and above)
The BREEAM system was the world’s
earliest rating tool, launched in Britain
in 1990 and now required by more than
six UK government agencies. Its current
assessment criteria are:
— Management
— Health and Wellbeing
— Energy
— Transport
— Water
— Material and Waste
— Land Use and Ecology
— Pollution
These criteria are assessed by a BREEAM–
trained investigator at the end of the design
phase and after occupancy. Performance
credits are awarded for each criteria and
totalled to produce a Pass, Good, Very Good
or Excellent rating. Detailed and distinct
criteria are now available for offices, homes,
58

Various algorithmically generated digital building
models, developed by Dr Patrick Janssen while at Hong
Kong Polytechnic University in the early 2000s, using
‘evolutionary architecture’ concepts developed by his
supervisor, John Frazer, with solar optimisation principles.
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industrial, multi–residential, prisons, retail
and school buildings.
The Green Globes rating tool is an online
adaptation of BREEAM, launched in 2000
for existing buildings in Canada. Now it
is administered by the Green Buildings
Initiative (GBI), which is proposing that
the questionnaire–based tool be adopted as
a new standard by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI).
Green Globes allocates up to 1000 points
across these categories:
— Project Management: Practices and
Policies (50 points)
— Site (115 points)
— Energy (360 points)
— Water (100 points)
— Resources, Building Materials and
Solid Waste (100 points)
— Emissions and Effluents (75 points)
— Indoor Environment (200 points)
Up to four Green Globes can be awarded,
as follows:
— 1 Globe (35–54%)
— 2 Globes (55–69%)
— 3 Globes (70–84%)
— 4 Globes (85–100%)
One of the most recent rating systems,
launched in 2006, is the Living Buildings
Challenge. In this potential successor to
LEED and other rating schemes, occupied
buildings are judged on 16 achievements
across six categories:
Site Design
— Responsible site selection
— Limits to growth
— Habitat exchange
— Net zero energy
Materials
— Materials Red List
— Construction carbon footprint
— Responsible industry
— Appropriate materials/service radius
— Leadership in construction waste
Water
— Net zero water
— Sustainable water discharge
Indoor Environmental Quality
— A civilised work environment
— Healthy air/source control
— Healthy air/ventilation
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Beauty and Inspiration
— Beauty and spirit
— Inspiration and education
Most of the world’s major BIM software
companies have begun incorporating
automatic energy and environmental
performance assessment tools in their
systems. One advanced system is Autodesk’s
Green Building Studio, which customers of
its architecture and engineering design tools
can access on the web. Previewed as a surface
computing application across a whole wall
as the screen, this suite now includes whole
building energy analysis, design alternatives
analysis, detailed weather analysis, carbon
emissions reporting for most aspects of a
building, daylighting to LEED requirements,
water usage and costs, Energy Star (a
proprietary system) scoring, and natural
ventilation potentials.

GeoDesign
First promoted at the 2010 and 2011
conferences held by geospatial information
software corporation Esri at its Redlands
California headquarters, GeoDesign is the term
emerging for a new multi–disciplinary industry
to apply aero and geo–spatial information
systems (also known as geographical
information sciences or GIS), as well as new
3D dynamic Digital Earth systems, to the
challenges of developing built environments.
Currently writing the first GeoDesign
textbook, emeritus Harvard landscape
professor Carl Steinitz outlined some of
the first characteristics of the new field,
which relies on creative interpretations
of scientific principles and information
modelling. Intended to be a collaborative
team–based system of developing built
environment designs, its success will
depend on engaging ‘the people of the place’,
including contributors and consultants
from various walks of professional life.
Computer models are the enabling
technologies and Steinitz has identified six
different kinds of models to help answer
specific questions:
— Representative (how can it be described?)
— Process (how does it operate?)

— Evaluation (is it efficient?)
— Change (how might it change?)
— Impact (what are the predictable differences
of change?)
— Decision (how does it change?)
He also has identified eight types of
models which operate in different ways:
— Anticipatory
— Participatory
— Sequential
— Combinatorial
— Constraining
— Rule–based
— Optimising
— Agent–based
Because it brings entirely new dynamic
and data–based decision–support tools
to urban development professionals,
GeoDesign is expected to trigger substantial
changes to the education and approaches
of planners and other building industry
professionals.

Computer modelling
techniques
Most BIM softwares use a combination
of solid, parametric and feature–based
techniques, including:
— Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), using
basic 3D forms (spheres, cubes, cylinders,
cones, etc) and Boolean operations
(unions, subtractions, intersections) to
create the model.
— Boundary Representation (BRep), starting
with one or more wireframe profiles, which
are then extruded, revolved, manipulated
and/or skinned.
— 4D systems, adding time information to the
model, allowing the model to be ‘virtually
built’ in realistic steps on the computer
screen. It can be considered a three
dimensional visualisation of traditional
GANTT charts for project management.
— Parametric modelling, where each element
(eg a Boolean primitive or a line or arc in
a wireframe) has associated ‘parameters’
which control its properties (eg length,
width, height, radius) and its location within
the model.
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A competition–winning
‘Click–Learn’ school
design concept by New
Zealand–based Chris Moller
Architecture + Urbanism,
using CNC automated
laser–cutting techniques to
eﬃciently create flat–packs
of plywood components for
‘click–together’ assembly on
site. (Clockwise from top left)
Single level inside/outside
learning environment,
indoor learning space,
double level building
facade, covered learning
space, generic digital section
of environment, single level
section of prefab, CNC laser
cutter, axonometric drawing
of prefab components.
(CMA+U)
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— Feature–based modelling, which allows
operations such as creating holes,
fillets, chamfers, bosses and pockets to
be associated with specific edges and
faces. When edges or faces move with
regenerations of the model, the feature
operations also move with them, keeping
the original relationships (if the initial
features are correctly referenced to the
original edges and faces).

Triggering a popular trend among
architects using algorithms, New York
architects Aranda/Lasch published a small
book of seven ‘recipes’ for using algorithms
to design geometrically complex and
irregular structures. Each recipe showcases
a particular technique: spiralling, packing,
weaving, blending, cracking, flocking and
tiling. Each is intended to digitally simulate
processes of nature; as part of today’s popular
movement towards bio–mimicry, a term
popularised among building engineering
Algorithmic architecture: professionals by US writer Janine Benyus.
For designers sophisticated about ‘under
design tools
the hood’ digital processes, not just uses of
computer art tools, algorithms break down
An algorithm is a procedure for addressing
the elusive and sometimes problematic
a problem in a finite number of steps. It
phenomena of shape. Shapes are never
involves deduction, induction, abstraction,
generalisation and structured logic. It is the unwilled figures. Deep within them is a
systematic extraction of logical principles to struggle between the predilections of the
architect and the inherent properties of the
develop a generic solution plan.
geometrics encountered. The algorithm
The power of an algorithm lies in its
ability to infer new knowledge and to extend mediates these two, acting as a kind of
solvent to liquefy them and create the
certain limits of the human intellect. It
potential for crystallisation. The movement,
might be compared to a recipe. Gathering
the ingredients, preparing them, combining or movements, happen in a dynamic space of
them, cooking and serving are all algorithmic interchange.
steps in the preparation of food.
For example, the algorithm for cooking
potatoes may be composed of the following
Parametric biomimicry
steps:
and autopoeisis
1. Peel.
2. Boil.
London architect Patrik Schumacher and allies
3. Cut.
have been promoting the term ‘parametricism’
4. Serve.
as the major new architectural style after
If the steps are reversed or any one more
modernism. It is rooted in digital animation
step is added or deleted, alternative recipes
techniques developed over the last 20 years and
may be created that produce different
is the basis for a new long wave of systematic
results. The results may be better, the same
innovation.
or worse than the original intention.
Based on increasingly sophisticated
Algorithms are not necessarily dependent object–oriented design systems underpinned
on computers; they are mathematically
by databases, parametric modelling exploits
logical processes for addressing a problem.
the idea that all urban and architectural
However, there are some problems where
elements are malleable within pre–set
complexity, ambiguity or a range of possible ‘parameters’ (coordinate constraints).
solutions, require a synergetic relationship
Key design processes are variation and
between the human mind and a computer
correlation. In parametric design software,
system. Such a synergy is possible only
any property (position, material or
through algorithmic strategies that require
geometry) of any construction element can
a complementary and dialectic relationship be associated with (as a cause or effect) of any
between the human mind and the machine.
other property or element of the design.
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Designers can invent and formulate
correlations or rules akin to the laws or
behaviours of nature. Potentially everything
is linked to resonate with everything else.
Architects and designers interested in how
parametric computing enables new styles of
structures are also interested in biomimcry—
designing artificial structures and systems to
imitate nature’s structures and systems.
Parametric design tools and techniques,
via their access to precise data, also allow
structures and systems to be optimised
on ecological performance criteria. In one
example, a dataset like a sun exposure map
(which maps the radiation intensities that a
facade is exposed to over time) can become
a data input for designing an effective
sunshading system. As the system of shading
elements wraps around the outside of the
proposed building, the spacing, shape and
orientation of individual elements gradually
adapt to the specific exposure conditions
of their locations on the facade. The result
will be a gradient, continuously changing,
facade pattern that optimises sun protection
and light intake for each point on the facade.
As well, this adaptive modulation gives
the building an organic appearance that
contradicts the boxy forms and straight lines
preferred in modernism.
One aspect of parametricism is Smart
Geometry, a term relating to a cluster of tools
and systems developed by a British group
of digitally sophisticated architects led by
creators and key users of Bentley Systems’
Generative Components software. Founded
in 2001 by then–Bentley scientist Robert
Aish, Foster and Partners architect Hugh
Whitehead and Kohn Pederson Fox architect
Lars Hesselgren, Smart Geometry still is
promoted via a circuit of annual conferences.
Aish now is with Autodesk Research in
California, recently developing artificial
intelligence concepts including physics–
based generative design, instrumental
geometry, multi–level interaction in
parametric design and embedded rationality
in urban simulations.
One of the key distinctions of
parametricism is its emphasis on the concept
of ‘field’ to supercede modernism’s central
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concept of ‘space’. The field theory is inspired
by interpretations of this term in both
modern physics (especially with reference to
electro–magnetic fields) and the psychology
of perception, especially Gestalt psychology.
Schumacher and his colleagues at Zaha
Hadid Architects in London and at leading
architecture schools where he teaches
studios, regard fields as fluid and free–
flowing; for example, urban fields as ‘swarms’
of buildings, continuously differentiated yet
coordinated with respect to size, distance
and orientation.
Instead of the Classical figure–ground
separation, advanced architects today
assume ‘parametric figuration’, where
figures crystallise from continuous field
conditions while remaining embedded in
the field. Instead of figures being contrasted
against a neutral background, the field allows
for ‘singularities’ to be formed within it.
Examples of fields include large open plan
offices, airport interiors or the halls of trade
fairs—populated by swarms of partitions,
desks and light fixtures.
Inspired by German sociologist Niklas
Luhrmann’s 1960s–1990s social systems
theories, Schumacher also has proposed
the term ‘autopoiesis’ (self–creation via
filtering and processing information from
a system or environment) as the name
for a new ‘unified theory of architecture’.

In developing this complex systems
approach to architecture following the
linear, simplified approaches in 20th
century modernism, Schumacher called for
widespread ‘discourse’ on:
— Global societal developments to help
identify urgent tasks for the attention of
architects,
— How to advance the functional
performance of architecture,
— Innovative uses of advanced construction
technologies,
— Expansion of architecture’s formal
repertoire (organisation and articulation),
— Aesthetic values,
— Evolution of digital design tools which
could advance architecture’s productive
capacity,
— Explaining and advancing rational design
processes,
— Wider forms of professional practice by
architects,
— Architecture’s use and reception in
society and its political impact and
responsibilities, and
— History of architecture.
Schumacher has identified fluid and tensile
fabric structures engineer Frei Otto as the
only true precursor of parametricism (style)
and autopoiesis (theories) because he used
simulations and design engines to find form
rather than draw or invent forms.

Twisting a rubber band is an example of
knot theory exploited by New York architect
Winka Dubbeldam with her design for
the Chestnut hotel and condominiums in
Philadelphia. Her firm, Archi–Tectonics,
developed an algorithm to generate
the pixelated curtain wall of stone and
glass. Above left: Cutaway cross–sectional
perspective, developed using Maya and
Rhino for building design and Digital
Project for facade modelling. Above right:
Perspective rendering of restaurant, looking
up at the building cross–over. (Archi–
tectonics). Further credits Direct Sources)
Below: Autopoiesis, a small installation
by international multimedia artist Rafael
Lozano–Hemmer. When a face appears
in the mirror, the word ‘Autopoeisis’ is
projected onto the forehead via a setup
including a surveillance camera, proximity
sensor and a computer running face–
tracking algorithms.
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The architecture of
emergence
History clearly has shown that every
invention, every philosophical underpinning,
every illumination of human intelligence is
rooted in some ‘discovery’ of the miraculous
workings of nature.
For most of history, until the modern
‘golden age’ of industrial manufacturing,
architects usually celebrated living beings
as integral elaborations of their building
designs. Now nature itself (plants and water
especially) is being integrated as essential
functional aspects of ‘green’ buildings.
London architecture educator Michael
Weinstock, of the Architecture Association
School of Architecture, has listed 12 principles
for intelligent and efficient design of buildings:
— Using materials economically,
— Maximising structural strength,
— Maximising enclosed volume,
— Creating extremely high strength–to–
weight ratios,
— Using stress and strain as a basis for
structural efficiency,
— Creating energy–efficient, well insulated,
comfortable environments without
external power,
— Creating forms that enhance air circulation,
— Using local materials for building,
— Using curvilinear forms that disperse and
dissipate multidirectional forces,
— Integrating aerodynamic efficiency with
structural form,
— Producing nothing that is toxic to the
environment, and
— Designing structures that can be built by a
single organism.

Modelling movements
of people
Predicting local movement and the
individual uses of urban facilities must
be simulated by treating the populations
involved as distinct ‘objects’ or ‘agents’, For
the first time, we have the machinery to be
able to fashion ‘free agent models’.
Early attempts at modelling pedestrian
flows followed three different approaches.
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Descriptions of how pedestrians move and
congregate have provided statistical data for
distributions of queues and these have been
used to predict volumes (on street segments)
from linear relationships estimated by
regression analysis. More formal approaches
based on loose analogies with fluids, gas
kinetics and other physical flow systems have
been proposed and tested, but by far the most
usual approach has been based on adaptations
of spatial interaction models.
Models of movement patterns based on
microsimulation appear promising. Such
approaches concentrate on simulating generic
patterns or profiles within a population based
on ‘typical’ or ‘proto–typical’ individuals, but so
far ways of mapping these profiles onto detailed
spatial representations appear poorly developed.
There is a need for a much richer theory
of local movement accounting for individual
behaviours that determine pedestrian flow.
All aspects of the environments within which
movements take place, as well as all the moving
individuals, must be represented explicitly, as
distinct objects. Object–oriented approaches
to social simulation have become popular
as a result of developments in programming
technology as well as the growing perception
that local behaviours are fundamental to
explaining global patterns.
To develop models of local behaviour, we
must represent individuals explicitly—and
agent–based models provide a good basis on
which to proceed. This is consistent with recent
developments in complexity theory, where the
complexity of the system emerges in global
and structural terms from the simple actions of
relatively autonomous agents, acting with their
own self–interest in mind. Models simulating
artificial life currently provide the best examples.
Cellular automata (CA) are computable
objects existing in time and space whose
characteristics, usually called ‘states’, change
discreetly and uniformly as a function of the
states of neighbouring objects (strictly adjacent).
The objects usually are conceived as occupying
spaces (pixels in a grid) that are called cells; with
processes for changing the state of each cell
through time and space—usually articulated as
simple rules that control the influence of the
neighbourhood on each cell.
CA models (eg John Conway’s The Game of

Life and later principles developed by Stephen
Wolfram) simulate processes where local
action generates global order, where global or
centralised order ‘emerges’ as a consequence
of applying local or decentralised rules
that embody local processes. Systems that
cannot be reduced to local processes are not
computable by CA methods.
Cellular automata models have four
characteristics:
— Individual cells, which must have adjacency
to one another if they are to activate the
model.
— The state of each cell, allowing only one
state at a time from a set of states that
determine the outcomes of the system
being modelled. Every state must be local
(assuming that no action happens at a
distance).
— Neighbourhoods or sets of cells, that are ‘next’
to each cell being activated, with the term
‘next’ being precisely defined in meaning.
— Transition rules, that drive changes of
state in each cell as some function of what
exists or what is happening in the cell’s
neighbourhood. Transition rules must be
uniform; applying to every cell, state and
neighbourhood at all times.
As well as these characteristics, CA
simulations have specified start and end points
in both space and time. Initial conditions apply
to the spatial configuration of the cells and
their states that start the simulation process,
as well as the time when the simulation begins.
Boundary conditions refer to limits on the
space and/or time over which the cellular
automata are allowed to operate.
A non CA movements modelling system,
space syntax, developed by Professor Bill
Hillier and colleagues, has been applied by
Julienne Hansen to analyse how humans
occupy the interior spaces of various kinds
of domestic dwellings. The space syntax
mathematical system is intended to analyse
how ‘integrated’ or ‘segregated’ spaces
are—as strong predictors of how busy or
quiet they will be. The theories (applied to
traffic and pedestrian movements in cities)
are widely used (as a commercial service)
by leading urban development firms and
governments, especially in the United
Kingdom and Europe.
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Robotic printing of
3D structures
Many architecture studios and schools
now include refrigerator–sized machines
which can print small scale 3D models
that accurately reproduce a BIM design in
layers of wood, reconstituted sand or resin.
It is understood that these are prototypes
suitable only for producing either scaled–
down models of a building or terrain, or a
small component of a larger structure.
The most advanced example of full
construction scale ‘additive fabrication’
3D printing is the D–Shape robot designed
by Enrico Dini, tested in his Pisa, Italy,
warehouse (also portable for quick assembly
on building sites). A large aluminium

home

structure with a ‘printing’ armature inside
Opposite page: The concept drawings showing key eco–
design highlights. Ken Yeang’s design for Spire–Edge,
it, this machine sprays layers of sand and
India’s first mainstream green oﬃce complex, built at
a magnesium–based binding solution to
Manesar Gurgaon. Left: front façade of the tower. Right:
Birdseye view. (TR Hamzah & Yeang)
gradually build any design of a 3D structure
that does not exceed 6 x 6 metres. The first
machine can create two storey buildings
which are extremely complex in both
internal and external forms, including
precinct developments. Dini also has
stairs, columns and cable or pipe cavities.
proposed that the machine could produce
Solidification takes 24 hours and is estimated houses on the Moon.
to cost 30–40$percent less than fabricating
the same building design using Portland
—From papers and books by Benjamin Aranda,
cement manual concreting methods.
Michael Batty, Janis Birkeland, Ricardo Codinhoto,
One application of this technology,
Martin Fischer, James Gardiner, Anders Hermund,
proposed by Australian architect James
Tuba Kocaturk, Eddie Krygiel, Chris Lasch, Steve
Gardiner, is to build artificial coral reefs that McDowell, Brad Nies, Patrik Schumacher, Philip
could replace many reefs that are rapidly
Steadman, Kostas Terzidis and Michael Weinstock.
dying, and deliver new reefs for waterfront
Further notes in Direct Sources.
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City
Information
Modelling
Achieving eco–eﬃciencies in planning and managing
urban environments requires transfers of spatial
surveying, mapping, simulating, gaming and imaging
technologies. Many originated with the space sciences,
military, mining, aeronautical and film industries.
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Fish–eye view of an Alpha–Tree representation of
optical satellite data in an image of Sana’a, Yemen. In
the hands of expert scientists, these structures allow
detailed analyses of built environments: each node of
the tree corresponds to a component of the original
image, consisting of elements similar to each other. In
the hierarchy of image partitions along the dissimilarity
range, ‘points of attraction’ suggest the presence of
targeted structures such as roads, buildings, industrial
complexes, airports, ports, open spaces, canals, rivers,
shores etc. (European Community Joint Research Centre
at Ispra, Italy/Georgios K. Ouzounis, Pierre Soille).
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differentiated according to principles
of social physics which loosely revolved
around energy and potential,
Urban models are computer simulations of
the ways that cities function; they translate — An aggregate theory of microeconomic
relationships between various types of
theories into forms that are testable and
production and consumption, and
applicable without experimentation on
— A more disaggregate theory based on the
real environments. The applications
microeconomics of competing land uses
increasingly extend to other social and
in which transport cost, land rent and
human geographies built around location
spatial profit dominated location.
theory and spatial analysis in commercial as
The first urban models, in the 1960s, were
well as public decision contexts.
based on applying economic theory, spatial
Location theories propose mechanisms
interaction ideas from social physics, and
that enable industries, services and
macroeconomic models such as input–
households to locate in space within
output analysis. These models treated the
economic constraints of income and
urban system as a static entity whose land
profitability. These economies are
uses and activities were to be simulated at a
conditioned primarily by distance (often
cross–section in time.
as a proxy for travel cost) between land
Because the dynamics were assumed to be
uses associated with these activities, which
self–equilibrating, these early models were
depend on a range of market conditions
in the tradition of comparative statics. They
essentially underpinned by trade.
did not reflect the diversity, heterogeneity
Distance and movement are central to
location theory, which by the mid 20th century and comparative volatility that are evident
in modern cities.
had more or less resolved into three styles:
During the 1970s and 1980s, the aggregate
— An aggregate theory in which space was

Modelling urban theory
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Nextspace, a New Zealand government–
financed and globally ambitious startup
enterprise in Auckland, is using ‘post–
GIS visualisation’ systems (originally
developed by Mark Thomas for America’s
Cup yacht simulations and recently sold
to SAP) to develop some of the world’s
most sophisticated online tools for 3D
planning of ‘the Visual City’. This image
is part of Auckland City Council’s recent
30 year scenario planning for transport
links between its key urban precincts.
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static approach to theory and modelling
began to switch around to more bottom–up
decentralised dynamics. As these styles
of modelling gained ground, their data
requirements exploded to the point where it
became impossible to even calibrate, never
mind validate, such models in their entirety.
This reflected the move to relativism, post
modernism and a style of social science
that was diametrically opposed to the
traditions of urban economics and social
physics. These models are not vehicles for
testing hypotheses—they are more likely
to be frameworks for assembling relevant
information and for formal and informal
dialogues; often used as tools in community
consultations and other participative
processes of decision support.
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Statics versus dynamics is often a
contentious issue among urban modellers.
From one perspective, cities can be seen as
largely unchanging in terms of their land
uses and transport structures. Another
view sees structure as being continually
transformed even though it remains in
place—so models should dynamically reflect
such processes of ceaseless transformation.
In general, the finer the spatial scale and
the shorter the time period, the greater the
dynamic in that as we aggregate activities
from their elemental form, we tend to
average, thus reducing heterogeneity. In
some models, there are consistent schemes
for illustrating what happens when data
and model elements are aggregated, but in
general the process is ad hoc and distinct

Network map showing flows between tube
and rail stations in central London. Larger
nodes mark stations that are end points
for many journeys, and thicker lines
represent important station pairs (origins
and destinations). By Jon Reades with UCL’s
Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis.
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— Dynamic (time–inclusive) aggregate
models (eg those based on population
dynamics or mobility),
— Dynamic models which deal with long–term
dynamics reflecting discontinuous change
in urban systems, and
Main types of urban models — Dynamic
models dealing with supply of land
and reflecting developer decision–making.
Since the 1960s, six classic types of urban
All these main classes of models are
models have evolved:
assembled using different mathematical
— Static economic–base models,
— Static social physics (aka spatial interaction) equations. However, a new type of agent–based
modelling (ABM) has been gaining in both
models (which distribute activities
popularity and usefulness over the past decade.
according to gravitational hypotheses,
Gradually replacing top–down aggregate
— Static rent and population density models
modelling, agent–based models are
(based on microeconomic theory which
trades off demand for space against cost or articulated from the bottom up—reflecting
distance usually travelled to workplaces), the increasingly popular paradigm of
differences of theory and style exist
between macro and micro, aggregate and
disaggregate. Clearly the greater the degree
of aggregation, the simpler the model.

decentralisation and moves to dynamics from
statics and to process rather than product.
ABMs—where agents or actors (individuals
or groups) are central—focus on various
urban system dynamics, from fast processes
such as highway vehicle travel to relatively
slow processes such as migration. They
might focus on individual lifestyles or
changes in the forms of buildings. They might
include traditional simulation techniques,
but they are usually focused on decision
rules in which agents behave in response
to each other and to their environments. In
this sense, the models simulate emergent
phenomena and are capable—in principle—of
embodying novelty, surprise and innovation
in the system.

A taxonomy of types of models used for GeoDesign
Detail revised from an original diagram by Carl Steinitz. Further notes in Direct Sources.

UNDERSTAND
CONTEXT

PERFORM
STUDY
REPRESENTATIONAL
MODELS

How should the context be described?

PROCESS
MODELS

How should the context operate?

EVALUATION
MODELS

Is the current context working well?

How might the context be altered?

CHANGE
MODELS

What diﬀerences might the changes cause?

IMPACT
MODELS

DECISION
MODELS

How should the context be changed?

Geographic Sciences
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Design Arts

SPECIFY
METHODS
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Post–GIS visualisation of Auckland,
New Zealand using LiDAR (aerial laser
scanning) data. The colours indicate
diﬀerent precincts of the city—an
example of urban planning in 3+
dimensions. (Nextspace)

Typical agent–based models reply
on simple mathematics such as cellular
automata (as first presented by John Conway
in the Game of Life). The area is partitioned
into a lattice of cells which are small enough
to reflect individual characteristics, such as
distinct land uses. Cells change their state—
their land use—depending on what happens
in their neighbourhood. In this example, they
might embody decision rules as to what land
uses are compatible with others at various
distances between them.
This new class of ABMs are much richer
in the hypotheses they frame and the data
required to calibrate and validate them—but
they will never meet all basic scientific criteria.
These kinds of models are being developed
more for their exploratory and discursive
value in participatory processes than for their
abilities to generate scientific theory.

Mapping human emotions
Can we objectively measure how people
feel in a city? The concept of emotional
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city mapping is a new approach for urban
planning—but current sensor technologies
suggest that it is feasible. The goal is that
people being tested do not just add subjective
impressions as suggestions to planners, but
provide objective, measured, physiological
response data which reflect somatic–
emotional conditions in the urban context.
In recent German projects emomap
and Mapping Marzahn–Hellersdorf, geo–
referenced vital data was obtained from
pedestrians walking through Mannheim
and Berlin wearing sensor armbands (a
prototype of the smartband developed by
Jorgos Papastefanou for bodymonitor.de)
which measure skin conductance.
Changes in skin conductance indicate
changes in the emotional states of the
probands (people being studied)—because
the skin’s electrical conductance varies
with its moisture level, and sweat glands are
controlled by the nervous system. However
in the German studies, a variety of problems
and errors made these first limited
recordings unreliable.

The original idea to capture and visualise
emotions in an urban area came from
artist Christian Nold, who in 2008 created
BioMaps from recording the skin resistance
levels of pedestrians wearing sensors.
Nold’s project is reminiscent of Kevin
Lynch’s 1965 research on mental maps. In
Image of the City, Lynch said that humans
are able to memorise and recall paths in a
city. He asked test people to draw mental
maps of their cities and to mark areas in
which they felt pleasant sensations or
threatening feelings. Critics noted that
not all subjects of his experiment had the
drawing skills to accurately depict their
mental maps.
Following Lynch’s mental mapping
theories in 2001, Sorin Matei was the first
researcher to present human feelings on
a 3D digital map of Los Angeles. Another
relevant project was the ‘GPS–based
Construction Risk Pilot Study’ by JD
Birdsall and E Brühwiler in 2007—where
a sensor and GPS–tracker recorded stress
data as an indicator of risk areas in a city.
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UCLA’s Urban Simulations team, led by Bill Jepson,
began in the early 1970s on a NASA project simulating
moon landings. After using AutoCAD for early versions
of the Virtual Los Angeles city model, the NASA project
began using MultiGen from 1992 and has developed its
own Image Generator software.
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Simulation of underground pipes below towers in Sydney’s
central business district, from the Sydney Down Under
modelling project by the NSW Government’s emergency
and land management specialists, with technical experts
from the City of Sydney. (NSW Government)

GeoDesign: new criteria
for urban planning
GeoDesign (explained in the Building
Information Modelling section) is a new
transdisciplinary urban planning and
design domain launched in California in
2009. Steven Ervin of Harvard University’s
Graduate School of Design, (where key
principles underpinning GeoDesign were
developed) has used these criteria to define
the movement:
— Geospatial
— Environmental
— Object–Oriented
— Data–Driven
— Educational
— Scientific
— Interactive
— Global
— Networked
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Cities and climate change:
integrating responses

drivers of that will shape the futures
of cities.
In Britain, the University of Newcastle’s
Tyndall Centre for Climate Change
Cities around the world, often working
with key universities, are taking ambitious Research has developed an Urban
Integrated Assessment Facility (UIAF)
steps to coordinate new approaches to
mitigating and adapting to climate change. which simulates the main processes of long
term change at the scale of whole cities—
Among many measures being conceived
using London as its primary example.
and piloted are schemes to transform
The UIAF couples a series of simulation
urban energy systems, reduce transport
modules within a scenario and policy
emissions, retrofit buildings with more
analysis framework. It is driven by global
energy–efficient power systems, conserve
and national (UK) scenarios of climate and
water, build resilience to flooding and
socio–economic change, which feed into
prepare for heat waves and deal with heat
models of regional economy and land use
island effects.
change.
These individual policies need to be
Simulations of climate, land use and
implemented as part of an integrated
socio–economic change inform analysis
strategy that can steer cities towards low
of carbon dioxide emissions (focusing on
carbon and well–adapted futures. To do
energy, personal transport and freight
so requires understanding the processes
transport) and the impacts of climate
that are driving long term changes in
change (focusing on heat waves, drought
cities—and how they interact. As well as
climate change, it is important to recognise and floods). The final component of the
UIAF is the integrated assessment tool
demographic, economic, land use,
that provides the interface between the
technological and behavourial changes as
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Above: Virtual planning for Melbourne’s Flinders Street,
using Urban Circus modelling of context scenarios for
transport, pedestrian traﬃc, built form and sub–surface
proposals. (Urban Circus)
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modelling components, the results and
the end user. This tool enables a number
of adaptation and mitigation options to be
explored within a common framework.
This research has demonstrated that
no single policy will enable cities to grow
while reducing emissions and vulnerability
to climate change impacts: a portfolio of
measures is required.
Due to long lead times, immediate and
in some instances radical action to reduce
fossil fuel dependence in the energy, building
and transport sectors is required—to try to
achieve an 80 percent reduction in emissions
by 2050. Measures to reduce demand (in
use of energy, transport, water etc) tend
to be more cost–effective and less likely to
have adverse impacts in other sectors than
measures taken to increase supply.

Compact cities for
‘green growth’

varied uses and small relative sizes of
land parcels),
— Strong social and economic interaction,
— Contiguous development (some parcels
Also concerned with strategies for ‘Green
or structures may be vacant or abandoned
Growth’ is the Paris–based Organization
or include surface parking),
for Economic and Cultural Development
— Contained urban development with
(OECD), which released in 2012 a final
clearly demarcated limits,
draft report on Compact City Policies. It
defined compact cities as having ‘dense and — Urban infrastructure, especially sewerage
and water mains,
proximate’ development patterns, built–up
areas linked by public transport systems and — Multimodal transport,
— High degree of local and regional
accessibility to local jobs and services.
accessibility,
The OECD noted 14 more detailed
— High degree of internal and external
characteristics of compact cities, quoting
street connectivity, including sidewalks
from Michael Neuman’s 2005 paper ‘The
and bicycle lanes,
Compact City Fallacy’:
— High residential and employment densities, — High degree of impervious surface
coverage,
— Mixtures of land uses,
— Low open–space ratio,
— Fine grain of land uses (proximity of
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Satellite image analysis steps being used in the Urban
Anatomy project at the European Commission’s Joint
Research Centre in Ispra, Italy—currently developing a
Global Human Settlement Layer for the Digital Earth
project. Top left: Satellite image of Sana’a, Yemen, with
tonal intensity registering the reflectance of surface
materials. Centre: Profiling the spatial signatures for
automatic recognition of structures. Top right: Multi–
criterion and multi–level analysis of urban patterns by
Diﬀerential Area Profile vector fields. Bottom: A medium–
level semantic layer of the analysed scene in which
warm colours indicate the degree of confidence in correct
automatic target detection; buildings in this case. (EC JRC/
Georgios K. Ouzounis, Martino Pesaresi)
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Modelling microclimate behaviours along Putrajaya
Boulevard, Kuala Lumpur, by the Environmental Analysis
and Virtual Reality Cluster Unit, Faculty of Architecture and
Environmental Design, International Islamic University
Malaysia. Top left: A computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
analysis of semi open city areas and the impact of urban
structures on airflow. Top right: Integration of numerical
data on temperature, airflow and solar radiation, analysed
in a real time navigational framework. Bottom: A solar
radiation impact analysis highlighting potential urban heat
island impacts and conditions of thermal discomfort in
Malaysia’s hot climate.
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Modelling by Nextspace of underground
water pipes, employing augmented
reality and ground–penetrating radar
technologies to show invisible aspects of a
real scene. (Nextspace)

— Unitary or closely coordinated control of
planning of land development, and
— Sufficient government fiscal capacity
to finance urban facilities and
infrastructure.
Advantages of compact cities are
reductions of energy consumption and CO2
emissions via shorter intra–urban distances
and less vehicle dependency, conservation
of farmland and natural biodiversity
around the urban perimeter (creating more
opportunities for urban and rural links
and encouraging local food consumption),
and increased efficiencies in building and
maintaining infrastructure (especially line
systems including transport, energy and
water supply and waste disposal). High
density urban areas also facilitate knowledge
diffusion, leading to economic growth.
Disadvantages of compact (higher
density) cities include traffic congestion, air
pollution, losses of housing affordability,
quality of life difficulties, urban heat islands,
high energy demand and loss of green
recreational spaces. Compact cities can be
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more vulnerable to natural disasters such
experiments), and
as earthquakes, tsunamis, flooding and fires. — Renewable energies and hydrogen
The OECD suggested that built up areas at
(technologies and deployment).
high risk of flooding may not be appropriate
Also concerned with direct solutions to
for further densification.
accelerate climate change challenges is the
World Council for Renewable Energy, which
announced a new campaign named Code
Energy technology initiatives has
RED (Renewable Energy Decade). WCRE
president Peter Droege said: ‘Scientists from
Although its members are nations rather
MIT to NASA agree that these remaining
than cities, the Paris–based International
nine years are precisely the time frame within
Energy Agency has a strong focus on
which the point of no return in emissions
basic science, research, development,
demonstration, deployment and information inaction will have been reached, triggering
climate feedback mechanisms to a degree
exchange via new collaborations across the
where runaway climate chaos becomes
IEA ‘global energy technology network’.
virtually unstoppable. The Renewable Earth
In April 2010, it had established 42
Decade is the race to a world of predominantly
‘implementing agreements’ working on:
— Cross–cutting issues (information exchange, renewable energy sources by 2020.’
modelling and technology transfer),
— Efficient end–use technologies (buildings, —From papers and presentations by Michael Batty, RJ
electricity, industries, transport),
Dawson, Stephen Ervin, Jim Hall, Steﬀan Höﬀken,
— Fossil fuels (improving efficiencies
Andrew Hudson–Smith, Tadashi Matsumoto, Adam
towards greenhouse gas mitigation,
Ostrey, Georgios Papastefanou, Daniel Sanchez–Serra,
supply, and transformation),
Richard Simpson, CJ Walsh and Peter Zeile. Further
— Fusion power (international
details in Direct Sources.
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Virtual Bucharest in Second Life

IMMERSIVE TECHNOLOGIES
Immersive technologies—which include video
games, virtual worlds and social networks—are the
AND VIRTUAL CITIES
prime engines of innovations and changes which
The first decade of the third
totally transform our environments and the
millennium has seen a revolution could
ways we plan buildings, spaces, villages, towns
in shaping the world we live
and cities of the future.
in. With rapidly emerging and
evolving digital technologies,
The role of immersive technologies
citizens have unprecedented
Many of us choose to spend large proportions
potential power to design,
of our discretionary time, attention and money
develop and communicate their
on immersive technologies. For example the
ideas to global audiences. The
for video games is significantly larger
jaw–dropping special eﬀects and market
than that of the movie industry and players in
realism of the movie industry are so–called ‘Generation Y’ or ’Digital Natives’ (born
being gradually placed within
after the internet was commercialised) are likely
reach of almost everyone with a
spend on average over 10,000 hours playing
digital device and internet access. to
video games before they are 21 years old. Games

money as possible. The net result is not only
increasingly engaging and visually and emotionally
rich applications but also, and more importantly,
development of ever more sophisticated and
powerful tools that enable users to shape and
control their world and share it with others.
A prime example of such an immersive
technology is the Second Life virtual world that
was developed, hosted and launched in 2002 by
USA–based Linden Labs. Today, there are well over
10 million Second Life users, with many able to
earn a living by imagining, designing and building
virtual homes, businesses, communities and
applications. Visitors to Second Life can experience
and enjoy not only many activities available in the
physical world, such as exploring, meeting people
and buying and selling goods, but also many
include virtual worlds like Second Life and World experiences and places that are totally the product
of Warcraft where millions of users collaboratively of fantasy and imagination.
create and ‘live in’ simulated ‘mirrored reality’
Although Second Life has critics who point
and fantasy worlds, and social networks like
to some of the more seedy aspects of the
Facebook, which hundreds of millions of people environment, the facilities, functionality and
use to build relationships, and to shape and
technologies of this pioneer of virtual worlds point
interact with their personal global communities
to some significant opportunities and threats to
of people and activities.
the way we use technology to design and develop
Investment of our personal discretionary
our physical environments.
time, attention and income in these immersive
Some of the facilities, functionality and
technologies creates a highly competitive
technologies will inevitably find their way into our
and innovative environment with technology
buildings, spaces, villages, cities and towns and
developers focused on grabbing and keeping as
present some interesting societal and commercial
large a share of customers’ time, attention and
challenges, including:
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Presence, security and privacy
In the physical world, there are exponentially
growing numbers of diverse kinds of sensor
devices to monitor and record diﬀerent
situations and activities in daily life. These
include video cameras, electronic door locks,
motion detectors, thermostats, and GPS devices.
These sensors and monitors are designed to
manage and protect our social, economic and
environmental conditions. In the future, we
will see many more sensor devices in all our
electrical appliances and even in our clothes,
monitoring and recording our temperature,

blood pressure, health and eventually our
moods and emotions.
This is the kind of personal information which
helps us to understand and control our lives.
In the physical world we are very sensitive and
protective about any information which shows
others where we are, who we are, how we are
and what we are doing at any given moment.
Data protection and privacy are regarded as
fundamental human rights yet devices which
monitor all of this information already exist.
The technology now allows users to exploit data
commercially and socially to shape our physical

environment and to provide new services to
benefit individuals and society. The challenge is
how to embed these technologies and devices
whilst protecting individual rights.
Social networks may provide some of the
answers to the challenges likely to emerge in
the design of our built environment. Facebook
and Myspace have many millions of users who
are willing to commit to a world in which they
make public their personal profiles and agree to
technology providers delivering services based on
personal information which in the physical world
they would normally conceal.

Geosim Virtual Philadelphia.
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Virtual Vancouver model from the Autodesk
Digital Cities Initiative.
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Users of social networks agree to this
arrangement, including ongoing monitoring of
their daily activities and interests, in exchange
for the benefits that the social networks can
bring to their lives—in making connections,
entertaining, sharing knowledge and experience
and building relationships. The virtual spaces
which these social networks host provide a
personal hub to each subscriber through which
they have the tools to control these relationships
and experiences.
The capabilities of social networks have been
recognised by large organisations as powerful
enablers of knowledge sharing and partnership
building, and many companies now deploy their
own social networking applications designed to
harness corporate knowledge and build bonds
within and outside their organisation.
Social networks also are significant for policy
makers and planners of the built environments.
The relationships and services that users expect
and demand from social network applications will
need to be factored into the built environment
and new standards and policies for how they
might operate will need to be developed.

Personal location and context–based
services in the built environment
What will citizens be likely to expect and demand
from future built environments? If we take the
approaches adopted by the most successful
and commercially sustainable virtual world
applications, our future cities will deliver the same
rich and highly personal experiences as we choose
to enjoy in virtual spaces.
We will use technology to help build social and
economic relationships based on physical locations
and personal contexts. A simple analogy would be
to regard physical spaces as hubs to our social and
economic networks in the same way that virtual
spaces like Facebook, video games and virtual
worlds can act as gateways to richer connected
experiences. Just as a good manager of a golf club
helps to connect members together for social and
business activities, physical spaces are likely to
develop intelligence that recognises individuals
and proactively delivers location–based services
based on personal contexts and preferences.
Policy makers and developers and maintainers
of the built environment will be informed by
immersive technologies in the design, development

and ongoing maintenance of buildings and
communities—to not only optimise their green
environmental footprint, but also to deliver the kind
of rich personalised services that will build strong
appreciation by individuals and groups for the
physical environment in which they live and work.

Collaborative design and
development
Increasingly ubiquitous access to sophisticated virtual
worlds is triggering more participation by citizens in
shaping the built environment. Many companies are
taking an interest in how we integrate physical and
virtual environments to create rich and lasting spaces
for all aspects of our lives.
In the UK, the Serious Games Institute at
Coventry University has pioneered the integration of
virtual and physical worlds for social and economic
development. One example was the Far Gosford
Street redevelopment, which was modelled using
the Unity video games development platform to
create a virtual mirror of the proposed construction.
This oﬀered far more than the traditional artists’
impressions or video fly–throughs and allowed
citizens to freely navigate through the development
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sophisticated, powerful yet easier to use, more
and more stakeholders could become involved in
collaborative design processes.

3D visualisation of new developments

3DVIA model on Microsoft Bing.

home

before a brick was laid. Their opinions were
harvested for consideration by the planners.
Many larger organisations are creating geo–
specific platforms that allow individuals to use
their creativity to add value to physical spaces. For
example, Google Earth provides tools that enable
users to create 3D visualisations of buildings for a 3D
Warehouse to integrate into their platform.
In France, Dassault Systèmes has developed a
powerful 3D design and creation platform called
3ds which creates opportunities for individuals and
companies to contribute to a massive library of 3D
virtual assets, including buildings, furniture and
appliances, that other developers and planners
can use to rapidly create complex visualisations,
simulations, virtual worlds and serious games
without having to redesign. Dassault’s Building
Design & Lifecycle Management solutions help
construction companies and their suppliers
accelerate the delivery of innovative buildings with
sustainable design. Their solutions integrate business
process management with cutting edge tools for
design, engineering, analysis, and construction
planning so that all stakeholders in the
construction process can eﬀectively collaborate.
Microsoft has now partnered with Dassault to
launch a 3D building application for Bing. This new
application called 3DVIA is a direct competitor to
3D Warehouse for Google Earth. It lets individuals
create 3D structures that can be placed on Bing
maps or shared with other users.
As these tools become ever more

Autodesk has a ‘Digital Cities’ initiative with a
number of cities, including Vancouver, Incheon
and Salzburg. Vancouver is a multicultural city
with many unique neighborhoods and a strong
immigrant population. More than half of the
population do not speak English as a native
language. The city’s planners have shared a
vision for a planning tool that better engages
local people and incorporates public input and
transparency to communicate the impacts of
diﬀerent planning scenarios. They aim to cut down
on the amount of paper involved in the design
process and point out that 3D models need very
little translation and explanation for the public to
understand, with very little chance for confusion
and diﬀerent interpretation when plans are
displayed in 3D. An intelligent and attractive 3D
model shows the public how planned changes will
feel, capturing the emotional aspects of the city.

Integrating the physical and virtual
digital city
The future oﬀers many exciting new possibilities. The
growing sophistication yet ubiquitous ease of use
and availability of 3D modelling tools coupled with
the growing popularity of immersive technologies
such as video games, virtual worlds and social
networks, is creating far greater opportunities for
citizen and stakeholder engagement in the planning
and development of our physical environments.
Google and others are engaged in massive 3D
laser scanning exercises to build a comprehensive
3D visualisation of our villages, towns and cities,
augmented and complemented by citizen–
generated content. GPS technology is stimulating
the development of location–based services
delivered to the full spectrum of mobile devices
and even now integrated into digital cameras as
well as mobile phones.
The greatest revolution may yet come from ‘the
internet of things’ with ubiquitous wireless sensor
devices delivering real time data on our world and
our activities and oﬀering the potential to make
our planet a highly personal home.
—By David Wortley, former Director of the Serious
Games Institute in Coventry, UK, and author of
Gadgets to God (Matador, 2012).
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Virtual
Nations and
Networks
Governments around the world are collaborating —via
science and statistics organisations—to develop a global
network of national spatial data infrastructure (NSDI)
systems. These will form the technical platform necessary
to deliver the Digital Earth vision via Virtual Nations and
Continents projects.
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Morphological characteristics of human settlements in
Sana’a, Yemen, automatically detected from remotely
sensed image data at a spatial resolution of 2.4 metres.
The colours indicate diﬀerent types of structures. From
the Global Human Settlements Layer mapping project at
the European Commission Joint Research Centre in Ispra,
Italy: image processing and information mining by the
JRC Image Query (IQ) system. (EC JRC/Martino Pesaresi and
Georgios K. Ouzounis)
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Unlike traditional infrastructure
made of concrete or steel, SDIs
consist of data—managed via
frameworks of technologies,
policies, standards and resources
to acquire, process, store,
distribute and improve or update
the information.

images posted to online fora like Flickr,
Facebook, Twitter and Tabblo.
GSDI participants — especially those
concerned with emergency management
of natural disasters—seek contributions
from citizens with mobile devices that have
capabilities to geotag (identify location
coordinates for) images and information.
Leading spatial information experts
Conceptually, the global spatial data
infrastructure (GSDI) system is the internet– aim to persuade governments to gradually
allow ‘free and open’ (public) access to most
enabled information management scheme
information—subject to privacy, security,
that will allow governments to exchange
defence and ethical issues now being debated.
information about human, technical and
They want to limit reliance on proprietary
environmental activities—enabling leaders
commercial software and hardware
of cities and nations to compare diverse
products; instead pursuing, where feasible,
performance indicators.
Members of the GSDI Association also are interoperable and open source solutions.
eager to support two–way interactions with
citizens, community groups and companies.
As well as releasing much more information Clarifying diverse
from public datasets to users in the private
expectations
sector, they are excited by potentials to
exploit ‘volunteered geographic information’ Senior technology officials in many
(VGI)—especially harvesting texts and
governments are discussing how to evaluate

A multi–view framework to assess spatial
data infrastructures, conceived by Joep
Crompvoets, Abbas Rajabifard, Bastiaan
von Loenen and Tatiana Delgado
Fernández.

SDI
READINESS

INSPIRE
STATE OF PLAY
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ORGANISATIONAL
PERSPECTIVE

SDI EFFECTIVENESS
FROM USER
PERSPECTIVE

PERFORMANCE
BASED
MANAGEMENT

SDIs to help identify areas of improvement
and whether their own systems are capable
of answering future needs. Countries
are continually re–engineering and
implementing new mechanisms, comparing
systems and trying to establish best practices.
Developing SDIs involves a wide cross–
section of partners from government,
industry, academia and user communities,
each with different perspectives on how well
an SDI is and could be performing.
Different user groups have different
expectations of SDIs. Private industry
may look for an infrastructure they can
build upon to create products and services
that might be sold for commercial profit.
Government agencies may be most
concerned with increasing efficiencies and
effectiveness to meet government needs or
to create government services desired by
citizens. Academics and non–government
organisations might aim to access
government data to process and analyse for
education, research or social goals.

LEGAL
APPROACH

CLEARINGHOUSE
SUITABILITY

EVALUATION
ORIENTATIONS

METAPHOR
ORGANISATION

DEMANDS
FOR SDI
ASSESSMENTS
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complex. No single organisation has either
enough data or knowledge to solve humanity’s
Europe is leading the global SDI project with current major challenges alone. SDIs are
being envisaged as ways to support sharing
its Infrastructure for Spatial Information in
of knowledge and data across various
Europe (INSPIRE) Directive, established as
law for Europe’s 27 member countries in 2007 organisations, with public accessibility as
often as practical in terms of privacy, cultural
by the Council of the European Union and
and security issues.
the European Parliament. Other countries
building SDIs include China, the United
States, India, Japan, Korea, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, Singapore, Denmark, Cuba,
Establishing multiple
Colombia, Brazil, Mexico, Spain and Uruguay.
SDI assessment criteria
Key components of an SDI are catalogues of
available resources, documented in structured At a workshop in the Netherlands in 2007,
ways through metadata, agreed access policies SDI practitioners and academics decided to
and standards, and a set of services to access
establish a ‘multi–view framework’ to assess
and download data to users’ computers.
and compare SDIs as ‘complex adaptive
systems’ (CAS).
CAS are open systems where different
SDI nature and components
Diagram by Abbas Rajabifard
elements interact dynamically to exchange
information, self–organise and create
DYNAMIC
many different feedback loops in which
relationships between causes and effects are
non–linear and where the system as a whole
ACCESS NETWORK
has emerging properties that cannot be

Current SDI initiatives

DATA
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ASSESSMENT
REQUIREMENTS

APPROACHES

MULTIPLE APPROACHES OF ASSESSING SDI

DEVELOPMENT

In many countries, some key datasets have
been identified that are perceived to be widely
useful (for example the US ‘framework’ data).
Priority has been given to documenting these
datasets and making them generally available
first. Another example is Australia’s Urban
Research Infrastructure Network (AURIN),
where academics in built environment
disciplines are beginning to collaborate with
geospatial research leaders to clarify what
datasets are most urgently needed by urban
development professionals.
Once users have found and downloaded
the data they seek, they can analyse it in
geographic information system (GIS) software
programs and then (in principle) publish the
analysis results for access by other users.
SDIs are outcomes of the internet and
responses to increasing recognition that
the social and environmental phenomena
people and organisations are being required
to understand and manage are extremely

Multi–view SDI assessment framework
Diagram by Lukasz Gruz, Joep Crompvoets and Arnold K Bregt

KNOWLEDGE

STANDARDS

ACCOUNTABILITY

POLICY

MULTI PURPOSES OF SDI ASSESSMENT

PEOPLE

understood by referring to the parts.
The principles for evaluating complex
adaptive systems specify that the framework
should be flexible and have a structure
that allows frequent reconsideration
and redesign, because the bases
(understandings, definitions and objectives)
of the system are constantly changing.
SDI assessments should concentrate on
both expected and unexpected behaviours—
and capture long and short–term outcomes
from both close (national, local) and distant
(international) points of view. Different
scales of SDIs affect the amount of detail
that can be considered in the assessment.
International assessments (eg worldwide
assessment of benchmarking procedures)
require a broad stakeholder network, many
more assumptions and much less specificity
than local initiatives.
Because of the complex interactions, SDI
assessments will include multiple strategies.
For example, it might be helpful to describe
relations between the five standard
components of SDIs—people, standard,

APPLICATION
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Left: Parse tree showing flows of development aid in the
UK to development countries in 2008, using Flow Map
Layout software custom–built at the Stanford Computer
Lab. (UCL CASA)

with multidimensionality in criteria of
merit; needing multiple perspectives before
synthesis can be done, and; multi–level in
understanding different validity, cost and
credibility issues, different levels of analysis,
evidence and documentation. SDIs require
multiple methods, multiple functions, multiple
impacts and multiple reporting formats.

Purposes of assessment

86

technologies, policy and data—then observe
how these evolve. Detailed analyses of
case studies also might help to reveal
interactions and rules to categorise causes.
In the international SDI community,
there is general acceptance of the need
for mixed methods, analysis and data in
evaluation practice; the more vantage
points taken, the better picture of truth is
constructed. However, there are difficulties
defining the quality of the studies. For
example, one SDI might have a well
developed clearing house but an inadequate
legal framework for access policy. In such
a case, assessing only the clearing house
would draw an incomplete conclusion of the
total reality.
In recent years, new database
management technologies have emerged:

including the Geocoded National Address
File (GNAF) system in Australia, the
concept of virtual libraries, and the
emerging international grid computing
systems exploiting networks of super
servers around the world.

Selected proposals for
evaluation criteria
Multiplicity

In 1983, British–American mathematician
Michael Scriven clarified that evaluation is a
‘multiple of multiples’. In applying this idea
to SDIs, they are multifield—concerned with
programs, products, proposals, personnel,
plans and potentials; multidisciplinary

Evaluation theorist Eleanor Chelimsky
identified in 1997 three main purposes of
assessment: accountability, development and
knowledge.
— Accountability evaluation measures the
accountability of a program by asking cause
and effect questions,
— Developmental evaluation comprises
strategies to measure and recommend
changes in organisational activities
and to monitor how projects are being
implemented across a number of sites, and
— Knowledge evaluation generates a
better explanation of the program or
understanding of a specific area or field.
These three classes of purposes are not
mutually exclusive in their methods, but
might be needed at different times.

Evaluation approaches

In 2006, nine years after Chelimsky,
European geospatial researcher Yola
Georgiadou and colleagues published a
different taxonomy of specifically SDI
evaluation approaches: control, learning,
sense–making and exploration. These are
comparable to the Chelimsky categories in
that they share similar procedures.
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Above left and right: Visualising residential locations,
employment densities and flows from London Airport
using new modelling software developed by Michael Batty
for overlay on Google Earth. (UCL CASA)

Recent contributions to
the multi–view assessment
framework
Leaders of the Global Spatial Data
Infrastructure Association are focusing now
on these approaches to assessing SDIs:

Readiness

This approach, developed by academics
in Cuba and so far tested mainly in
Latin and some Arctic Circle countries,
comprises a SWOT analysis across five
indices—organisational, informational,
human resources, technology and financial
resources. They have produced mainly
qualitative results, which are interpreted
as a seven–tier classification system from
Extremely Low to Extremely High.
— The Organisational Index focuses on
politicians’ visions (political will) to
develop an SDI for their territory, quality
of institutional leadership and the
relevant legal framework.
— The Information Index focuses on
availability of core datasets (for
example, geodesy, elevation, cadastral,
administrative boundaries, hydrography,
transport, orthoimages and place names,
flooding, and metadata.

home

— The Human Resources Index incorporates
the United Nations Development
Programme’s human capital index (UNDESA
2008), culture/education on SDI issues
and individual leadership by one or more
champions who might be either formally
appointed or who act in an ad hoc way. To
sustain the SDI initiative, this leadership
should be institutionally supported.
— The Financial Resources Index focuses
on sources of funding to develop a robust
and sustainable SDI. Finance is needed
for SDI management and co–ordination
costs, institutional framework, legal
support, hardware, (commercial)
software, capacity building, metadata
preparation and data collection.
— The Technology Index measures
communications infrastructure, web
connectivity, availability of useful spatial
information software and uses of SDI–
relevant open source resources (latter
is particularly relevant for developing
countries).
The mathematical system proposed to
calculate results in these Readiness categories
is based on fuzzy logic. This method is
supported by a new multivalent logic system
called Compensatory Fuzzy Logic (proposed
in 2004 by Rafael Espin Andrade and others,
see adjacent table of categories and criteria).

SDIs Readiness propositions based
on fuzzy–compensatory logic
Diagram by Tatiana Delgado Fernández, Mercedes
Delgado Fernández and Rafael Espin Andrade
FACTORS OF
READINESS

PROPOSITION

ORGAN–
ISATION

A country has an appropriate level
of organisation to undertake SDI if,
and only if, it has an appropriate
level of: vision on SDI, institutional
leadership and legal framework.

INFORMATION

A country has an appropriate level
of information to undertake SDI if,
and only if, there is availability of
digital cartography and metadata.

HUMAN
RESOURCES

A country has an appropriate level
of human resources to undertake
SDI if, and only if, there is an
appropriate level of: national
human capital, SDI culture and
individual leadership.

FINANCIAL
RESOURCES

A country has an appropriate
level of financial resources to
undertake SDI if, and only if, there
is an appropriate level of funding
from the Government, or from
the private sector, or a high level
of return on investment from the
geospatial industry.

TECHNOLOGY

A country has an appropriate
level of technology to undertake
SDI if, and only if, there is an
appropriate level of technological
infrastructure, web connectivity
and availability of geospatial
software, or own geo–informatics
development, or open source
culture.

SDI

A country is ready to undertake
an SDI if, and only if, it has
an appropriated level of
general factors: Organisational,
Informational, People and
Financial Resources, and any level
of Access Network.
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Indicators for key aspe!s of the NSDI
Diagram by Danny Vandenbroucke, Katleen Janssen and Jos Van Orshoven
I.
ORGAN–
ISATIONAL
ISSUES

LEVEL OF SDI

3

The oﬃcially recognised or de facto coordinating body of the
SDI is a National Data Producer, ie. a national mapping agency
or a comparable organisation (cadastral or land survey agency,
ie. a major producer of GI).

4

The oﬃcially recognised or de facto coordinating body of the
SDI is an organisation controlled by data users.

5

An organisation of the type ‘national GI association’ is involved
in coodination of the SDI.

PARTICIPANTS

6
7

Producers and users of spatial data are participating in the SDI.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

8

There is a legal instrument or framework determining the SDI–
strategy or development.

PUBLIC–PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIPS (PPP)

9

There are true PPPs or other co–financing mechanisms between
public and private sector bodies with respect to the development
and operation of the SDI–related projects.

10
POLICY AND LEGISLATION
ON ACCESS TO PUBLIC
SECTOR INFORMATION (PSI)

There is a freedom of information (FOI) Act containing specific
FOI legislation for the GI sector.

11

GI specifically can be protected by copyright.

RESTRICTED ACCESS TO GI
FURTHER TO THE LEGAL
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY

12

Privacy laws are actively being taken into account by the
holders of GI.

DATA LICENSING

13

There is a framework or policy for sharing GI between public
institutions.

14

There are simplified and standardised licenses for personal use.

15

The long–term financial security of the SDI initiative is secured.

16

There is a pricing framework for trading, using and/or
commercialising GI.

SCALE & RESOLUTION

17

Geodatasets exist which provide a basis for contributing to the
coverage of pan–Europe for the INSPIRE–selected data themes
and components.

GEODETIC REFERENCE
SYSTEMS & PROJECTIONS

18

The geodetic reference system and projection systems are
standardised, documented and interconvertable.

QUALITY OF REFERENCE DATA 19
& CORE THEMATIC DATA
20
INTER–OPERABILITY
LANGUAGE & CULTURE

There is the documented data quality control procedure applied
at the level of the SDI.
Concern for interoperability goes beyond conversion between
diﬀerent data formats.

21

The national language is the operational language of the SDI.

22

English is used as secondary language.

AVAILABILITY OF METADATA 23

Metadata are produced for a significant fraction of geodatasets
of reference data and core thematic data.

24
METADATA CATALOGUE
AVAILABILITY + STANDARD

One or more standardised metadata catalogues are available
covering more than one data producing agency.

METADATA IMPLEMENTATION 25

There is a coordinating authority for metadata implementation
at the level of the SDI.

METADATA

26

There are one or more on–line access services for metadata on
reference data and core thematic data.

DATA

27

There are one or more on–line access services for reference data
and core thematic data.

WEB MAPPING

28

There are one or more web mapping services available for
reference data and core thematic data.

VI. STANDARDS

STANDARDS

29

The SDI initiative is devoting significant attention to
standardisation issues.

VII. THEMATIC
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

THEMATIC
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

30

Thematic environmental data are covered by the described SDI–
initiative or there is an independent thematic environmental
SDI.

IV. METADATA
FOR REFERENCE
DATA AND CORE
THEMATIC DATA

V. THEMATIC
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
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Only public sector actors are participating in the SDI.

LEGAL PROTECTION OF
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION (GI) BY INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS

FUNDING MODEL FOR THE
SDI AND PRICING POLICY
III. REFERENCE
DATA & CORE
THEMATIC
DATA

The approach and territorial coverage of the SDI is truly national.
One or more components of the SDI have reached a significant
level of operationality.

COORDINATION

II. LEGAL
ISSUES AND
FUNDING

1

DEGREE OF OPERATIONALITY 2

Organisational perspectives

Spatial data infrastructure systems
gradually are developing and improving.
An ideal SDI never can be achieved,
because it always must respond
to changing circumstances and
environments. However, SDI specialists
are making concerted efforts to clarify
a globally applicable framework of
assessment indicators. As one key
framework so far, 30 indicators were used
to evaluate SDI projects in 32 European
countries from 2003 to 2007.
In general, there are four stages of SDI
development:
— Standalone, where individual
organisations build their own data
systems with little concern for the needs
and systems of other organisations. This
has been called the ‘cynical’ stage.
For example, a cadastral (land surveying
and management) authority might
collect all information needed for its
tasks but remain unaware of other
(later) information collected by
other authorities which build more
data onto the cadastral database.
These discrepancies can lead to
redundancies, inconsistencies and
duplicated collections of information.
In organisations where leaders are
cynical about the benefits of spatial data
infrastructures, integration of systems is
difficult or impossible.
— Technical exchange and standardisation,
where external developments drive
organisations to operate more
efficiently, using new technologies. This
is described as the ‘sceptical’ stage.
They become aware that greater use of
other organisations’ information will
improve effectiveness. Outsourcing
supply of some information allows
internal concentration on core
activities—often the first step towards
joining a network of organisations.
Cooperation also can help reduce an
organisation’s costs, useful in climates of
economic recession.
— Intermediary, where problems have
been identified, bottlenecks are
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Above: Increasing magnifications of a simulation of
population flows westwards from the US eastern seaboard
during the 19th century. By Alan Wilson and Joel Dearden
using C# software especially written for the application by
Joel Dearden. (UCL CASA)

becoming frustrating, but solutions
have not yet been envisaged or achieved.
Organisations in this third stage are
‘desiring context’ and are looking to
establish active partnerships with others.
In this stage, the islands are beginning
to become a network of organisations—
one which needs to be led by a non–
threatening coordination agency. This
leader initiates activities, supervises SDI
development, informs the network about
relevant developments outside the sector
and acts as a communications channel to
encourage stakeholders (both producers
and users) to discuss and help implement
advances in the SDI strategy.
— Network, where organisations have
formed a networked spatial data
infrastructure system, are cooperating
with each other, share a clear vision, and
are proactively advancing strategies to
achieve the vision. This stage is claimed
to be an ‘innovative context’ and the
SDI objectives are more substantially
intended to fulfill the needs of users.
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Maturity of SDI from an organisational perspe!ive
Diagram by Bastiaan van Loenen and Evelien van Rij
STAGE

STAND ALONE/
INITIATION

EXCHANGE/
STANDARDISATION

INTERMEDIARY

NETWORK

VISION

Focus on
individual
organisation

Developed with
all stakeholders

Implementation

Commonly shared,
and frequently
reviewed

LEADERSHIP

Focus on
individual
organisation

Questioned

Accepted

Respected by all
stakeholders;
‘champion’

COMMUNICATION

Focus on
individual
organisation

Open between
public parties

Open between
all stakeholders

Open and
interactive
between all

SELF–ORGANISING
ABILITY

Passive problem
recognition

Neutral problem
recognition

Actively helping
to solve identified
problems

Actively working
on innovation

AWARENESS
FOR GII

Professionals in
one organisation;
organisational SDI

Professionals of
organisations
together; SDI

Awareness at
many levels incl.
decision making

Commitment at all
levels/continuous
support in politics
and management

FINANCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY

Limited to projects

Neutral

Guaranteed for
certain period

Sustainable
but frequently
reviewed

ASPECT
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LEVEL OF COOPERATION

Stages of SDI development
Diagram by Bastiaan van Loenen and Evelien van Rij

STAGE OF SDI
DEVELOPMENT
STAND
ALONE
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EXCHANGE INTERMEDIARY

NETWORK

At this stage, the network is building a
‘process model’ based on a desire to reuse
data collected by a wide range of agencies
for a wide diversity of purposes and on a
shift from centralised structures to the
distributed networks of the internet.
These four stages of SDI development
(maturity) are happening incrementally

around the world, within the broader
concept of systems integration—which also
has four modes (or levels) of complexity and
abstraction. These are:
— Cell level, where the work of several
robots could be integrated into operations
by one robot,
— Shopfloor level, where independent
systems in one department might be
integrated together,
— Intra–enterprise level, where the objective
is to integrate all areas of a complex
enterprise, for example a municipality,
and
— Inter–enterprise level, where various
organisations cooperate virtually;
contributing to one or more networks
from local to global scales.
Each SDI will evolve its own unique
characteristics according to political,
economic and cultural conditions, as well
as to best answer the needs and demands of
stakeholders. Specialists widely agree that
a mature and static SDI system is neither
desirable or possible.

Legal issues

Legal frameworks for spatial data
infrastructure (SDI) systems are likely to be
assessed via three main criteria.
— Compliance, whether specific elements of
the SDI obey the law. Often this criteria is
complicated because recent developments
in science and technology were not
anticipated or understood at the time
relevant laws were written.
— Coherence, considering how all the rules
of the SDI framework interact and are
integrated: do they complement or
contradict each other?
— Quality, whether the legal framework
effectively supports development of the
SDI—and whether the SDI reaches the goals
that have been set for it. These criteria rest
on the borderline between law and policy.
More broadly, two basic human rights are
important in discussing the legal framework
for an SDI: rights to privacy and freedoms to
obtain information. These issues are being
incrementally determined by the European
Court of Human Rights (ECHR) and other
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courts, governments and public sector
agencies around the world.

INSPIRE: a benchmark
program
Established in 2001 by the European
Commission, the Infrastructure for Spatial
Information in the European Community
(INSPIRE) project became a legal Directive
in 2007, binding the EC’s 27 member
countries.
Key data themes addressed by INSPIRE
ANNEX I
Coordinate reference systems
Geographical grid systems
Geographical names
Administrative units
Addresses
Cadastral parcels
Transport networks
Hydrography
Protected sites
ANNEX II
Elevation
Land cover
Orthoimagery
Geology
ANNEX III
Statistical units
Buildings
Soil
Land use
Human health and safety
Utility and governmental services
Environmental monitoring facilities
Production and industrial facilities
Agricultural and aquaculture facilities
Population distribution and demography
Area management/restriction/regulation
zones and reporting units
Natural risk zones
Atmospheric conditions
Meteorological geographical features
Oceanographic geographical features
Sea regions
Bio–geographical regions
Habitats and biotopes
Species distribution
Energy resources
Mineral resources

The Directive arose from a substantial
multinational study called the INSPIRE
State of Play—which collected information
on 32 SDIs in Europe. It relied on the
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decision–makers to identify where needs are
greatest. To effectively target interventions,
monitor outcomes and assess impacts
requires access to geographic information
(increasingly in 3D visual formats and backed
by multiple layers of data). Ideally it should
be easy to identify who owns information,
whether it is fit for purpose, how it can be
accessed and how it can be integrated with
other information.
Evaluations of these expectations are still
sporadic—but generally conclude that existing
SDIs do not effectively serve local users.
Attempts to bring information together for
public dissemination via geoportals are not
working well because different organisations
are still learning how to collaborate to use
compatible systems. Also, there is little
evidence about who are the users, what
information they need and why, and how well
they think they are being served by geoportals.
To better understand how to maximise the
usefulness of information (beyond merely
access to it), four basic user types have
been identified. They are either individuals
or organisations, acting as either passive
recipients or active ‘information agents’.
These four types can be further delineated
according to age, gender, profession, location,
and mode of use (work, home etc).
Of the four types of users, only the active
information individuals and organisations are
likely to affect how spatial data infrastructures
are framed.
In assessing any information system, key
concerns are efficiency and effectiveness.
— Efficiency is defined as the ratio of inputs to
outputs. Efficient systems either minimise
the use of financial, staff, space and time
resources needed to produce a particular
level of output, or increase productivity
using the same input. The results are cost
Eﬀectiveness for users
saving, cost avoidance or productivity gains.
— Effectiveness in a system means generating
Benefits to users is a crucial criteria for
a product of better quality or accomplishing
demonstrating the value of SDIs (and returns
an intended purpose; but many facets to
on substantial public investments in SDIs).
this idea often make it difficult to clarify.
Ultimately these systems are needed to support
Organisational effects frequently are
solutions to the interconnected challenges of
evaluated using cost–benefit analysis, despite
human life … including the largest threats of
its limited utility. Alternative evaluative
poverty, natural disasters and urbanisation.
approaches, including cost–effectiveness,
Answering today’s challenges requires
reports from earlier SDI studies in Australia
and New Zealand, Canada and the United
States, and used criteria and concepts
published in the Global Spatial Data
Infrastructure Association’s 1992 GSDI
Cookbook.
To help implement the INSPIRE
Directive, five drafting teams of 75 experts
were established in 2007 to clarify rules
for data specifications, metadata, services,
data sharing and monitoring, and reporting.
They established five key principles:
— Data should be collected only once and kept
where it can be maintained most effectively,
— It should be possible to combine seamless
spatial information from different sources
across Europe and share it with many users
and applications,
— It should be possible for information
collected at one level/scale to be shared
with all levels/scales; detailed for thorough
investigations and general for strategic
purposes,
— Geographic information needed for good
governance at all levels should be readily
and transparently available, and
— Easy to find what geographic information
is available, how it can be used to meet
a particular need, and under which
conditions it can be acquired and used.
INSPIRE also addresses 34 key spatial data
themes organised in three groups known as
Annexes. To develop delivery systems for
each of these themes demands substantial
time, money, expertise and stakeholder
commitment. For example the nine data
themes in Annex I required addressing 7500
comments from hundreds of stakeholders,
and organising around 350 meetings
(physical and virtual) over two years.
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The Connected States of America by the MIT SENSEable City
Lab, with sponsors IBM and AT+T. Bottom: Population
density per square mile. Centre: Mobile phone calls
coloured per community shown on the top layer; heights
of each line show call volumes for the same–coloured
communities. Top: Communities based on mobile call
data, not administrative boundaries.

conjoint (value) analysis and measures
of organisational goal achievement and
productivity, have been devised to transcend
the shortcomings of cost–benefit analysis.
Information scientists also regard user
satisfaction as a key measure of system
performance and effectiveness. This takes
into account what users want, not only the
functions that they are deemed to need.
The premise of a user satisfaction approach
includes that an apparently ‘good’ information
system is not a good system if it is perceived by
users as a ‘poor’ system.
A comprehensive approach to information
system performance is the Information
Systems Functional Scorecard (ISFS)
devised by Jerry Chang and William R.
King. Using factor analysis and structural
equation modelling, the ISFS system applies
three dimensions and 18 one–dimensional
factors to measuring business processes and
organisational performance.
The three dimensions of ISFS are:
— System performance, addressing the
technical aspects and direct impacts on
work of any information system accessed by
regular users in an organisation.
— Information effectiveness, assessing the
quality of information in terms of the
design, operation, use and value provided
by the information; as well as the effects
of the information on users’ jobs. Factors
of information effectiveness include
intrinsic quality, reliability, contextural
quality, presentational quality, accessibility,
flexibility and usefulness of information.
— Service performance, dealing with the
quality and flexibility of services.
More criteria for evaluating SDIs are
emerging from the geographic and land
information systems (GIS/LIS) industry.
For example:
— The Clapp model distinguishes between
operational effectiveness (considering
program inputs and including information
availability) and program effectiveness
(focusing on program effects such as
enhanced decision–making and timely
problem recognition).
— The Antenucci model distinguishes five
types of benefits from GIS:
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1. Quantifiable efficiencies and
improvements in existing practices,
2. Quantifiable expanded or added
capabilities,
3. Quantifiable unpredictable events,
4. Intangible benefits and advantages, and
5. Quantifiable sales of information and
resulting service benefits.
— The Worrall model, evaluating GIS in a local
government setting, adds other efficiency–
related benefits. These include better
service, improved regulatory functions, more
accurate referencing of property, land and
infrastructure, and improved consistency.
These and many other assessment systems
are continuing to be proposed and adapted
for different aspects of developing spatial
data infrastructures. Leaders of the Global
Spatial Data Infrastructure Association
(GSDI) are producing regular books of
essays clarifying how all the SDI debates and
concepts are evolving.

Creating suitable clearinghouses

Key to any SDI is building a national spatial

data clearinghouse; an electronic facility for
searching, viewing, transferring, ordering,
advertising and/or disseminating data from
numerous sources via the internet.
The concept of a clearinghouse originated
in the finance industry—with the London
Bankers’ Clearinghouse established in
1773. In 1853, the New York Clearinghouse
Association described its role as simplifying
chaotic exchanges between New York City
banks.
In 1994, the United States Federal
Geographic Data Committee (FGDC)
established the National Spatial Data
Clearinghouse, intended to facilitate
efficient access to the overwhelming quantity
of spatial data from federal agencies to
minimise duplication in collecting the data
and help partnerships succeed in exploiting
the data for useful applications.
To help establish a worldwide system of
spatial data clearinghouses, a Clearinghouse
Suitability Index has been developed. This is
based on six general assessment criteria:
— Ease of measurement,
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The geography of talk in Great Britain
This figure shows the strongest 80% of links, as measured by
total talk time, between areas within Britain. The opacity of each
link is proportional to the total call time between two areas and
the diﬀerent colours represent regions identified using network
modularity optimisation analysis. (MIT SENSEable City Lab)

Defining regions through the spe!ral modularity
optimisation of telecommunications networks
a—even with just three regions we obtain a total modularity of 0.31, indicating a fairly good network
partitioning. b—the final partitioning of Great Britain yields a modularity of 0.58. c—further fine
tuning increases the modularity to 0.60.
(MIT SENSEable City Lab)

The core regions of Britain
By combining the output from several modularity optimisation
methods we obtain the results shown in this figure. The thick
black boundary lines show the oﬃcial Government Oﬃce Regions
partitioning together with Scotland and Wales. The black background
spots show Britain’s towns and cities, some of which are highlighted
with a label. (MIT SENSEable City Lab)

Defining regions through the spe!ral modularity optimisation
Results of five diﬀerent modularity optimisation algorithms. (MIT SENSEable City Lab)
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Full article available here
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— Registration–only access,
— Funding continuity, and
— Metadata standard being applied.
In 2005, 83 national spatial data
clearinghouses were measured and weighted
according to these 15 characteristics. The
most suitable were deemed to be those of the
US, Canada, Australia, Germany, Malaysia,
Indonesia and Japan.
In 2008, another survey of 22 selected
clearinghouses was taken. This showed that
some clearinghouses had closed, others had
rapidly improved and others had slightly
declined. This realm of activity remains volatile
and sensitive to many political influences.

Since organisational science began in the
19th century, various theorists have likened
organisations to either machines or organisms
(living bodies); others have described
organisations as examples of culture. These
basic metaphors act as hinges between various
specific theories and one or more broad
paradigms or widespread world–views.
In the Burrell and Morgan model of 1979,
all metaphors can be categorised into four
paradigms:
— Radical humanist, emphasising that reality
is socially created. At the same time,
humans become part of it and feel as if they
are imprisoned by it. As one example of
‘reality’, capitalism is often described as a
dominant ideology, moulding technologies,
Metaphors matter
logic, science etc.
When some SDI implementations are
— Radical structuralist, focusing on society
celebrated as successes, technical aspects
as a real and concrete dominating force. It
are often applauded while organisational
is concerned with the ways that people in
issues are not analysed. Conversely, when
power seek to maintain their positions.
implementations are claimed to have failed,
— Functionalist, treating society as a concrete,
organisational factors are mostly blamed.
real world with a systemic character.
This situation signals a need for better
Behaviour is bounded in that real world of
understandings of how SDIs can be organised.
tangible relationships.
Paradigms and metaphors
— Interpretive, assuming that social reality
(adapted from Burrell and Morgan, 1979) by Henk Koerten
does not exist; it is a product of subjective
experience. The world can be understood
through the eyes of participants rather than
observers.
Instrument of domination
Most GIS and SDI theories support the
SOCIOLOGY OF
functionalist
paradigm—via the metaphor
RADICAL ACTION
Psychic prison
Schismatic
of either organisations as machines or
organisations as organisms. Theories within
Catastrophe
RADICAL
RADICAL
this paradigm assume that organisations
HUMANIST
STRUCTURALIST
behind a GIS or SDI system are real objects
PARADIGM
PARADIGM
with systemic characters — and interventions
SUBJECTIVE
OBJECTIVE
should be implemented accordingly.
FUNCTIONALIST
INTERPRETIVE
Organisations developing GIS and SDIs
PARADIGM
PARADIGM
Machine
deserve better theories, based on alternative
metaphors and paradigms. Improvements can
Enacted
Organism
be achieved in two ways. First new approaches
sensemaking
can be developed within the functionalist
SOCIOLOGY OF
Population
paradigm, using alternative metaphors like
ecology
REGULATION
political, cybernetic and theatrics. Second,
Theatre
Cybernetic system
research can be guided by other paradigms,
Language Text
using metaphors like culture, language game,
game
Political Loosely
psychic prison and catastrophe.
system coupled system
Culture
Much remains to be learned about
interplays between flexible organisations

— Objective character and clear presentation
of suppliers and end–users,
— Spatial data,
— Technology,
— Policy, and
— Standards.
From these main criteria for the Index, 15
characteristics of a suitable clearinghouse
have been identified (by Joep Crompvoets and
others in 2004). These have been weighted for
importance by 125 respondents to a survey of
500 European spatial data experts.
— Number of suppliers,
— Monthly number of visitors,
— Number of web references,
— Languages used,
— Frequency of web updates,
— Level of (meta) data accessibility,
— Number of datasets,
— Most recently produced dataset,
— Decentralised network architecture,
— Availability of view services,
— Number of mechanisms (alternatives) for
searching,
— Use of maps for searching,
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and interflow of datasets from different
parties (this has important implications
for ownership and control of information),
and trustworthy sources of data.
Evaluating management performance in
any organisation involves asking questions
such as: Are we doing the right thing, are we
doing things right, what lessons can we draw
from experiences and what can we learn from
similar situations? Four elements are central
to this process:
— Objectives that are well defined (to know
where to go); these define targets for the
whole system, might involve historical and
social aspects, cultural heritage as well as
political, legal and economic platforms.
— Strategy (to know how to get there); this
defines the ways forward to reach and satisfy
the objectives of the project or organisation.
— Monitoring Outcomes and Indicators (to
know if on track); where outcomes are
the results of activities arising from the
objectives and strategies, and indicators
Evaluation and performance
must be able to be monitored and remain
indicators
relevant for feedback to objectives and
Developing a successful SDI project depends
strategies.
not just on technical issues (such as spatial data
— Assessment of Performance (to gain input
access, networking and standards), but also
for improvements); the process which
on human factors including political support,
takes the outcomes and indicators into
clarifying business objectives and stakeholder
account to regularly evaluate and review
expectations, sustaining a culture of sharing,
the objectives and strategies, and which
maintaining reliable financial support and
looks at the system’s performance and
maintaining cooperation among all relevant
reliability and how the objectives and
members of the diverse support community.
strategies are satisfied.
Three major classes of factors are
These four evaluation elements must
contributing to the development of SDIs:
be thought of as parts of a cyclical process,
— Environmental, including various internal
allowing regular assessments of performance
and external cultural and political issues
and reviews of initial objectives and strategies.
affecting the social system surrounding
The review cycle might be conducted annually
development of each SDI project.
for the strategies, while objectives might be
— Capacity, covering technology, economic,
partnership and human factors that influence reviewed only every four years.
potentials for SDI participants to perform the
tasks necessary to achieve project goals.
Basic evaluation elements and cycle of assessments
by Daniel Steudler, Abbas Rajabifard and Ian Williamson
— Organisation, including all core
components of the project, such as access
policies, access networks, technical
OBJECTIVES
STRATEGIES
standards and the SDI as a conceptual
OUTCOMES
For example
For example
model. Some example factors include the
and
every 4 years
annually
INDICATORS
suitability and degree of complexity of the
ASSESSMENT
SDI conceptual model, the availability of
of
PERFORMANCE
spatial data and metadata, the integration
and rigorous data structures, through
focusing on peoples’ perceptions, motives
and expectations, rather than simply looking
at what design of organisational structure is
most effective.
Using alternative organisational metaphors
can benefit both practitioners and researchers.
It will help to enlarge the palette of theories
and approaches to select from when explaining
organisational behaviour and developing
geoinformation management strategies.
Because researchers with backgrounds in
organisation theory are scarce in the global
SDI realm, they will need to be attracted
from disciplines like sociology, anthropology,
psychology and public administration. They
could help analyse unsound business cases
with theories stemming from contradictory
metaphors, leading to alternative and
challenging conclusions, probably offering
hints for new business strategies.
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Towards spatially
enabled societies
One major reason to develop spatial data
infrastructures is that they can facilitate a
concept known as ‘spatially enabled societies’
(SES). The goal is to enable widespread access
to location and spatial information by citizens
and companies—to encourage both creativity
and innovative product development. No
longer should spatial information tools
and systems be exclusively sequestered in
government defence and mapping agencies.
Developing spatially enabled societies is a
long–term, incremental, multidisciplinary and
global project—potentially delivering major
benefits for citizens from the Digital Earth |
Virtual Nations | Data Cities and GSDI visions.
Since the launch of Google Earth in 2005,
people in developed societies have been
discovering the excitement and benefits
of instant online access to geotagged
information. This is the first stage towards
spatially enabled societies.
Next steps involve:
— Converting the non–spatial information
and processes used to manage peoples’
finances, health, education, taxation etc,
into spatial information.
— Linking data with 3D geocoded references
(X, Y and Z coordinates) that allow
information to be mixed and matched with
other details about the same places to reveal
open–ended ranges of relationships and
processes.
— Governments improving their processes to
ensure that new spatial technologies deliver
real efficiency gains. One crucial strategy is
to create information once and use it many
times for different purposes.
—From papers and books by Rafael Espin Andrade,
Arnold K. Bregt, Earl F. Burkholder, Massimo Craglia,
Joep Crompvoets, Mercedes Deldado Fernández,
Tatiana Delgado Fernández, Yola Georgiado, Lukasz
Gruz, Andrew Hudson–Smith, Katleen Janssen,
Mohsen Kalantari, Basa Kok, Milan Konečný,
Bastiaan van Loenen, Stefano Nativi, Harlan Onsrud,
Jos van Orshoven, Abbas Rajabifard, Evelien van
Rij, Jantian Stoter, Danny Vandenbroucke and Ian
Williamson. Further notes in Direct Sources.
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Planetary
Systems
Modelling
Already shaping up as a major technology–led
movement to succeed 20th century modernism, the
Digital Earth vision is being led by an international
cluster of space science and research organisations under
the auspices of the United Nations.
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An artist’s impression of space debris littering low–Earth
orbit (LEO). Sizes of objects are exaggerated as compared to
the Earth. (European Space Agency)
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A global digital elevation model (DEM) indicating heights
of terrain around the world—created using ASTER (the
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emissions and Reflection
Radiometer), jointly operated by NASA (US) and METI
(Japan) as a contribution to the GEOSS (Global Earth
Observation System of Systems) project.

A short history of
recording the Earth

Around the time of Christopher Columbus’
voyages from Spain to the New World,
ancient arguments about whether the Earth
is spherical or flat were refuelled by the
People first began to record knowledge of
Flat Earth Society. The Flat Earth concept
their surroundings by arranging sticks or
was never widely accepted by scientists but
making marks on the ground or on cave
persisted among non–scientific writers,
walls. From those ancient beginnings,
artists and political leaders until the early
more sophisticated surveying and mapping
20th century.
technologies gradually evolved.
In 1928, American scientist Buckminster
A key early geographer was Claudius
Fuller pen–sketched prescient ideas for a
Ptolemy (90–168AD) who lived in Egypt
global management system which he later
under Roman rule and wrote significant
termed ‘an operating manual to fly spaceship
astronomical, geographic and astrological
treatises in Greek. His Geographia (c150AD) Earth’, ‘Geoscope’ and ‘the World Game’.
When he first imagined this idea, the Wright
provided a grand scheme to ‘present the
Brothers had flown their biplane (1911) and
known world as one and continuous; to
Californian entrepreneurs were attempting to
describe its nature and position’. Following
set up a commercial aeroplane travel industry.
an earlier geographer, Marinos of Tyre, he
Concepts of jet–setting, computers and flying
assigned coordinates to a grid that spanned
spacecraft to the Moon were still several
the globe—marking latitudes from the
decades away. (American aviators Amelia
equator.
Earhart and Howard Hughes repeatedly
By the 16th century, cartography had
developed into a complex and accurate set of crashed their aeroplanes through the 1930s.)
When Fuller drew his planetary systems
practices concerned with modelling the Earth’s
surface by projections onto flat sheets of paper. sketch, globes allowed models to avoid the
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distortions associated with projections,
but at the expense of high production and
distribution costs.
Maps and globes are models only of static
aspects of the Earth’s surface, and once
constructed they are difficult to modify.
Much more recent are dynamic models of
the Earth’s changes and evolving processes.
Also more recent are the automatic piloting
and operational systems now used to
safely fly aeroplanes and spacecraft. These
aerospatial technologies, vaguely envisaged
by Fuller after experience in managing
fleets of American Navy ships at sea, now
gradually are being transferred to solve
difficult challenges in managing activities
and transport on land.
Mathematic models of climate rely on
the basic physics of the atmosphere and
date back to the 18th and 19th centuries.
Models which deal with the distribution of
economic activities and their responses to
changing patterns of behaviour date only
from the early 20th century (eg those by
Johann Heinrich von Thünen, Alfred Weber
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Map of the world’s geological systems,
produced by OneGeology, the global
association of national geological survey
organisations.

of the Earth into a single computational
environment, and
— It is digital, representing knowledge (as
data) exclusively in digital form.
Both of these innovations bring
advantages, but they also present
institutional and technical challenges.
The term ‘Digital Earth’ emerged in a
1998 Presidential campaign speech by then–
US Vice President Al Gore. He described an
immersive environment that would allow its
users to explore and learn about the Earth
and its human and physical environments.
‘Imagine, for example, a young child
going to a Digital Earth exhibit at a
local museum. After donning a head–
mounted display, she sees Earth as it
appears from space. Using a data glove,
she zooms in, using higher and higher
levels of resolution, to see continents,
then regions, countries, cities, then finally
individual houses, trees and other natural
and man–made objects. Having found
an area of the planet she is interested
Igniting the Digital
in exploring, she takes the equivalent
Earth project
of a magic carpet ride through a 3D
visualisation of the terrain. Of course
Digital Earth is the latest in a long series
terrain is only one of the numerous kinds
of efforts to model both the specific and
of data with which she can interact. Using
general aspects of the Earth’s circumstances
the system’s voice recognition capabilities,
and behaviours. However, it differs from
she is able to request information on land
previous efforts in two important ways:
cover, distribution of plant and animal
— It is global, bringing knowledge of all parts
and Walter Christaller). Models of urban
growth are even more recent as are models
of geomorphological processes.
Besides the basic distinction between
static and dynamic, these different
models embody two ways of dealing with
geographic phenomena. Maps are analogue
representations of surfaces, scaling
phenomena such that distance on the map
is roughly in proportion to distance on the
Earth. Models of processes are general
—abstracting from the Earth’s surface to
make general statements about how various
systems operate.
Today’s geographic information systems
(GIS) combine the special (idiographic) and
the general (nomothetic). A model of urban
growth implemented in a GIS, for example,
requires modelling general knowledge in its
algorithms and modelling special knowledge
in its database layers.
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species, real time weather, roads, political
boundaries and population. She can also
visualise the environmental information
that she and other students all over
the world have collected as part of the
GLOBE project. This information can be
seamlessly fused with the digital map or
terrain data. She can get more information
on many of the objects she sees by using
her data glove to click on a hyperlink.
To prepare for her family’s vacation to
Yellowstone National Park, for example,
she plans the perfect hike to the geysers,
bison, and bighorn sheep that she has just
read about. In fact, she can follow the trail
visually from start to finish before she ever
leaves the museum in her hometown.’
Gore continued: ‘She is not limited to
moving through space, but can also travel
through time. After taking a virtual
field trip to visit the Louvre, she moves
backward in time to learn about French
history, perusing digitised maps overlaid
on the surface of the Digital Earth,
newsreel footage, oral history, newspapers
and other primary sources. She sends some
of this information to her personal email
address to study later. The timeline, which
stretches off in the distance, can be set for
days, years, centuries, or even geological
epochs—for those occasions when she
wants to learn more about dinosaurs.’
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Global map of carbon dioxide emissions, by
the Center for Earth Observation and Digital
Earth at the Chinese Academy of Sciences.

Key concepts and
characteristics
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now involved in setting up national spatial
data infrastructure (SDI) systems to collect,
clean, manage and disseminate data.
DE implies an ability to move smoothly
Several principles and challenging ideas
from the global scale to the local. A display
underlie this piece of technological fantasy,
Global and local perspectives
which now is being delivered both freely and
People are most familiar with their immediate of the whole Earth on a computer screen
implies a resolution of about 10$km,
commercially by Google, NASA (WorldWind), surroundings and often refer to maps to find
whereas display of a neighbourhood might
Microsoft (Bing), Esri (ArcGIS Explorer),
and understand how to navigate unfamiliar,
require a resolution of 1m. To zoom over
Digital Globe and other providers.
remote places. But developing this century’s
this range of scales for a single data theme
DE technologies requires overcoming the
implies integrating a range of data sources
discontinuities that occur when surveying
Dynamic not static interactions
and techniques to join them smoothly. A
and mapping at local and global scales. For
The Digital Earth that Gore and others
example, the projections used for global data 10$km image of the Earth might be created
envisaged is not static. It is an immersive
by compositing AVHRR (Advanced Very
digital environment. Given sufficient general are different from those used locally.
High Resolution Radiometer) images and
We are used to seeing the United States
knowledge, in the form of models of processes,
coarsening their resolution; below 1$km,
presented in conic projection, which curves
it is possible to imagine a DE user being able
to simulate future environments—executing the 49th Parallel forming the western part of the source would have to change, perhaps
the border with Canada. Historically however, to TM (Thematic Mapper) imagery, which
models of urban growth, species extinction
has different spectral and time–related
the whole Earth was often presented in
or tectonic uplift—and observing their
characteristics. Below 30m, the source would
Mercator projection, which looks decidedly
consequences for any part of the Earth.
have to change again, to a high–resolution
unfamiliar as the basis for a map of the US
It is also possible to imagine modelling
TM emulator.
alone. Today, the Earth is mostly presented
past environments by running simulators
Some of these technical issues have been
in orthographic projection, because we are
backwards in time. In this regard, DE has
overcome in limited ways and environments—
increasingly familiar (via Google Earth’s
immense powers for education.
including videos that appear to achieve
popularisation of imagery from the global
A static DE would be a good basis for
Earth observation satellite system) with how continuous and smooth zoom—but DE
learning the facts of the Earth’s special
imposes new standards of flexibility and
the Earth looks from space.
geography. But a dynamic DE would
Linking global and local perspectives also is generality.
allow students to explore the processes
complicated by our traditional arrangements
and implications of general geography in
compellingly realistic form, using boundary for production of geospatial data. Nations
Smooth integration and transitions
support national mapping agencies for
conditions to represent environments that
Differences in projection, datum and data
are familiar to them. For example, a student military and civilian reasons and many are
structure are gradually being overcome.
could learn about tectonic processes by
modelling the appearance of California one,
10 or 100$million years from now.
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Global map of the optical depth of aerosols
(pollution) in the atmosphere, by the
Center for Earth Observation and Digital
Earth at the Chinese Academy of Sciences.

The rasters of Earth imagery are inherently
flat and discontinuities must exist at
the boundaries of image tiles. A single
DE coverage of the Earth would require
seamless integration and the use of a single
tiling scheme. Some research has explored
consistent tesselations of the globe and
many possible schemes have been defined.
However, it is impossible to define a perfect
scheme that is regular and uniform, and each
scheme has advantages and disadvantages.
DE technologies will need to support one or
more of these schemes and it would be helpful
if standards could be defined and adopted;
this is a task for contributors to the global
spatial data infrastructure system and the
International Standards Organization.
Smooth transitions between scales and
data also implies the integration of semantics,
or the definitions of themes and attributes.
For example, the concept ‘urban’ exists only
at certain scales; below them, homogenous
urban areas break up into heterogeneous
collections of buildings, pavement, grass or
trees. While past practice has separated the
production of geographic data at different
scales, DE is forcing us to address these
problems of semantic integration—along with
the challenges of positional inaccuracies.
Models of process have their own ontologies
which may or may not coincide with the
ontologies of static geographic information.
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For example, many models of ocean processes
use finite difference representations, with
irregular primitive elements that are triangles
or quadrilaterals and of these, only triangular
irregular networks (TINs) are commonly
supported in geographic information
systems—and then only partially.
Hydrological models use many different
representations, depending on whether
the approach is spatially aggregated or
disaggregated and whether models include
surface or subsurface hydrography, or both.
Some of these representations can only exist
in a flat, projected world, raising issues of
how they are to be implemented in spherical
schemes.
Global climate models avoid spatial
representations altogether and operate
instead in the spectral domain (where
surfaces are represented as combinations of
different waves).
Inevitably, the need to integrate data
and models in a consistent DE structure
will force compromises between different
representations, and it will be difficult to
find solutions that are satisfactory to all
stakeholders.

Resolution and bandwidth

coverage requires about 1015 elements
or a petabyte at 1 byte per element; this
is a volume which is only manageable
by major organisations. Clearly DE will
stretch the storage capacities of computers.
Cartographers often have struggled with
relationships between maps of different
scales, but never before over this large a
range: four orders of magnitude.
DE requires new techniques for
overcoming the limitations of bandwidth.
These include new methods of compression
and progressive transmission of various
forms of geographic data. Progressive
transmission of vector data is an important
question.
If we assume that the typical computer
display has 106 picture elements, a full
screen might display as much as 1MB of
data. Full video refresh rates of 25 frames
per second or more will require bandwidths
of at least 100 megabits per second, which
will stretch the capacities of current local
area networks (LANs) and is far beyond
most internet connections. Critical to
the DE project is providing services
which resolve these challenges to support
collaborative work.

A 10$km resolution coverage of the Earth
Precision or vagueness
requires around 107 elements and occupies People occupy and communicate in a vague
10MB at 1 byte per element. A 1m resolution world, so it seems logical that they should
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use various forms of digital assistance
to understand and reason with vague
information. This is a current argument
among geospatial specialists—one which is
spreading to other communities interested
in participating in the DE project.
DE will have to mix rendering with
symbolic and iconic representations.
There are few cartographic techniques for
indicating the presence of information
as distinct from content. New forms of
metadata representation are needed.

Environmental conditions

In Gore’s speech, DE was presented as an
immersive environment, entered by donning
a head–mounted display. At that time, with
technologies then available, it was expected
to take more than 100 years to download the
data needed to cover the Earth’s surface at 1m
resolution, and more than a human lifetime to
view it. The launch of Keyhole’s Earth Viewer
in 2001 (acquired by Google in 2004) and the
arrival of Google Earth in 2005 has consigned
Gore’s fantasy to history. But another

way of engaging with DE as an immersive
environment is via 3D modelling presented
as surface computing on walls and tables in a
room or dome. There are some prototypes of
this concept, mainly in research organisations,
but it is not yet widespread.

Recent developments
Thanks to rapid technological advances and
innovative ways to organise and present
data, millions of people worldwide are now

Global tracking of avian (bird) flu infections,
developed by the e–Science and High
Energy Physics projects at Imperial College
in London.
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Left: The United States’ National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration has a thriving public education program
called Science on a Sphere, where data is visually
projected onto a globe suspended in space. The Sphere is
seen here with an audience at the Thunder Bay National
Marine Sanctuary in Michigan. (NOAA)

able to access key aspects of the Digital
Earth project.
Geobrowsing (browsing digital geographic
information over the web) has become a major
industry and has introduced novel ways to
explore data geographically, and visualise
overlaid information provided by diverse
contributors. Also memory capabilities on
personal computers have increased from the
64MB predicted in 1998 to a current standard
of 512MB (via graphics co–processors). Clever
server–side data caching and multi–resolution
techniques allow significantly more storage
and progressive visualisations of multiple
levels of detail (LOD).
As well as online 3D geobrowsers like
Google Earth are online 2D geographic
applications (eg Google Maps, Microsoft
Live Search Maps) that also allow users to
share information via simple application
programming interfaces (APIs). Beyond
visualisation, geobrowsers have become client
applications for accessing more complex
infrastructures behind the scenes and for
fulfilling a wider goal of organising the world’s
information, including spatial information.
For example, the API for Google
Maps makes it possible for anyone to
add information to the Google platform.
The Keyhole markup language (KML)
programming method also has become
a powerful way to document and index
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Right: Screenshot from Spacefighter: The Evolutionary City
(Game); a prototype video game system for interpreting
global urban development behaviours, developed during
two studios of postgraduate students from the Berlage
Academy and MIT, led by Winy Maas and Arie Graafland.
(MVRDV/DSD)

information with geographic references and
display in map or globe formats. Google has
declared that it does not aim to organise
geographic information (currently a
public sector task via national spatial data
infrastructure (SDI) projects), but to use
geography as a way to search and view
information with a geographic footprint.
Most computer users today focus their
attention on the geobrowser client (program)
which must be installed on their computer.
However, a strong case can be made that the
loosely connected information model–based
on the standard web architecture which allows
geodata to be found and published—and
the servers that host data and process client
requests are more important. These Geoweb
infrastructure systems have been enabled
by technical breakthroughs in horizontal
(multiple machines) and vertical (multiple
hardware and software tiers) systems, as
well as data caching mechanisms. They are
the most substantial advance in information
organisation and access in many years.
Although these developments have
been led by the commercial sector, their
widespread access has caused increasing
numbers of public sector agencies to use
these platform to visualise their data online.
Examples include the Cadastre of Spain,
the European Environment Agency and
Australian state governments.

Also worth mentioning is the Chinese
Academy of Sciences’ leadership in
promoting a biennial International
Symposium on Digital Earth, beginning
in 1999. Since 2006, it has hosted the
Secretariat for the International Society
for Digital Earth—and it opened the world’s
first 21st century building complex to house
Digital Earth researchers in March 2011.
Other Digital Earth research facilities are
the Earth Simulator Centre near Yokohama,
Japan; the forthcoming Living Earth
Simulator network of research units, likely
to be funded by the European Commission,
and the United States’ Digital Earth
Initiative, headed by NASA.

Swarms of geosensors
Geosensors are devices which receive and
measure environmental stimuli which can be
geographically referenced. There are three
main categories:
— Satellite–based sensors providing multi–
spectral information about the Earth’s
surface (where satellite images, land cover,
vegetation indices etc are represented in
different colours, eg red, infra–red, green,
yellow, blue),
— Airborne sensors for detailed imagery and
for 3D laser scans of physical or man–made
structures, and
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— Sensors placed near, on or under the
Earth’s surface—measuring anything
from physical characteristics (pressure,
temperature, humidity) and phenomena
(wind, rain, earthquakes) to the
movements of animals, vehicles and
people.
Large networks of sensors have been
operating for several decades in the
natural sciences modelling and mapping
communities—for example the World
Meteorological Organization’s weather
and climate measuring network and the
ARGO network of buoys measuring the
temperatures and salinities of the oceans.
Now these geosensor systems are becoming
web–enabled so that individual sensors
can be discovered, tasked and accessed
through web standards (sensor web) and

the networks can exchange information
through interoperability arrangements.
In future, the natural environment sensor
systems will spread to more densely
monitor urban environments.
Linking existing systems and networks
to help achieve a comprehensive Global
Earth Observation System of Systems
(GEOSS) is the main goal of the Group on
Earth Observations (GEO), an organisation
of 90 nations (represented at Ministerial
level), the European Commission and 67
international organisations. GEO’s major
role is to promote scientific connections
between the observation systems and
promote applications to advance its nine
prescribed areas of social benefit: agriculture,
biodiversity, climate, ecosystems, energy,
disasters, health, water, and weather.

Citizens as sensors
There is a long tradition of non–specialists
contributing to the collection of scientific
information—for example the Christmas
Bird Count project run by the Audubon
organisation or the weather information
collection initiative of the GLOBE program.
Recent technological convergences—
including greater access to broadband
connections, greater access to global
positioning systems (GPS) at affordable
prices, and the rise of online social networking
(Web 2.0)—are enabling a new phenomenon
variously described as crowd–sourcing,
citizen reporting, and volunteer geographic
information. Platforms like Google Maps and
Microsoft Live Search Maps have made it
possible to publish and make geographically

Global map of heights of forest canopies. (NASA)
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Above: The ARGO multinational network of more than
3500 sensor–equipped floating buoys ‘takes the pulse’
of the world’s oceans—collecting and distributing
temperature and salinity observations from a fleet of 3000
underwater robots. Below: A PROVOR float shortly before
recovery by the Japanese coastguard vessel Takuyo.

Currently, geobrowsers function at very
high speeds while accessing online vast
quantities of global geodata. On the client
side (local processing), they rely on massively
more memory than was generally available
when Gore made his 1998 speech. Domestic
notebook computers now boast up to 2–3GB
of main memory—key to making geobrowsers
fly in real time rather than as pre–recorded
flights. Also, all graphics programmers today
benefit from hardware that allows rendering
of several millions of polygons per second
(only thousands of polygons when Gore
spoke). Smooth graphic animation is also
achieved by client and server caching of
that is progressively streamed
Latest technology systems information
over a network from a system of servers.
Google and Microsoft have illustrated the
Today’s generation of the Digital Earth
speed accruing from distributing its index
project is being built from a technology stack
and storing data across thousands of servers
comprising a lightweight client, a high–speed
around the world. Their servers cache copies
computer network and a sophisticated server
infrastructure. This type of architecture, where of the most frequently used or viewed data,
data and processing resources are managed on including map tiles. While many protocols
are available in theory, the main technology
remote servers accessed over the internet, is
being termed ‘cloud computing’. It is a type of providers are converging to use web protocols
(especially HTML and XML).
utility or service–based computing model.
searchable vast quantities of user–generated
data. Initiatives such as Wikimapia, Open
Street Map, MapTube and GMap Creator,
show how organised volunteer information can
challenge traditional data suppliers with good
quality content that is openly available to all.
As American geographer Michael
Goodchild has noted, the potential for up to
six billion human sensors to monitor the state
of the environment, validate global models
with local knowledge and provide information
that only humans can capture (eg emotions
and perceptions like fear of crime) is vast and
yet to be seriously exploited.
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Next visions for Digital Earth
There is much more to be done. In parallel
to increased availability and access to
information, we also are understanding
more about interdependencies of
environmental and social phenomena on
a global scale. Major natural disasters like
the Indonesian tsunami (2004), Hurricane
Katrina (2005) and the Sichuan earthquake
(2008) have contributed to this raised
awareness. Also influential on changing
public opinion is mounting evidence
(emerging from the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, the International
Energy Agency and other climate science
research organisations) of profound
changes occurring to our ecosystem.
The International Society for Digital
Earth has written a new vision to clarify
what can be achieved towards this complex
international project over the next five to 10
years. These are some proposals from senior
research leaders assembled by the Vespucci
Initiative for the Advancement of Geographic
Information Science and the European
Commission’s Joint Research Centre.
Many views from one globally federated
Digital Earth data resource. Various
connected globes and infrastructures
are needed to supply the information
needs of different audiences: citizens,
communities, policy–makers, scientists and
educationalists. Each audience has a distinct
set of needs for information about Earth and
its future, so each could be accommodated
by a specially designed Digital Earth. One
might encourage members of the public
to contribute their own observations,
while another would present only the
most rigorously obtained scientific results.
Each would be a view enabled by a single,
distributed yet federated, data resource.
A problem and solutions–oriented project.
While it is important that specific problems
are addressed in focused ways, Digital Earth
should still clarify interactions between
problems and objectives—eg the difficulties of
achieving one objective, such as reducing the
costs of energy, with others such as impacts on
the environment and food production.
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Allowing search through time and space to
find comparable situations. Beyond existing
GIS technologies, and different from adding
analytical functions to a virtual globe, users
desire capabilities to explore and cross–
check different yet potentially comparable
situations, for example, finding and
comparing different areas around the world
that are all vulnerable to tsunamis.
Asking questions about change, identifying
anomalies. One of the most compelling
benefits of global Earth observation systems
is the ability to display information in
correct geographic positions. The next
generation of Digital Earth should allow
rapid search for geographic anomalies—
situations that are inconsistent with their
geographic context, such as outbreaks
of disease, biodiversity hotspots, or
unexpected levels of air pollution.
Enabling access to data, information,
services and models as well as scenarios
and forecasts. One of the challenging
issues today is to combine environmental
modelling and forecasting with socio–
economic impacts. Traditional flood
forecasting or mapping of natural hazard
risk zones lose their value if their social
impacts are not assessed. Such models have
immediate economic consequences (eg
property price reductions in risk–identified
areas) so reliable models and accurate
visualisation are required.
Useful visualisations of abstract concepts
and data types. Advances in dynamic
visualisation environments (eg Professor
Hans Rosling’s gapminder.org) show
strong potential for decision support and
increased understanding of global, complex
and abstract phenomena. Bringing these
capabilities into the next generation Digital
Earth will turn these into important tools
for education, awareness–raising and
informed decision–making. Different
perspectives on phenomena like poverty or
health and their indicators can now be made
explicitly through ontologies. Mappings
between them have become possible.
Open access and participation across
multiple technological platforms and
media. The geoinformation community

has a great deal to learn from the wider
multimedia community. For this to happen,
the emphasis on maps (fixed geometry plus
labels) must shift and dynamic elements
must be incorporated. There is promising
work already underway that integrates
georeferenced video with static geographic
data sets.
An engaging, interactive, exploratory
laboratory for learning and multi–
disciplinary education. The notion of virtual
collaboratories is a key feature of eScience
(accessgrid.org) to support exchanges of
multidisciplinary knowledge across teams
dispersed in multiple locations. In other
fields, interactive learning tools, distance
learning and location–based serious games
offer platforms and lessons that could help
develop teaching, learning and sharing
environments for diverse audiences.

Next research priorities
Information integration. Despite
substantial progress, our ability to integrate
geographic information from dynamic
sources (heterogeneous, multidisciplinary,
multitemporal, multiresolution, multimedia
and multilingual) is still limited. We need
a better understanding of the statistical
problems of integration across scales, the
linguistic problems of integrating across
languages and the semantic problems of
integrating across disciplines. This will
require a substantial effort by a number of
collaborating disciplines: computer science,
information science and the domain
disciplines.
Space–time analysis and modelling.
The next generation DE should provide a
powerful platform for simulating the human
and physical processes that operate on and
near the Earth’s surface. While such models
have been developed in many domains (eg
oceanography and meteorology), they use
diverse approaches that are impossible to
couple or integrate. Fundamental research
is needed to develop a comprehensive
language for simulation and the software
components needed to make simulations
easily interoperable (likely to involve
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universal elements and language for
dynamic modelling, and algebra of space–
time changes).
Schemes for tiling the curved surface of
the Earth. Each of the current generation
of virtual globes uses its own approach
for structuring data. These systems are
optimised for storage and display purposes
but have limitations for analysis of global
spatial data and processes. Research on
optimal structuring and indexing schemes
has been under way for the past two decades,
but we do not yet know how to design an
optimal scheme that can support massive
simulation of Earth–based processes. This
scheme is needed for data management,
analysis, simulation and visualisation.
Intelligent, automatic and user–driven
descriptions. Good progress has been made
on standardising descriptions of data
through metadata and syntax protocols.
Still missing, however, are adequate
standards for describing models, processes
and services that can support search and
assessments of fitness for use.
Visualising abstract concepts in space.
Transformations from lower level, physical
observations, (through indicators defined
on them), to abstract concepts like quality
of life or vulnerability need to be modelled
and implemented to support visualisation
and reasoning. The wealth of data sources
that can now be tied into virtual globes,
together with advances in complex system
modelling and semantic mappings, provide
a richly equipped laboratory for domain and
information scientists to enable new uses
of virtual globes. Progressing from specific,
well–defined case studies on well–defined
scientific phenomena to more complex cases
of socially defined and negotiated notions
promises gradual, but significant, progress.
Computational infrastructures to
implement vision. Advances in technology,
information–structuring and organising
of IT infrastructure already have made
it possible to come close to the vision
of Digital Earth. The interoperability
of multiple systems delivering data,
information and models in real time from
multiple sources, including passive sensors
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and humans, can increase (by several orders
of magnitude) the quantity of information
we can access. This poses new challenges
to deliver reliable, timely and quality
information to diverse audiences via diverse
media, including voice.
Reputable, trustworthy and effective
models encouraging contributions by
citizens. Progress from traditional
provider perspectives on data quality to
broader notions of fitness for use, trust
and reputation, is already happening in
the context of volunteered geographic
information (VGI). Effective space–time
models can be used in reasoning about the
suitability of available data and services for
specific applications.
Governance models and collaborative
frameworks. The emergence of hybrid
infrastructures already can be observed—
combining both voluntary and institutional
data (eg using the Google platform).
Without a mechanism to clearly distinguish
the different natures of the data, users will
be reluctant to take any formal decision
(still recognising the value of non–
institutional data). An important challenge
is to build new models for reciprocal
validation of data made available from
different sources. For example, validating
quantatively precise and comprehensive
information about air quality, collected
from a few professional measuring stations,
to be combined with air quality data
collected by citizens equipped with mobile
phones incorporating nanotechnologies
for measuring air quality on only a limited
number of parameters. Communities of
practice should become more effectively
engaged in Government decisions, sharing
their knowledge and data in easier ways.
Data sharing and open access policies.
More systematic and comparable evidence
is needed to understand the impacts of
different access policies on organisations
and societies in the context of pressures
on government budgets and increasing
inter–organisational competition for funds.
If such evidence was already available, we
would not still be facing tensions around
data access and sharing policies. More work

is also needed on incentives and barriers to
data sharing at individual, inter– and intra–
organisational levels.
Social and economic impacts. Appropriate
theoretical and methodological frameworks
to assess the social and economic impacts
of geospatial information, and related
infrastructures, are still poorly developed
but are urgently needed to justify the initial
investment and long–term sustainability of
the infrastructure. The costs of not acting also
need attention (along the lines of Nicholas
Stern’s Review on the Economics of Climate
Change 2006) at different scales (global,
regional, national, city and local) to inform
appropriate funding and business models.

Conclusion
The International Society for Digital Earth
(ISDE) is the world’s peak organisation
concerned with advancing the Digital
Earth vision; member organisations
include most of the world’s major space and
Earth sciences agencies. Its leaders work
collaboratively with the Group on Earth
Observations (GEO) and with the Global
Spatial Data Infrastructure Association
(GSDI), whose members (mainly geospatial
and land management experts in public
organisations) are organising the national
systems for managing spatial information
collections. All three peak bodies run
regular conferences attended by a wide
range of spatial information, surveying,
computer and environmental sciences
specialists. The ISDE regularly updates
its vision statements and priorities as new
technologies and circumstances emerge.
Many other international organisations,
United Nations agencies and government
entities are contributing to this ambitious
dream to more effectively manage our world
and species.
—From papers, books and presentations by principal
authors and editors Alessandro Annoni, Gilberto
Camara, Massimo Craglia, Michael F Goodchild, Michael
Gould, Werner Kuhn, Steve Liang, David Maquite, David
Mark, Ian Masser, Ed Parsons and Richard Simpson.
Further notes in Direct Sources.
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‘Cities play a
central role in the
advancement of
human progress.
Let us ensure that
all citizens enjoy the
wellbeing they need’
Ban Ki–Moon, UN Secretary General
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Global Strategies
Ash cloud from the Eyjafjallajokull eruption
in Iceland towering over a nearby farm.
(Jon Helgason)
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Governments now recognise that cities
are the major sources of greenhouse gas
emissions—and the crucibles of intelligence
to generate new technology–enabled
solutions. Bring on the Science of Cities.
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Cities of the 21st century are
evolving in many dimensions.
Some are centres of rapid
industrial growth and wealth
creation, employing smart
technologies to avoid harmful
waste and pollution and mitigate
climate change. Others are
typified by stagnation, urban
decay and rising social exclusion
and intolerance.

sometimes inaccessible healthcare, restricted
mobility, and ageing infrastructure and
capacity issues. UN agencies, city–led
associations and the private sector are now
key players in what has been dubbed the
century of the city, a century in which city
leaders need to employ new thinking and
new technologies to cope with globalisation,
urbanisation and climate change.
In a 2011 address, Joan Clos, Executive
Director of UN–Habitat, said: ‘By following
the green agenda—using less fuel for urban
While there are no quick fixes to the challenges
transport and industry, opting for alternate
of rapid urbanisation, there is an urgent need
energy sources, making our buildings more
for new, more coherent approaches to urban
energy efficient, polluting the atmosphere less,
development. There must be faster moves to
protecting oceans and rivers, and ensuring a
greener, more resilient and inclusive towns and
decent urban living environment, we can save
cities which can help combat climate change
money and sustain our cities and their growing
and resolve age–old urban inequalities.
populations in greater dignity and equity.’
More than half of the world’s population
Today’s key global urban challenges include:
already lives in cities—nearly quintupling the
number in the 1950s, according to the United
Nations’ Global Report on Human Settlements
Disaster management
2011. By 2030 all developing regions, including
Asia and Africa, will have more people living
The UN Environment Programme (UNEP)
in urban than rural areas. The attraction of
has identified over 35 major conflicts and
the city, with its employment opportunities,
some 2,500 disasters that have affected
better infrastructure, and social and healthcare billions of people around the world since
services, increases pressure on municipal
the beginning of the new millennium. These
authorities to deliver services to citizens.
crises destroy infrastructure, displace entire
City residents face issues of inadequate
populations and threaten ecosystems and the
water and food supply and poor and
people who rely on them to survive. Reducing

The urban and rural population of the world
1950–2030. Source: UN Population Division.

Average per capita dome"ic water consumption
Source: AQUASTAT—FAO’s information system on water
and agriculture (10–2+2003
m3 per annum
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the risks of disasters and conflicts, mitigating
their impacts when they occur, and building
resilient societies and economies is therefore
at the top of the international agenda.
Degraded or poorly managed ecosystems
can lead to conflicts over dwindling water,
food or fuel resources, or to increased
exposure and vulnerability to natural hazards
such as landslides or flash floods. Equally,
sustainable management of natural resources
can help reduce disaster and conflict risk
and provide a strong platform for recovery,
development and lasting peace.
Metropolis, the global association of the
world’s largest cities, has taken a lead by
establishing a Commission on Megacities,
which aims to reduce disaster risks by urging
national governments to expand the political
space that they devote to reducing disaster
risks. The commission’s focus is to protect
people and society from disasters caused by
natural events through actions that reduce
or eliminate losses of human lives and which
protect infrastructure.

Water and sanitation
About 828$million people live in slums or
informal settlements, often without safe
drinking water or toilets. Climate change
effects, combined with crises in food and

Water loss in litres
Source: Waikato Regional Council
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finance, make finding solutions to the world’s
growing water problems more urgent than ever.
The number of people in the world without
access to adequate water and sanitation
facilities has risen swiftly in recent decades, due
to rapid urbanisation which has outpaced the
world’s capacity to provide essential services.
Both UNEP and UN–Habitat have said that
within Africa alone, the urban population
lacking access to safe drinking water rose
from close to 30$million in 1990 to more than
55$million in 2008.
Habitat’s Joan Clos: ‘As cities expand,
we must improve our urban planning and
management in order to provide universal
access to water and basic services while
ensuring our cities become more resilient to
the increasing effects of climate change.’

Infrastructure

Global infrastructure investment needs are
growing, with around US$50 trillion required
for investment in roads, water, electricity,
telecommunications and rail in OECD
countries between 2005 and 2030.
A 2008 OECD report on Infrastructure to
2030 states that new approaches to financing
infrastructures could include public–private
partnerships and greater recourse to pension
funds and other large institutional investors.
Governments will continue playing
major roles in infrastructure investment
globally. But if they want to attract significant
private investment, they must create the
right conditions, namely stable regulation
and frameworks to improve reliability and
establish standards.
The UN–Habitat World Urban Campaign
is a new project that is intended to foster
Applying eﬃcient
urbanisation solutions through a coalition
technologies
of public, private and civil society partners.
Urban growth is expected to occur most rapidly It seeks to ensure that the world stays alert
in the developing world, with rising demand for to the problems of rapid urbanisation and
land, housing, basic services and infrastructure. all its ramifications, especially in developing
Science and technology will play a pivotal role countries. The campaign also promotes
learning from one another and encourages
to build more effective cities.
sustainable development in urban places. The
A collective challenge will be to stimulate
campaign is being promoted through UN–
urban development using technology in
Habitat’s new website for urban development
cities’ transitions to green economies. The
urbangateway.org which was launched in
Organization for Economic Development
April 2011.
(OECD) has suggested that anyone with an
internet connection can participate in the
knowledge economy. Although globalisation
Climate change
has brought the ‘death of distance’, the OECD
report Infrastructure to 2030 noted that
Cities are the major source of greenhouse
(physical) proximity still plays an important
gas emissions and it is in cities that the battle
role as innovation continues to cluster around against climate change must be waged.
regions with vibrant communities, skilled
In November 2010, Marcelo Ebrard
people and universities. Higher education
Casaubon, Mayor of Mexico City, hosted
institutions also are unexplored links to the
the United Cities and Local Governments
global knowledge economy and can provide
(UCLG) World Congress of Mayors and Local
gateways to the private sector.
Governments. In his opening address, Mayor
UN Secretary General Ban Ki–moon
Ebrard emphasised that cities need to take
recently announced: ‘Cities play a central
account of the risks they face in development
role, as they have for centuries, in the
and in particular the risks arising from
advancement of human progress. Let us
climate change, which has caused a three
ensure that all citizens enjoy the well–being degree rise in the temperature of Mexico
they need to continue making those unique
City, changing rain patterns and longer
and invaluable contributions.’
periods of drought.
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‘We must tell the international community
that it is in the cities where the battle will
be won to stop global warming,’ said Mayor
Ebrard. ‘[It is in cities] where relevant changes
are being introduced in mobility, energy
sources, manufacturing, economic activities
and in the regulations that define what types
of buildings are being constructed. The
solutions are to be found in cities.’
With the support of local government
associations UCLG and ICLEI, and in his
capacity as Chair of the World Mayors Council
on Climate Change, Mayor Ebrard called on his
fellow mayors to sign a voluntary pact to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. At the summit, 135
mayors signed up to a list of ten commitments
to introduce measures to combat climate
change. At November 2011, 250 cities,
representing more than 250$million citizens,
had signed the Mexico City Pact (MCP).
A key component of the MCP (or Global
Cities Covenant on Climate as its formal
name) is the carbon Cities Climate Registry,
where cities will report data relating to their
climate policies and commitments. The
registry, based in Bonn, will allow cities to
compare performances and will serve as a
transparent source of reference for cities
which have signed the pact.
The MCP was represented by Mayor Ebrard
in December 2010 at the Sixteenth Session of
the Conference of the Parties (COP 16) to the
United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC). The purpose of
the pre–COP 16 summit and Mexico City Pact
was to raise the profile of cities so that cities
could play an active role in the UN talks—in
contrast to the previous meeting, where cities
were excluded.
‘Copenhagen [COP 15] was a serious failure
for humanity because as mayors, we know
that the majority of people live in our cities
and it is in the cities that we have the biggest
emissions,’ said Mayor of Paris, Bertrand
Delanoë, at the Mayors Summit on Climate.
Cities fared much better at COP 16. For
the first time, the role of cities in combating
climate change was recognised with
reference to the role of local governments as
‘governmental stakeholders’ in the UNFCCC
official documents. Lobbying by the local
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government delegation had produced a long–
awaited recognition of the crucial role cities
play in climate change mitigation.
A second positive outcome for cities was the
recognition that they should play a role in the
global carbon finance system. Previously there
had been no reference to cities as part of the
Clean Development Mechanism. The Kyoto
protocol to the UNFCCC had introduced
the CDM as a market–driven mechanism
to combine mitigation of emissions with
sustainable development. But of 2400 projects

registered with the CDM between 2005 and
2010, only 203 were in cities. ‘This makes
no sense,’ said Dan Hoornweg, Lead Urban
Adviser Sustainable Cities at the World Bank.
‘Activities in urban areas cause more than 75%
of the world’s greenhouse gas emissions and
yet less than 10% of the projects were in cities.’
With lobbying from Amman and support
from the World Bank, UN–Habitat, C40
and UCLG, this is now changing. The draft
decision on the CDM at COP 16 refers to
the possibility of ‘city–wide programs’.

According to Hoornweg, while city–wide
carbon finance programs will probably
never generate more than 1 or 2$percent
of the city’s total budget, it marks the fact
that cities are now more fully in the game
when it comes to climate change mitigation.
‘Cities are happy to have planted the seeds
for a more innovative approach to dealing
with climate change but they won’t have
the luxury of standing around watching the
results,’ said Hoornweg. ‘They will be busy
making it happen.’

Citizens around N’Djamena, the capital of Chad, flee
local battles towards Cameroon on the other side
of the river (bottom of image); they are represented
in pink. This image exploits remote sensing data
collected by the WorldView1 satellite around 10.30am
(local ground time) on 4 February 2008. The data
were collected via a panchromatic optical channel
with 50cms of spatial resolution and were extracted
and fused using the IQ automatic information mining
methods developed by the European Commission
Joint Research Centre at Ispra, Italy. (Martino Pesaresi)
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Many cities in developing countries
are constantly blanketed by polluted
air, aﬀecting the health of residents
and visitors. (kzenon)

to build economic and social opportunities for
the lowest–income inhabitants of cities and the
impact on prosperity and well being from full
participation in social, economic and civic life.
Actions to facilitate the participation of
As part of its commitment to social and
different social groups in decision–making,
economic equality within cities, Metropolis
democracy and improvements in living
also oversees a Womens International
conditions contribute to the achievement of
Network with the goal of improving female
better functioning, safer, healthier and more
representation in local government and in
equitable cities. Poorly managed processes of
the decision–making processes of local and
urbanisation, on the other hand, lead to further
metropolitan authorities. The 2009–2011
marginalisation of the urban poor, to social
Action Plan proposed regional sections for the
unrest and to exclusion of the disadvantaged
network, backed by international conferences
and vulnerable groups of society.
to promote their goals and advances. The
The last World Urban Forum, held in Rio de
network now has 12 regional sections, with its
Janeiro, 2010, and organised by UN–Habitat,
World Secretariat in Montréal.
tackled this issue through its theme of bridging
the urban divide. These include the gulf
between rich and poor people in cities; the gulf
Environment
between governments and city authorities;
the gulf between government and the business Urban environmental problems are a
sector; the gulf between local authorities
serious threat to full realisation of the socio–
and the business sector; the gulf between
economic contributions which cities can
government, local authorities and the law when make. Environmental degradation brings
it comes to gender and youth matters, and
enormous costs, resulting in significant
climate change in its urban context.
inefficiencies in uses of local resources. It
City associations also are active in combating also compounds inequities and threatens
social exclusion. Through its Commission
the sustainability of development. Yet
on Managing Urban Growth, Metropolis
environmental degradation is not inevitable
is tackling exclusion and inequality as
and is often caused by inappropriate urban
an economic as well as social issue. From 2009– development policies and ineffective
2011, the Commission has been assessing how planning and management.

Social inclusion
and inequality
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The Sustainable Cities Programme (SCP), a
joint initiative between UN–Habitat and UNEP,
addresses this urban challenge by promoting
the sustainability of cities. The approach is
based on, and supports, the efforts that cities
make in developing their environments by
improving their environmental information
and expertise; their strategies and decision–
making; and their implementation of strategies.

Urban economy
The prosperity of nations is intimately linked
to the prosperity of their cities. No country has
ever achieved sustained economic growth or
rapid social development without urbanising.
Thanks to superior productivity, urban–based
enterprises contribute large shares of gross
domestic product (GDP).
In most countries, it is a group of cities that
accounts for a significant share of national
GDP. The clustering of cities into mega–
regions, urban corridors and city–regions
operating as single economic entities sets
in motion self–reinforcing, cumulative
growth patterns that are making a significant
contribution to the world’s economic activity.
National governments need to recognise
the prime role of cities in driving economic
prosperity and allow cities to access the economic
resources they require at the local level.
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3D urban modelling by the European Commission Joint Research Centre in Ispra, Italy. Top left: Simulation of Legaspi,
The Philippines, used for risk assessment. Top right: a flooding model of Legaspi. (EC JRC/Daniele Erlich). Bottom left:
Aerial image of a central neighbourhood in Port–au–Prince, Haiti, following the earthquake of 12 January 2010. Bottom
centre: A rubble map generated by spatial aggregation of highly textured areas, given by Alpha–Tree querying of the
earlier image. Bottom right: Masked rubble; a high semantic layer that allows for quantitative analysis of the extent
of damage. Image processing and information mining from the JRC Image Query (IQ) system. (EC JRC/ Georgios K.
Ouzounis, Martino Pesaresi and Pierre Soille)
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According to David Cadman, president
of ICLEI: ‘We have to work out a new
governance model that gives cities decision–
making [powers] and resources to deal with
the urban issues that they come up against,
because otherwise we get a situation where
they have to go through an application process
with the national government (or in Europe
with the EU) to get resources to do what they
know they have to do. Those resources will
always be short of what needs to be done. We
need to move much quicker to give cities more
resources and more authority to solve people’s
problems where they live.’
Many urbanisation challenges are becoming
too complex and resource–driven to be tackled
by the public sector alone. In some cases, the
private sector is the best equipped to deal
with these challenges and the Copenhagen

Accord signed after the COP 15 in December
2009 recognised for the first time that a
technology mechanism must be a key element
of climate change solutions. It is the private
sector that is at the heart of the technologies
to assist urban development. Metropolis has
recognised the importance of such technology
deployment in cities through its Commission
on Urban Innovation partnering its member
cities with private sector firms. According to
the Metropolis Commission: ‘Some cutting
edge solutions–such as telecommunications
devices and software that are revolutionising
citizen access and city business processes
as well as geospatial software–are ready
for presentation and scrutiny by members
and possible wider implementation. Other
innovations–such as new forms of finance and
technologies for building, transport, and water

recycling–require further experimentation
or pilot efforts before they are rolled out or
scaled up.’
UN agencies also are looking to public–
private partnerships. The Core Business
Principles for Sustainable Urbanisation,
presented at the Fifth World Urban Forum in
Rio de Janeiro in 2010, includes a roadmap to
turn business principles into key actions while
integrating them into UN priorities.
‘Cities are the places of innovation and
interrelations. It is now clear we cannot
build cities without the private sector.
We need to help cities and the private
sector understand each other and build
on productive alliances,’ said Joan Clos,
Executive Director, UN–Habitat.
—By Jonathan Andrews and Richard Forster
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BIG GOALS FOR BIG DATA
The United Nations regularly issues ambitious statements of intent to improve the lives of
underprivileged people, help balance the world’s resources, preserve peace between nations and
develop solutions for the challenges of climate change. Here are its major current aspirations.
UN MILLENNIUM
DEVELOPMENT GOALS

THE HABITAT AGENDA:
GOALS AND PRINCIPLES

UN–HABITAT WORLD
URBAN CAMPAIGN:
BETTER CITY BETTER LIFE

UN FRAMEWORK
CONVENTION ON
CLIMATE CHANGE

Eight anti–
poverty goals:

Two global themes
were addressed at the
second United Nations
Conference on Human
Settlements (Habitat II):

Goal: sustainable urban
development

Download the
UN FCCC’s key
statements on
how to tackle the
world’s climate
change crisis:

1. Eradicate extreme poverty
and hunger,
2. Achieve universal primary
education,
3. Promote gender equality
and empower women,
4. Reduce child mortality,
5. Improve maternal health,
6. Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and
other diseases,
7. Ensure environmental
sustainability, and
8. Create a global partnership for
development with targets for
aid, trade and debt relief.

1. Adequate shelter for all.
2. Sustainable human
settlements development in
an urbanising world.
Download here the
comprehensive strategy plan,
titled The Habitat Agenda Goals
and Principles, Commitments
and the Global Plan of Action.

A green city—Build environmentally
sound and carbon eﬃcient cities
A planned city—Plan the city of
tomorrow for sustainable decision
making processes
An inclusive city—Build socially
inclusive, accessible, pro–poor,
equitable and gender sensitive cities
A productive city—Make cities more
eﬃcient and better places to ensure
decent work
A safe and healthy city—Make cities
safer and healthier
A resilient city—Prepare cities for
change, managing adversity, resilience,
and take action to reduce disaster risks

— Kyoto Protocol
(1997 for a 2005 start)
— Marrakesh Accords
(2001)
— Bali Road Map (2007)
— Copenhagen Accord
(2009)
— Cancun Agreements
(2010)
— Durban Decisions (2011)

LIST OF HABITAT AGENDA INDICATORS
CHAPTER / GOALS

INDICATORS

CHAPTER / GOALS

INDICATORS

1. SHELTER
12: Prevent disasters and rebuild settlements

Houses in hazardous locations
Disaster prevention and
mitigation instruments

13: Promote eﬀective and environmentally
sound transportation systems

Travel time
Transport modes

14: Support mechanisms to prepare and
implement local environmental plans and
local Agenda 21 initiatives

Local environmental plans

Housing finance

4: Provide equal access to land

Land price–to–income

4. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

5: Promote access to basic services

Access to safe water
Access to improved sanitation
Connection to services

15: Strengthen small and micro–enterprises,
particularly those developed by women

Informal employment

16: Encourage public private sector
partnership and stimulate productive
employment opportunities

City product
Unemployment

1: Promote the right to adequate housing

Durable structures
Overcrowding
Housing price and rent–to–income
Right to adequate housing

2: Provide security of tenure

Secure tenure
Authorised housing
Evictions

3: Provide equal access to credit

2. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND ERADICATION OF POVERTY
6: Provide equal opportunities for a safe
and healthy life

Under–five mortality
Homicides
HIV prevalence
Urban violence

7: Promote social integration and support
disadvantaged groups

Poor households

8: Promote gender equality in human
settlements development

Literacy rates
School enrolment
Women councillors

3. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
9: Promote geographically–balanced
settlement structures

Urban population growth
Planned settlements

10: Manage supply and demand for water
in an eﬀective manner

Price of water
Water consumption

11: Reduce urban pollution

Wastewater treated
Solid waste disposal
Regular solid waste collection
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5. GOVERNANCE
17: Promote decentralisation and
strengthen local authorities

Local government revenue
Decentralisation

18: Encourage and support participation
and civic engagement

Voters participation
Civic associations
Citizens participation

19: Ensure transparent,accountable and
eﬃcient governance of towns, cities and
metropolitan areas

Transparency and accountability

THE MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOAL—SLUM TARGET
7: Ensure environmental sustainability

Target 7D : By 2020, to have
achieved a significant
improvement in the lives of at
least 100 million slum dwellers
Indicator 7.10: Proportion of
urban population living in slums
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‘New geo–mapping
tools provide a base
for better–informed
decision making’
Nicholas You, Independent Chair,
UN–Habitat World Urban Campaign
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In large parts of the world needing access to basic supplies
for human survival, ‘technology’ is a term which often
magnetises cynicism and derision. But smartphones are
increasing potentials to help solve urgent human challenges.
Our reporters analyse key issues in all six continental regions:
AFRICA

ASIA–
PACIFIC

EUROPE

LATIN
MIDDLE
AMERICA EAST

NORTH
AMERICA

GEOSPATIAL
SURVEYS
TOWARDS NEW
URBAN LIVING

TECHNOLOGY’S
ROLES IN
DISASTER
RESPONSE

INNOVATIVE
BARRIERS
TO FLOODING

MAPPING
URBAN
NATURAL AND
OBSERVATORIES:
URBAN REALITIES KEY PROJECTS FOR
UNDERSTANDING

DEVELOPING
DATA CITIES
WITH GEOSPATIAL
TOOLS

With over
40 percent
of Africa’s
one billion
people now
living in cities,
governments
must invest
in basic
infrastructure,
social services,
globally
relevant
education and
aﬀordable
housing. This
will stimulate
economies and
generate much
needed jobs.

Sharing
increasing risks
of devastating
earthquakes
and tsunamis,
Asian and
other nations
bordering the
Pacific Ocean
are learning
how to share
access to
geospatial
information
and images
for rapid
responses
to major
emergencies
and disasters.

Cities across
Europe are
increasingly
vulnerable to
flooding—and
governments
are partnering
with technology–
advanced
corporations
to develop
flexible dam and
diversion barriers,
informed by a
new generation
of scenario
simulations
in their cities’
computer
models.

Latin American
countries,
traditionally
slow to
embrace digital
technologies,
now are
among world
leaders with
GPS and GIS–
enabled city
management
and transport
systems. Cloud
computing
oﬀers even
more leaps and
bounds towards
cost–eﬀective
eﬃciencies.

Government
agencies across
North America
are investing
heavily in
geospatial
information
technologies
because they
are discovering
that nearly
everything
in the public
realm happens
(and can be
tracked) in
the context of
geography.
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Even before
the Arab
Spring of 2011,
governments
of Moslem
countries had
begun reviving
their ancient
tradition of
scientific
observatories—
now using
computers to
monitor not
just the stars
but patterns
of life on the
ground.
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Africa
Geospatial surveys towards
new urban living
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With over 40 percent of Africa’s
one billion people now living in
cities, governments must invest in
basic infrastructure, social services,
globally relevant education and
aﬀordable housing. This will
stimulate economies and generate
much needed jobs.
Overcrowding and traﬃc congestion in Kampala, Uganda.
(Frank van den Bergh)
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Left: Canoe mobility on the Hadejia River, Nigeria. (New
Agriculturalist) Centre: Mechanical and animal traﬃc in
Juba, south Sudan. (Wikimedia) Right: Traﬃc jam in Dar–
es–Salaam, Tanzania. (Faustin’s Baraza)

In 2009, for the first time, Africa’s total
population exceeded one billion people, of
which 395$million, almost 40$percent, were
living in urban areas. It took 27 years for
the continent to double its population from
500$million, whereas the next 500$million
are expected in just 17 years. Around 2027,
Africa’s demographic growth will begin to
slow down and it will take 24 years to add the
next 500$million, reaching the two billion
mark around 2050, when 60$percent of
Africans will be living in cities.
By 2030, Africa’s collective population will
become 50$percent urban. The majority of
political constituencies then will live in cities,
demanding means of subsistence, shelter
and services. African governments must
invest in basic infrastructure, social services
and affordable housing to stimulate urban
economies and generate much needed jobs.
Cities must become priority areas for public
policies, with investment to build adequate
governance capacities, equitable services
delivery, affordable housing provision, and
better wealth distribution.
City regions, urban development corridors
and mega urban regions continue to emerge
or become increasingly visible across Africa.
Their spatial and functional features demand
new urban management methods to ensure
consistent area–wide governance. Sweeping
reform also is critical for effective delivery
of affordable housing, services and urban
infrastructures, in proportion with the
magnitudes of these rapidly expanding urban
concentrations.
In a bid to combat the challenges of
rapid urbanisation, African governments
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are attempting to employ new, innovative
technologies. Countries are looking into
using digital mapping and geographical
information systems (GIS) technology to
improve urban planning and management.
Essentially, GIS integrates hardware,
software and data for infrastructure and
geographic planning, with the ability to help
map changes to anticipate future needs. An
example might be police officials using GIS
to study how crime patterns change from
month to month, and at different locations,
to decide deployment of officers.
In Nigeria, the Lagos land information
repository, previously in analogue form, has
now been officially digitalised, following the
formal unveiling recently of the state’s Digital
Mapping and Geographical Information
System project. Comprehensive digital
surveying and mapping of the entire state
will revolutionise acquisition, processing,
storage, dissemination and use of spatial data
for planning and decision making in the city.
Through GIS, it will be possible to
determine how rainfall will affect rivers
and marshlands, using a location reference
system. Comparing the rainfall information
with other information, such as the location
of marshes or wetlands across the landscape,
may show that certain wetlands will dry
up, and this can help to determine people’s
interaction with those marshes, while also
contributing to the improvement of disaster
management, by highlighting which areas are
particularly vulnerable.
The Lagos project is one of the most
comprehensive in the world and is vital for
the city’s sustainable physical development.

It provides the bedrock for delivering
government policies.
Development and testing of new
technologies is occurring at community
levels across Africa. Young people in Nairobi
(Kenya), Dar es Salaam (Tanzania) and
Kampala (Uganda) are using GPS and other
digital location/position technologies,
combined with photography and video, to
provide new insights into their community
projects.
‘One GPS unit, with a digital camera, or
a video and audio–enabled iPod, can allow
a youth group of 30 people to map their
community,’ says community mapping
trainer Jane Bisanju in Nairobi. ‘For example,
the Mathare Youth Talent Organization
has been able to create a map of the over 30
community programs and small businesses
they support. This interactive and paper–
based map is easily shared with community
members, local government, funders, and
others interested in what their organisation
is doing.’
Many communities taking part have
never been mapped before. As geospatial
technologies become cheaper and more
integrated through cell phones, youth in
Africa (which has the fastest growing cell
phone market in the world) will be able to
improve their lives via instant access to
services and information (on, for example,
health and local jobs).
There has been much debate on whether
the digital divide is a barrier to development.
While clearly there is much to be done,
marginalised communities such as those
operated by the One Stop Youth Centres in
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Top left: Nairobi’s Kibera slum. (Chrissy
Olson/Flickr) Top right: Satellite mapping of
a community in Dar–es–Salaam, Tanzania.
(Richard Sliuzas) Bottom left: Digging a
water trench in Kisi, Kenya (UN–Habitat).
Bottom centre: Road puddles in the Keko
Mwanga neighbourhood of Dar–es–
Salaam. (Richard Sliuzas) Bottom right:
Satellite mapping of the Katanga precinct in
Kampala. (Richard Sliuzas)

Nairobi, Dar–es–Salaam and Kampala are
challenging and overcoming those barriers.
Digital technologies, once prohibitively
expensive and only usable by experts, now
are more readily accessible. For example,
UN–Habitat, working with groups such as
OpenStreetMap and the International Center
for Sustainable Cities (ICSC), has been able to
provide cheap and affordable access to these
technologies for youth–led groups in the three
East African cities where the community
mapping project is being piloted.
Young people are in the vanguard of
bridging the digital divide in Africa; not only
taking up new technologies, but developing
new uses for them. It is important that all
levels of government support youth and youth
agencies in developing new tools to answer
their needs, and those of the communities
they live within. Programmes such as the
UN–Habitat Urban Youth Fund are an
excellent example of how young people can
be supported in their work. Also they can use
these new technologies to help governments
with post–disaster management; for example
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using mapping to plan new communities.
‘Young people want to be positive change
agents in their communities,’ said Bisanju.
‘We are partnering with local and national
governments, NGOs and international
agencies such as UN–Habitat to help make
this happen. It is not only money we are
looking for, but acceptance and respect for
our capabilities, ingenuity and passion.’
Governments of war–torn areas, for example
Sudan, also are beginning to employ innovative
technologies as they begin the long process of
rebuilding their countries. Germany’s GAF,
one of the leading European providers of earth
observation and geo–information solutions,
has been awarded a contract by the Darfur
Land Commission (DLC) to establish a Natural
Resources and Land Use Database and Map for
the whole of Darfur.
The project objective is to establish a
multi–layered and dynamic land and natural
resources information system to help enable
decision makers to plan and manage Darfur’s
future development.
‘Such an unprecedented project will no

doubt be seen as revolutionary throughout
the whole of Sudan; as a unique example
which could be replicated in other parts of
the country’, said Darfur Land Commission
president Adam Abdel Rahman Ahmed.
‘When the project has reached a successful
end, DLC expects to play a great role in
maintaining sustainable development and
peace in the region, leading to solving major
problems with regards to natural resources
and land use.’
The Natural Resources and Land Use
Database and Map for Darfur project
aims to increase the government’s long–
term institutional and technical capacity
to manage Darfur’s natural resources,
including agricultural land, natural areas,
forests, minerals, water, cities, towns and
villages. This will establish a basis for
poverty reduction and rural economic
renewal in selected areas of the country, via
development of non–farm and farm income.
The database will help decision
makers and policy analysts to establish
plans for agricultural development and
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One Stop Youth Centre, Nairobi, a project of UN–Habitat
and other UN agencies with the Global Partnership
Initiative on Urban Youth Development in Africa.

other land livelihood initiatives and to
select the potentially most productive
areas for development projects. With a
comprehensive capacity–building strategy,
the project also will enable key rural and
urban planning institutions to perform their
tasks more efficiently.
Despite these technology advances and
increasing uses of digital mapping systems,
the scarcity of data on urban Africa remains
a challenge. Without timely, useful and
accurate city–specific information, urban

managers will continue operating in
knowledge vacuums, resulting in uninformed
policy and decision–making, often with the
wrong scales or objectives. For example,
spatial separations of related urban functions
are often evident in African cities, increasing
transport needs, costs and human stresses.
Good governance can only emerge with
reliable and accurate data to inform policy and
strategy decisions. Today’s decisions on African
cities will affect the resilience of their future
citizens in the face of climate change. As the

world’s fastest urbanising continent, Africa is
in a unique position to contribute to global and
local climate change adaptation, mitigation and
protection, and its cities must take the lead.
A UN–Habitat report on African cities
also concluded that the continent’s leaders
need to develop trans–boundary economic,
political and financial synergies to promote
its urban cores as engines of regional,
national and local growth and development.
—By Nick Michell and editors

Extract from the African segment of the PopulouSCAPE
video simulating a Japan Airlines night flight assessing
population growth, main communications links, and
other urbanisation trends around the world. (Hiroshi
Ota and Kaori Ito et al)
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Asia–Pacific
Technology’s roles
in disaster response
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Sharing increasing risks of
devastating earthquakes and
tsunamis, Asian and other nations
bordering the Pacific Ocean are
learning how to share access
to geospatial information and
images for rapid responses to
major emergencies and disasters.
NASA’s MODIS/Terra satellite images of Japan’s coastline
before and after the tsunami of March 2011. (NASA)
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Japan’s coastline has moved approximately
four metres to the east as a consequence of the
11 March 2011 earthquake—and the ensuing
tsunami has removed whole villages from
the map. As well as providing stark images of
the destruction, satellite imagery was used
by rescue workers to provide a coordinated
response to the disaster. An international
charter was established the day of the
earthquake, which allows access to satellite
images from aid agencies and the government
dealing with the rescue operation. The
combined data sharing and expertise meant
that faster emergency responses were possible.
The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA) and the Asian Institute of Technology
coordinated the programme to collect satellite
images that have been used to assess the
extent of the damage. JAXA set up a ground
antenna and moveable test communications
terminal to link to the KIKU No. 8 satellite
from the city hall in Ofunato, further
connecting to the Tskuba Space Centre.
This setup enabled authorities to collect
information from satellites via the internet—
to be passed on to fire departments and other
agencies involved in search and rescue.
Evidently it is important to exploit Earth
observation technologies and data to mitigate
and predict the effects of natural disasters,
as well as using these systems to effectively
respond to the aftermaths.
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One of Asia’s most vulnerable countries
for natural disasters is The Philippines,
because these low–lying islands are perched
on the Pacific’s earthquake and volcano
belts. Philippine residents are battered by an
average of 20 typhoons each year and floods
are frequent. Sixty–six Philippine provinces
have been declared under threat from
geohazards such as landslides and floods.
In April 2011, Philippines President
Benigno Aquino announced a PHP1$billion
(US$23.25$million) project to put together a
3D map of the country in an effort to protect
people from natural disasters. Exact details
of the technologies to be used have not yet
been released, but the map should help to
minimise destruction by highlighting the most
vulnerable areas.
One of the most dangerous flood threats

Top: Cooking corn on the waterfront at
Banda Aceh, Indonesia, for survivors of
the January 2005 tsunami. (UN–Habitat)
Centre: Local market in Islamabad,
Pakistan. (UN–Habitat) Bottom: Citizens
discuss a 1:10,000–scale 3D model of Pu
Mat National Park in Nghe An province,
Vietnam. (Giacomo Rambaldi/ARCBC)
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comes from the Agnos River, and the
government has revealed a new Flood
Forecasting and Warning System (FFWS)
that uses sensors to monitor the at–risk zone.
The new system has cost PHP243$million
(US$5.66$million).
The Philippines Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),
together with the Mines and Geo–Sciences
Bureau (MGB) also have begun a mapping
project of coastal geohazard zones. Coastal
erosion is the result of numerous factors,
including building and rising sea levels.
DENR Secretary Ramon Paje Jr. explained
that the project will help the government to
plan a more responsive risk reduction program
for coastal areas as well as design climate
change mitigation and adaptation measures.
Average rainfall, wind surges and populations
will be amongst the factors studied.
Due to the severe implications of natural

disasters, the Group on Earth Observations
(GEO) was set up in 2005 to assess
disaster-risk areas. Researchers from around
the globe are sharing data from geologically
active regions in the GEO Geohazard
Supersites and Natural Laboratories (GSNL)
initiative. Their aim is to ‘advance scientific
research, ultimately leading to reduced loss
of life from natural hazards,’ according to the
website. GEO’s GeoHazard Supersites and
the new Integrated Research on Disaster
Risk (IRDR) Programme (headquartered at
the Center for Earth Observation and Digital
Earth (CEODE) in Beijing), demonstrates
the need for data and technology to be
globally shared to help prevent, predict,
understand and respond to often
chain-linked disasters.
Immediately after the 2011 Japan
earthquakes and tsunami, a new GEO
Geohazard Supersite was established to pool the

best and most up–to–date images and model
results, to help advance scientific understanding
of the catastrophe and support recovery
operations. Falk Amelung, Leader of GEO’s
Geohazard Supersites Task, said on the website:
‘This disaster is the first time that multiple
space agencies openly provide SAR (synthetic
aperture radar) data for scientific use.’
When major earthquakes destroyed the
city centre and many suburban centres of
Christchurch in New Zealand’s South Island
from September 2010 through 2011, the NZ
Fire Service and Ministry of Civil Defence
and Emergency Management (MCDEM)
obtained help from urban search and rescue
(USAR) teams sent by Australia, UK, USA,
Japan, Taiwan, China and Singapore—
totalling 429 overseas personnel to support
150 NZ staff.
On behalf of the NZ MCDEM, the US
Geological Survey (USGS) and the French

Australian Bureau of Meteorology maps
of Cyclone Yasi, a tropical storm which
flooded and destroyed large urban
areas and coastal towns of Queensland,
Australia, in early February 2011.
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Civil Protection Agency (COGIC) triggered
the International Charter on Space and Major
Disasters to obtain relevant satellite data from
various private, national and international
space agencies which have agreed to support
the charter for humanitarian emergencies
since 2000.
Asian city governments also are using
spatial technologies to help deliver better
urban services. Cities need water and power
in ever–increasing quantities and one
problem urban planners face is how to make
supplies sustainable.
As one example, South Korea has just
announced a major project to create a
nationwide smart grid for electricity that will
be completed by 2030. State–run Electric
Power Corp (KEPCO) is investing 8 trillion
won (US$7.18$billion) in the grid, which it says
will boost efficiency and thus slash carbon
emissions. Computers and sensors at power
plants, substations and on power lines will
monitor and regulate the electricity flow.
Another example is the Singapore Land
Authority’s i–Transport control system,
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including new traffic prediction software,
developed with IBM. Fed with real time
and historical traffic data, their modelling
program has produced traffic predictions of
more than 85$percent accuracy, across 10, 15,
30, 45 and 60 minute time phases.
One key to enhancing urban living and
development lies in the ability to share
data between different gatherers/sources
and managers/users. (One case is the
international charter that recently allowed
Japanese authorities free access to images
from multiple satellites operated by other
countries.) But this raises the question
of data security; stringent systems are
required to protect data from corruption and
mishandling. Given the increasing capacity
for geospatial systems to help save lives,
governments must strive to ensure that
programs for managing and protecting data
can match the acceleration of data gathering
and the pace of technological change in
geospatial mapping.

Above: Another serious case of flooding in The
Philippines. Below: Aerial remote sensing survey of
Beichuan County (Jian River valley in China) after a major
earthquake in May 2008. The surveys were conducted by
the Center for Earth Observation and Digital Earth at the
Chinese Academy of Sciences.

—By Kirsty Tuxford and editors
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Europe
Innovative barriers
to flooding
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Cities across Europe are increasingly
vulnerable to flooding—and
governments are partnering
with technology–advanced
corporations to develop flexible
dam and diversion barriers,
informed by a new generation
of scenario simulations in their
cities’ computer models.
The Maeslantkering storm surge barrier in the Nieuwe
Waterweg, Rotterdam, comprises two large floating gates.
The arms transmit immense forces to a single ball–joint at
the rear of each gate so they can respond freely to winds,
waves and water pressures while being opened or closed.
(BAM Infraconsult)
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Using City Engine software (created by
Pascal Müller and team at ETH Zurich and
now owned by Esri) to quickly model the
city of Venice using a satellite image and
OpenStreetMap data. (procedural.com)

The effects of climate change are being
keenly felt in cities all across Europe. Many
major cities, such as London and Venice,
are particularly vulnerable to flooding from
rising sea levels.
According to archaeological records,
Venice has been sinking at a rate of about
10 centimetres per century as a result of
natural subsidence, for example, the rise
of water level caused by delta propagation
and compacting sediments. But during
the twentieth century, it lost an extra 10
to 13 centimetres because neighbouring
industries were pumping groundwater out
of the deep aquifers. This process ended
in the 1970s but irreversible damage has
already been done.
These factors contribute to the local
sea–level rise that should be considered
in a broader context with climate change
causing the global sea level to rise. The
melting of glaciers and icecaps, and the
thermal expansion of warmer sea waters
result in an increase of the average volume
of the oceans, also referred to as ‘eustatic
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sea–level rise’ to be differentiated from the
relative sea–level rise, for instance the net
increase of the sea level as a result of both
global and local changes.
The combination of local and global
sea–level changes results in a net rising of
the sea level in Venice. In the recent past,
the frequency of flooding and damage to
this city has greatly increased and out of the
ten highest tides between 1902 and 2003,
eight have occurred since 1960. As far as
future projections are concerned, according
to the moderate scenarios of climate
change, the projected net altitude loss of
Venice will reach 54 centimetres by 2100.
Consequently, if nothing is done, Venice
could be flooded daily.
The Italian government has acted to
protect the city of Venice against flooding
by implementing mobile barriers called
the MOSE system (Modulo Sperimentale
Elettromeccanico, or Experimental
Electromechanical Module). The MOSE
project is an integrated defence system
consisting of rows of mobile gates able

to isolate the Venetian Lagoon from the
Adriatic Sea when the tide reaches above
an established level (110 centimetres) and
up to a maximum of three metres. Together
with other complementary measures such
as coastal reinforcement, the raising of
quaysides and paving and improvement
of the lagoon environment, these barriers
will protect the city of Venice from
extreme events such as floods and from
morphological degradation.
Work on the project is underway at the
three lagoon inlets of Lido, Malamocco
and Chioggia, the gaps connecting the
lagoon with the sea and through which the
tide ebbs and flows. The measures already
completed or underway along the coastline
and in the lagoon are the most important
environmental defence, restoration
and improvement programme ever
implemented by the Italian State.
In parallel with work to construct MOSE,
the Venice Water Authority and the Venice
Local Authority are raising quaysides and
paving in the city to protect built–up areas
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Above: Flood barriers on the River Thames.
Top right: Venice’s MOSE system of mobile
floodgates to isolate the Venetian lagoon
from the Adriatic Sea. Bottom right:
Digital elevation model (DEM) of London
by University College London’s Centre for
Advanced Spatial Analysis.

in the lagoon from medium high tides below
110 centimetres, the height at which the
mobile barriers will come into operation.
These measures are extremely complex,
particularly in urban contexts such as
Venice and Chioggia where the raising must
take account of the delicate architectural
and monumental context.
The measures to improve the lagoon
environment are aimed at slowing down
degradation of the morphological structures
caused by subsidence, and erosion resulting
from wave motion and wash. Work is being
carried out throughout the lagoon basin to
protect, reconstruct and renaturalise salt
marshes, mudflats and shallows, restore
the environment of the smaller islands and
dredge lagoon canals and channels.
As well as implementing projects aimed
at protecting the city from the threat of
flooding, Venice has also launched an Atlas
of the Lagoon, an online mapping tool
intended to start a dialogue and information
dissemination process that is capable of
making citizens aware of protecting the
132

lagoon and its ecosystems. The atlas is
the result of interdisciplinary work by a
scientific team involving many specialists
working in universities and organisations
that study the Venice Lagoon.
The 103 maps available online (divided
into five different sections: Geosphere,
Biosphere, Anthroposphere, Protected
Environments, Integrated Analyses) can be
consulted through webGIS, a web tool that
allows users to search areas of interest and
print and download them directly from the
internet, with no need for any software to be
installed.
It has been created to collect and organise
data and information produced by research
bodies and institutes from across the City
of Venice. Each is specialised in a particular
field and, as a consequence, has only a
partial vision of the lagoon environment.
Because the Venice Lagoon is a complex
ecosystem, its study and representation
need a systemic and integrated approach.
Through the atlas, the Lagoon Nature
Observatory has worked to report this

combined knowledge with a single tool
that allows a multi–sectoral and horizontal
reading of the lagoon and can be easily
employed by different users: city offices
and departments, scientific institutions and
citizens.
London is another major European city
that is vulnerable to flooding. Climate
change may lead to more frequent and
intense flooding of the River Thames, which
runs through the centre of the city. The
most significant flood threat to London
arises from a combination of high tides
and storm surges caused by low–pressure
systems travelling over the North Sea, and
funnelling of water from the southern
North Sea into the Thames Estuary. The
combination of rising sea level and changes
in storm patterns will pose regular threats
to sites along the banks of the Thames.
Some 15$percent of London lies on river
floodplains and within this area lies much
of the infrastructure that the city relies
on day–to–day and in emergencies—49
railway stations, 75 underground stations
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and 10 hospitals. Around 680,000 London
properties are at risk of surface water
flooding, including properties in some of the
poorest neighbourhoods.
Observations in the Thames Estuary show
that the mean and extreme water levels have
been rising over the last two centuries. A
long–term rising trend of 0.4 millimetres
per year during the nineteenth century and
2.2 millimetres per year in the twentieth
century has been observed and extreme
water levels have risen more rapidly than
mean sea levels, partly because of the
reclamation of inter–tidal areas and the
deepening of channels.
The City of London is protected to a
high standard with tidal defences such as
the Thames Barrier, designed and built in
the 1970s in response to the catastrophic
floods of 1953. London and the Thames
Estuary currently have one of the best
tidal defence systems in the world, which
should have provided a high standard of
protection to beyond 2030. But historical
trends of extreme water levels were used

for their design and now the effects of
climate change present an unwelcome
picture for flood risk in the future. The
Thames Barrier was expected to function
two to three times per year, but this
number has been exceeded several times
in the recent past. By 2100, it is estimated
that the Thames Barrier will need to be
closed about 200 times per year to protect
London from tidal flooding.
The Thames Barrier can hold fast until
2025 before the 1,000–year return flood
event is exceeded. Now it is time to take
appropriate adaptation measures. London
is monitoring the situation through a
project of the British Environment Agency,
‘Thames Estuary 2100 Project (TE2100)’
in a joint initiative between the Anglian,
Southern and Thames Regions. The team
aims to determine the appropriate level of
flood protection needed for London and the
Thames Estuary over the next 100 years.
TE2100 is the first major flood risk
management project in the UK to have
prioritised climate change adaptation. The

initiative has developed methods to test
existing flood risk measures and options
against differing climate change scenarios
so that if there is an acceleration in water
levels beyond current predictions, it will be
possible to know how effective these options
will be and whether they need to be altered.
To inform development of these
scenarios, the Environment Agency
commissioned scientific research with the
Met Office and others to improve their level
of understanding. Climate change could lead
to increases in sea level, storm surge height
and peak river flows, and the TE2100 studies
that have been carried out will help reduce
the uncertainty in what the future might
bring, while also help with the preparations.
London and Venice are just two of many
European cities that are vulnerable to
flooding. The threats and effects of climate
change are provoking new ways of thinking
and management, as cities attempt to
prepare for an unpredictable future.
—By Nick Michell and editors

Flooding in the Virtual London model
developed by University College London’s
Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis.
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Latin
America

Mapping natural and urban realities
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Latin American countries,
traditionally slow to embrace
digital technologies, now are
among world leaders with GPS and
GIS–enabled city management
and transport systems. Cloud
computing oﬀers even more leaps
and bounds towards
cost–eﬀective eﬃciencies.
Earthquake devastation in Port–au–Prince, capital of
Haiti. (UN–Habitat)
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Built via an agreement between the Rio
de Janiero city government and IBM, the
Rio Operations Centre is one of the most
sophisticated urban monitoring and
simulation centres in the world.

Rio de Janeiro, with the first fully–integrated
public information management centre in
the world, has emerged as one of the 2011
winners of IBM’s Smarter Cities Challenge, a
competitive grant programme in which IBM
is awarding a total of US$50$million worth of
technology and services to 100 municipalities
worldwide over the next three years.
IBM, the US–headquartered information
and communication technology company, is
working with governments throughout the
world on its Smart Cities programme, which
is designed to encourage the use of technology
to improve cities’ healthcare, traffic, security,
utilities, government services and education
systems. Winners of the challenge feature
on the website City Forward, which provides
easy–to–use data to help policy makers make
more informed decisions to improve services
that can make their citizens and businesses
healthier, happier, safer, more productive and
prosperous.
The 24 winners were announced in 2011.
‘We selected these cities because of their
commitment to the use of data to make
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better decisions, and for their desire to
explore and act on smarter solutions to the
their most pressing concerns,‘ said Stanley
S. Litow, IBM vice president of Corporate
Citizenship & Corporate Affairs, and
President of IBM’s Foundation.
Rio de Janeiro’s information management
centre means that since the end of 2010, its
residents need no longer feel so threatened
by natural disasters caused by hard–hitting
weather. The new Rio Operations Center
addresses everything from prediction,
mitigation and preparedness, to the immediate
response to events, and captures feedback from
the system to be used in future incidents.
An agreement has been signed between
the city government and IBM, which has
culminated in a technological system linking
data from multiple government departments
and public agencies with the aim of improving
public safety and allowing faster, improved
responsiveness to events such as flash floods
and landslides.
A key aspect of the centre is the cutting
edge PMAR weather forecasting and

hydrological modelling system, introduced
in the first half of 2011. With this technology,
heavy rain can be predicted with increased
accuracy up to 48 hours in advance and
the consequential effects on the city can be
analysed. The system uses data gathered
from topographical surveys, historical
rainfall logs, the river basin and radar feeds,
then the numbers are crunched and the
likelihood of flash floods and even the effect
on traffic can be determined.
The technology is not limited to weather
forecasting and can be applied to city events
such as the mass exit of football fans from the
stadium or the knock–on effects of a traffic
accident on the roads. ‘We are creating a
foundational IT platform that will soon be
able to gather data on all incidents and events
occurring in the city,’ said Pedro Almeida,
Smarter Cities Director for IBM Brazil.
On a wider scale in Latin America, digital
technology is being used to predict and foresee
where natural disasters and land movements
may occur. Geographical information
systems (GIS) maps are becoming more easily
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available as many Latin American countries
are providing online access to the latest
satellite imagery. Aerial photographs and GIS
layers are now downloadable from the website
of the National Territorial–Environmental
Information System (SINIAT) portal for
Chile. The images provide information on
environmental issues and show soil erosion
with 1:115,000 scale maps. The information in
these maps can be used to highlight vulnerable
areas of land at risk from the elements.
GIS mapping is not only being applied to
study geological phenomena. The Canadian
Foundation for the Americas (FOCAL),
in partnership with the International
Migration Research Centre (IMRC),
undertook the Mapping Migration from
the Americas project in 2009, an initiative
that was aimed to map temporary migration

flows between the LAC region and Canada.
The project used GIS systems with
cutting–edge software to unite previously
unconnected databases of migration
information. Much of this information
was formerly not publicly available. The
knowledge gained from the project is being
used to identify trends in migration and
assess socio–economic and development
impacts of such migration.
GIS also is assisting the city of Limeira in
Brazil manage its water service department,
Aguas de Limeira. The original investment in
GIS was made to produce cadastre maps, but
Limeira has increased the return on its GIS
by digitising all information pertaining to
the sewers and water management facilities.
This information was then combined with
existing data held by the city, and Esri

ArcView software was used to create multiple
map types for maintenance, customer
service and engineering. The system can
now estimate population growth and future
demand, allowing engineers to plan facilities
based on projected customer needs.
Brazilian city Curitiba is famed for its
sustainable development initiatives and
public transport system. One of the keys to
the city’s development success is its use of
GIS. Curitiba Research and Urban Planning
Institute (IPPUC) uses maps and statistics
to provide the city administration with a
pictures of urban reality. The GIS division
of the IPPUC was created in 1989 and is in
charge of structuring and analysing GIS–
based information about the city, with the
purpose of providing support for Curitiba’s
development plans.

Left: Satellite image of the Salto Grande hydro–electric dam
on the Uruguay River, shared by Argentina and Uruguay.
(tageo.com) Right: The dam has a picturesque shoreline.
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Top left: Using digital maps printed on paper, Haiti
government oﬃcials collaborate with staﬀ and students
of the Harvard Center for Geographic Analysis. Top right:
Topographic map of the area around Curitiba, Brazil.
Below right: Lisflood validation of flooding along the
Aragua River in Brazil.

GIS is used in Curitiba to help the city
government with public administration
and planning, improving services including
database interaction and policy development.
Employees are given specialist training on
how to use GIS and an expert GIS team has
been assembled to maintain the database,
customise the GIS for specific tasks, give in–
depth knowledge regarding the software and
provide support for other users of the system.
Urbanisation is a fundamental issue in Brazil
due to the rapid expansion of many cities.
In her recent paper The Geo Project, Mirna
Lobo descibed the trajectory of Brazilian
urban growth as follows: In 1940 only 51 of the
country’s cities had more than 50 thousand
inhabitants; in 1991 the number increased
to 478, and the population in cities of this
size increased from three million in 1940 to
85$million in 1991.
‘The urban planners who are now entering
the labour market are involved in complex
dynamics which demand a shift in scientific
thinking,’ says Lobo. ‘It is precisely within this
scenario that GIS plays a fundamental role in
helping understand the complex dynamics
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that support the decision making process.’
For this reason, the Federal University of
Paraná at Curitiba has been teaching a GIS
programme since 1990.
GIS is now part of daily life for the city
administration, helping them to keep the
city running smoothly by integrating and
analysing data regarding transport, parcel
management, lot identification and more.
In terms of disaster management, GIS
can help not only by assisting rescue teams
to coordinate their efforts and identify the
most devastated areas, but also by helping
to bring accountability and transparency
to international relief efforts. The
International Organization of Supreme Audit
Institutions (INTOSAI) aims to improve
the accountability and audit of the flow of
international aid by using GIS. Imagery is one
tool used to prevent waste, duplication, fraud,
and competition between aid organisations.
Following the 2004 tsunami, INTOSAI
put together a Tsunami Task Force, which
has since learned how to use geospatial
information to help plan, coordinate,
monitor, and audit disaster–related aid. In

2010 INTOSAI advised nations and agencies
to use GIS and geospatial information for
transparency and accountability to monitor
aid flows to Haiti and Chile for the earthquake
recovery efforts.
Until a city has the necessary IT
infrastructure in place, projects involving smart
technology are not feasible and Latin American
cities have historically lagged behind in terms
of IT infrastructure. The latest thinking is that
cloud–based computing could be the answer.
Cloud computing provides a cheaper and less
complex IT infrastructure to support smart city
operations—with the IT systems to help manage
traffic, waste and water being based in the cloud.
This system relieves individual cities of the
pressures and expense of maintaining their own
IT city management systems.
Cloud systems could catalyse technology–
based development across the region. With
better IT infrastructure in place, Latin
American cities can expect to receive more
grants and support as they face the challenges
of urbanisation.
—By Kirsty Tuxford and editors
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Middle
East
& Moslem countries
Urban observatories:
key projects for understanding
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Even before the Arab Spring of 2011,
governments of Moslem countries
had begun reviving their ancient
tradition of scientific observatories—
now using computers to monitor
not just the stars but patterns of
life on the ground.
View of the Kingdom Tower from inside The Globe of
the Faisaliah Centre, downtown Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
(Callan Emery)
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Above left: Map of street–level connections across
Jeddah’s unplanned areas, by Space Syntax, London,
for the Jeddah Development and Urban Regeneration
Company. Right: Mobile ambient air quality testing
laboratory operated by the Jeddah Urban Observatory.

Agreements reached at the United Nations’
COP 16 climate change conference, which
took place in Cancún, Mexico, in late 2010,
encourage an open border approach to
employing technology globally to help both
developed and developing nations to respond
to climate change.
There are obstacles to overcome. The
contentious issue of intellectual property
rights (IPR) is a stumbling block. Developing
countries are impeded by the mutually
conflicting conditions of the Cancún
Agreements: they are being told to avoid
using fossil fuels in favour of green energy,
but are unable to access the much–needed
technology due to complicated IPR.
Companies are understandably concerned
that their patents will not be upheld in
countries with weak IPR enforcement. The
restrictions of the detailed operational, legal
and administrative matters must be assessed
and overcome before the UN Technology
Mechanism becomes fully operational.
The Middle East and other Moslem
countries historically are credited with
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inventing an important science and
technology system for understanding climate
fluctuations—observatories. The earliest
astronomical research observatories were
built in Rhodes, Greece, in 150BC, Baghdad,
Iraq, circa 825AD, Kerala, India, in 869AD
and Maragheh, Iran, in 1259AD. Using the
most sophisticated mathematics and large
arc–shaped hollows in the ground called
‘sextants’, early astronomers could measure
distances between stars.
In recent years, certain Middle Eastern
countries and cities have updated the ancient
concept to establish urban observatories
that contribute to the United Nations’
Global Urban Observatory (GUO) network.
These work on collecting, managing and
analysing information about urban areas and
activities—in order to produce indicators that
can be compared to information collected
by other observatories. The indicators
are valuable to help decision–makers in
government, business and communities
understand and make decisions on effective
responses to urban development issues.

UN–Habitat, which manages the GUO
system, defines an urban observatory as ‘a
network of stakeholders responsible for
producing, analysing and disseminating
data in a meaningful set of indicators that
reflect collectively in prioritising issues
on sustainable urban development. … An
urban observatory therefore is a focal point
for urban monitoring at the local (LUO),
national (NUO) or regional (RUO) scale.’
Habitat has developed guidelines for
setting up urban observatories and a listing
of datasets that should be collected to allow
cities, nations and regions to monitor and
compare their performances in relation to
the Habitat Agenda and UN Millennium
Development Goals.
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is working
with the United Nations Development
Programme to establish the Al–Madinah
Observatory Network (MOUN), using the
sets of urban indicators created by Habitat
(including its Global Land Tools Network)
and with the Arab Urban Development
Institute (AUDI). Experts from Egypt,
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Australia, Jordan and Sudan were consulted
to guide the institutional setup of the MOUN.
Associated with the MOUN is the
Al–Madina Al–Munawarah Local Urban
Observatory (LUO) which won a Habitat
Scroll of Honour Award in 2009 for
pioneering a LUO system which has been
emulated elsewhere in Saudi Arabia and the
Middle East.
Its focus has been to help vulnerable
community groups, especially women,
and it has been useful in monitoring the
Millennium Development Goals, poverty
alleviation and upgrading of informal
settlements. Via information disseminated
on its website and through the media, this
LUO has kept the city’s residents up to date
with changing circumstances of relevance to
their communities and lives.
AUDI is the science and technical research
arm of the Arab Towns Organization.
Established in 1967 and based in Kuwait, it is
a network of Arab nations and municipalities
across the Middle East and North
Africa (MENA), aiming to help improve
urban development while preserving
Moslem culture. The ATO also includes a
Development Fund for Arab Cities.
AUDI has broad goals to enhance
standards of managing Arab cities,
including establishing information and
documentation centres to scientifically
collect, classify, analyse and process
information and statistics. Founded in
1980, AUDI is based in Ridayh and claims
an active membership of more than 400
Arab cities across 22 nations. It provides
consultancy services, case study and survey
reports, a help desk, library, newsletters and
training services to members and clients.
Current projects include: Applications of
Urban Indicators, the City Development
Strategy, the Child Protection Initiative,
Privatisation of Municipal Services,
and Population Dynamics and Poverty
Reduction.
As part of its Urban Indicators project,
AUDI has provided technical help to
establish urban observatories in not only Al–
Madinah Al–Munawara and Riyadh, but also
Khartoum and Wad Madani in Sudan and
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Aden in Yemen. It also has advised the city
government of Kark in Jordan.
In western Saudi Arabia, the Jeddah Urban
Observatory (JUO) was one of the first in the
world to use GIS technology to establish and
update indicators intended to benefit the
lives of citizens. The country’s second largest
city after the capital Riyadh, Jeddah is the
commercial centre for Saudi Arabia and one
of the wealthiest cities in the Middle East.
‘Technology is the prime interest and
is being implemented in all aspects of
daily services,’ said Dr. Mohammed Ismail
Abdulsalam, the JUO’s Chief Supervisor. ‘A lot
of organisations are switching to electronic
transactions. In fact the banking systems
are more advanced than I’ve seen in fully
developed countries. The latest technology is
being implemented in education as well. And
nanotechnology is receiving great attention in
all universities for its applications to advance
the welfare of society.’
GIS plays an indispensable role at
any modern urban observatory. The
main objective of the JUO is to help and
encourage policy makers to introduce
area–based policies to target deprived areas,
to set priorities, and reallocate resources.
Essentially, indicators have three functions:
to simplify, quantify, and communicate.
Dr. Abdulsalam said: ‘The primary goal
of building a GIS–based urban observatory
is to use current data and ICT to effectively
and efficiently disseminate among
concerned decision makers and stakeholders
information, knowledge and expertise about
a city’s most current indicators, statistics,
conditions and profiles.’
Staff can easily use the observatory’s GIS
tools for spatial manipulation, simulation,
and analysis and to display urban indicators.
Indicators include variables of poverty,
environmental degradation, provision of
urban services, deterioration of existing
infrastructure, access to secure land
tenure, and adequate shelter. To date,
the observatory has generated 80 urban
indicators and plans to define and generate
200 more.
The information technology infrastructure
that supports Jeddah’s observatory consists

of two high–specification servers, 10
computers, a local area network and a high–
speed DSL internet connection.
The observatory has become the most
important source of socioeconomic data
in Jeddah. For example, an adult illiteracy
thematic map shows the percentage of male
and female adults above the age of 15 who
are illiterate. A transport model displays
various transport types within Jeddah’s
districts. A population density indicator
map applies dots and graduated colours to
show population distribution across the
city’s districts. Although the GIS–based
solution delivers advanced results, its tools
are user–friendly and are being adopted by
other Arab cities.
Current JUO projects include measuring
air pollution using a mobile ambient air
quality testing laboratory, working towards
a new environmental masterplan for the city
and developing strategies to recycle waste
from schools.
In Lebanon, the Institut Francais du
Proche–Orient (IFPO) set up in 1991–1992
an urban observatory as a research and
training unit within its Beirut office. Under
Director Eric Huybrechts from 1996 to
2000, its geographic scope was expanded
from greater Beirut to Lebanese urban
areas then to cities and planning issues
throughout the Middle East.
Now the Observatoire Urbain du Proche–
Orient aims to federate and promote
research on cities at four sites: Beirut,
Amman, Damascus and Aleppo. Its partners
include French and European institutions
working on urban issues in the Middle East.
In Montréal, Canada, the Middle
East Observatory is monitoring various
forms of public media to clarify the
geopolitics of the Moslem world, claiming
an independent and non–partisan
standpoint. It provides detailed reports
on numerous countries with strong
Moslem populations—including Indonesia,
Somalia, Pakistan, Uzbekistan, Malaysia
and the Philippines. It also keeps a library
of ‘Jihadist materials’.
—By Jake Rollnick and editors
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Urban planning proposals
for Cairo (produced before
recent troubles by Egypt’s
General Organization for
Physical Planning). Top:
Proposed decentralisation
locations. Centre: Historical
places at Cairo’s core.
Bottom: Mega projects.
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America

Developing data cities with geospatial tools
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Government agencies across
North America are investing
heavily in geospatial information
technologies because they
are discovering that nearly
everything in the public realm
happens (and can be tracked)
in the context of geography.
Tornado that touched down Aug 20, 2006 between
Bennett and Watkin Colorado. (Sean Martin)
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1.

2.

3.
Top left: Firefighters in the North Carolina city of Wilson carry ICI hand–held thermal (infra–red) scanners which can
withstand operating temperatures of up to 6500 and allow their operators to ‘see’ in dark and smoky conditions. Top
right: Three types of satellite imaging of flooding along the Richelieu River, Quebec, Canada on May 8 2011. (Canadian
Space Agency and NASA) 1. Natural colour with NASA’s EO–1/ALI, 2. Infra–red using NASA’s EO–1/ALI, 3. Radarsat–2. (Linlin Ge)

the world can then sort through tweets, add
hash tags and geographic locators and post
them to the map.
Lesley Palen, who heads the project,
believes that disasters are opportunities to
launch new ideas such as this, to help direct
first aid most effectively.
‘Different kinds of mass emergency
and disruption require different kinds of
information at different times,’ she said.
‘Some events have warning periods, others
do not. Different geographical locations in
the disrupted space also require different
Natural disasters
kinds of information delivery for people
there. In addition, reliable peer–generated
Social networks like Twitter and Facebook
information sources are emergent—one
have been used extensively in the past few
doesn’t know who they will be until the event
years to provide information on natural
disasters. What hadn’t been organised, until happens. Our work will help people assess
information source and information content
recently, was taking all this unstructured
reliability as best as circumstances allow.’
information and placing it into maps for
first responders.
The University of Colorado’s Project EPIC,
Security
(Empowering the Public with Information
in Crisis) aims to reformat tweets using
Last year, in the city of Wilson, North
disaster–specific codes then insert them onto Carolina, the police department arrested a
a map. Digital volunteers from anywhere in
man suspected of building explosive devices
Governments of all sizes use geographic
information systems (GIS) to analyse complex
situations and create solutions across
disciplines. GIS helps them increase efficiency,
reduce costs, improve coordination, and
deliver transparency and accountability.
From decennial census and stimulus
reporting to fleet routing and pothole
repairs, GIS is key to enhancing government
services, democratic processes, and the
health of cities throughout North America.
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in his home. Once captured the suspect told
officers he had planted a bomb in the house
and that it was ready to explode.
The city’s fire and rescue services quickly
opened their GIS tools in one of their trucks,
pinpointed the house on the map, and
established an evacuation zone. Once all
residents were evacuated, the bomb was safely
disarmed.
‘You know the old adage, ‘A picture is
worth a thousand words’? Well, it’s true,’
said Wilson fire and rescue services chief,
Don Oliver. ‘If I can show you a problem,
rather than tell you about the problem, you’ll
understand it a lot quicker.’
In Wilson, GIS provides the technology
tools to address the fire fighting needs of a
changing city. Once one of the world’s largest
tobacco markets, Wilson’s many warehouses
are now left vacant or used to store anything
from rubber to pesticides. The changing
economic nature of the city has brought with
it new risks and hazards.
Attacking a blaze in one of these structures,
the city’s firefighters are faced with a series
of questions: Is the building locked up? Can
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GeoEye high–resolution satellite image of
fires across Colorado.

they be certain that no–one is inside? Is the
building structurally sound? Are hazardous
materials inside?
After months of GIS mapping, the
city can now see the shape, size, location
and condition of vacant buildings. This
information is loaded onto computers in
each fire truck.
‘Now when the fire captain crawls into his
rig, he enters the address and brings up a
picture of the building,’ says fire chief Oliver.
‘That tells him straight up whether he’s going
to be able to make an offensive or defensive
attack on the fire.’
Yet it isn’t just in attacking fires that
intelligent technology can assist. Geospatial
information is helping the city of Wilson use
its resources more efficiently. For example,
the department moved one of its two light
squad companies across town after GIS
analysis showed the squad was stationed in
the wrong place.
‘One of the primary responsibilities
for these companies is to respond first to
emergency medical service (EMS) calls,
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saving wear and tear on our larger trucks,’
Oliver said. ‘We had them in what we thought
was the most centrally located stations in
the city. But we found out that one of our
engine companies was responding to over
600 EMS calls a year, and one squad had only
responded to 143.’
Since its relocation, the squads cover most
of the EMS calls in the city. ‘We provide
better service now than we ever have,’ he
said. ‘And we didn’t make that decision until
we put it on the map.’
Richmond, Virginia, was once ranked the
fifth most dangerous city in the US. Since
2004, it has seen its crime rates plummet
49$percent after implementing a new
information system for predicting crime. The
system provides a sophisticated data model
of criminal activity using elements defined
by the Richmond police to predict future
criminal behaviour.
Crime analysts are now able to correlate
data including arrest records, types of crime
at a particular location, based on the day, time,
weather, pay days, holidays and city events.

The technology allows the city to see,
predict and solve crime on an almost three–
dimensional basis, and all while helping to
control costs and resources, including hefty
overtime bills.
‘It has enabled us to capture and analyse
data to better guide law enforcement and
serve the community,’ said Rodney Monroe,
chief of the Richmond Police Department. ‘To
date, our officers have arrested 16 fugitives
and confiscated 18 guns with the new system.
In the first week of May 2006, we had no
homicides, compared with three in the same
week in 2005. We attribute this and many
other successes to the ability to target areas
where crimes might occur and deploy officers
proactively based on the calculated probability
of shooting incidents. [This] technology has
undoubtedly helped to increase public safety
and reduce emergency calls.’

Health
In the US, any organisation (private bidders
and even local government authorities),
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that seek federal funding to perform
public health, economic, or educational
development is required to provide
demographic analysis on populations within
specific geographic areas.
GIS is helping in both collecting the
US census responses and then using this
information to help alleviate problems relating
to poverty, race, language, education and other
variables. Cities and urban areas are able to
integrate these files with their own data sets.
In many US cities, GIS is becoming a
useful tool for public health. For example, in
2009, the Alaska Native Health Consortium
published a GIS study analysing incidents of
disease and injury.
This technology allows the consortium
to study the leading causes of death such
as cancer, heart disease and injury in
more complex and sophisticated ways. A
comparative analysis of health disparities
can be conducted. As well as identifying
clusters of disease, GIS provides a
mechanism for visually displaying statistics
to the public.
The Consortium’s Injury Prevention team
also would like to map snow machine and
four–wheeler crash data to improve safety
in and around Anchorage. Kyla Hagan,
Injury Prevention Program Manager said,
‘It would be really great of we could identify
areas on local rivers where the ice is thin

and has repeatedly cracked, causing snow
movements and governance tasks.
mobiles and other vehicles to sink. We
The city worked with Intergraph to develop
would love to map out thin ice danger zones an integrated enterprise–scale geospatial
to prevent further injuries.’
system that would provide a visual and
networked approach for identifying and
coordinating capital works projects (especially
Water and sanitation
roads, water and sewerage), ensure data
accuracy, enable historical reporting of vehicle
With maps produced with Esri GIS
locations and actions, and analyse customer
technology, Glendale Valley Municipal
service requests to identify patterns and trends.
Authority in California is able to quickly
In Seattle’s Puget Sound area, development
locate problems in its water network and
plan for future renovations that will improve of the Bellevue–Redmond light rail corridor
has been analysed using an integrated
water quality and reduce groundwater
system of visual computing tools for urban
infiltration to the sewage system.
planning analysis called Decision Commons,
The authority has mapped both its water
and wastewater system. Printed map booklets developed by the University of Washington’s
Runstaf Center for Real Estate Studies.
are now available to field crews, engineers,
No matter how large or small cities are,
and customers. These maps provide a basis
they must deal with spatial information:
for good communication between Esri and
parcel, zoning and land use data, addresses,
the county government’s GIS department,
transport networks, and housing stock.
ensuring both entities can keep their
Cities across North America are facing these
databases current and mutually consistent.
urban challenges through geospatial design
and furthering their credentials as ‘data
cities’. These technologies are transforming
Infrastructure and
the way cities study and keep track of
citizen services
multiple urban and regional indicators,
When Canada’s ninth largest city, Hamilton, forecast future community needs, and plan
Ontario, amalgamated seven municipalities, accordingly to guarantee the quality of life
it needed a new infrastructure management for everyone in liveable communities.
system to clarify and coordinate its
diversified programs, services, vehicle
—By Jonathan Andrews and editors

Below left and right: The Alaska Native Health Consortium
is concerned with improving the lives of indigenous
people living in polar ice conditions.
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What does Google
Earth mean for the
diﬀerently educated
professionals involved
in environmental
planning?

GLOBAL
PROJECT:
TOWARDS
ONLINE
URBAN
PLANNING
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Launched in 2005 (after Google Maps),
GE is transforming the practices,
potentials and eﬀectiveness of the
ancient skill of mapping.

These discussions are not always accurately
described as ‘meetings’ in terms of attendees’ physical
proximity—participants may be gathered around
one map or reading it on different screens located in
different buildings or cities.
Among early examples of online environmental
Maps today are becoming ‘virtual’ models. They are
models were the Virtual Los Angeles project by UCLA’s
in transition from 2D (flat images on paper or screen)
Urban Simulation Team and the Virtual London model
through 2.5D (flat maps coloured to indicate undulating
(including dynamic pollution and flooding predictions)
terrain) and onto 3D models, 4D simulations (running
by University College London’s Centre for Advanced
over time) and increasingly nD (infinite dimensions,
obtained by adding multiple layers of visual information). Spatial Analysis.
Today’s mapping and 3D simulation systems are
For built environment professionals educated in the
significantly easier and more instant than old manual
history of 20th century ‘town and country planning’,
systems of adding new information to maps by drawing
the implications of Google Earth are both exciting and
on overlays of tracing paper.
frightening.
Google Earth and similar web–enabled government and
New software programs are making obsolete large
commercial computer models (such as NASA World Wind,
parts of last century’s thinking about ‘appropriate’
Microsoft Bing, Digital Globe, Esri ArcGeoExplorer and
planning methods and guidelines and traditional
NearMaps) now are commonly used and communicated
practices of manually ‘writing’ or ‘drawing’ plans.
as a basic tool in almost all projects that need to explain
Compare, for example, MIT Professor Carlo Ratti’s
current or proposed land uses.
2006 maps of ‘Real Time Rome’ (dynamic renderings
Other important new tools and services for planning
of people movements using mobile phone data) with
Ebenezer Howard’s legendary 1898 diagram for planners cities include flythrough models of virtual city
environments (for example Urban Circus in Brisbane,
of new ‘garden cities’.
Gehry Technologies’ Digital Project and various kinds
Most government and professional planning offices
of computer–aided design and building simulation
now are evolving from paper, PDF and slideshow
software packages from Autodesk, Bentley and other
documents (comprising mainly text, line diagrams, site
manufacturers).
photographs and artistic visualisations) to increasingly
A new modelling system especially designed for fast
online group discussions around maps enhanced with
visualised datasets, showing different characteristics and renderings of built environment planning strategies
is CityEngine, originally developed by FutureCity
conditions of areas being assessed.
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Above: Nextspace modelling
of above and underground
conditions, seen on an
Apple iPad. (Nextspace for
South East Water, Australia)
Below top: Ebenezer
Howard’s 1898 ‘garden
cities’ diagram. Below
bottom: Real Time Rome
map of mobile phone calls
peaking during a 2006
Madonna concert. (MIT
SENSEable City Lab)
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With leading technology
universities (MIT and
Harvard) on its doorstep,
the City of Boston,
Massachussets, has
produced the world’s
most advanced real–time
system of communications
between citizens and their
municipal administrators.
With the Boston ‘Citizens
Connect’ app on their
mobile phones, people can
report damage to city signs,
streets and structures,
send tweets to warn fellow
residents and the council of
dangers, see locations and
photos of problem areas,
and receive notices when
cases are fixed. (Boston City
Hall/Nigel Jacob)
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researchers at ETH–Zurich and now owned by Esri.
Since late 2008, Esri has been hosting annual
conferences at its Redlands California campus to
showcase a variety of its commercial environmental
planning tools and systems and promote a new movement
it has called ‘GeoDesign’. This term is being adopted by
academic leaders at universities internationally, as the
subject of new degree and diploma courses.
GeoDesign means ‘design in geographic space’ (also
known as ‘the geoscape’). The term seems to have been
first coined in 1993 by Professor Klaus Kunzmann in a
paper titled ‘GeoDesign: Chance oder GeGefahr’. Around
2005, the word again was used by Esri’s founder, Jack
Dangermond, during a product demonstration with
colleagues including his company’s current head of
geodesign services, Bill Miller.
Miller has written a 2012 white paper—Introducing
Geodesign: The Concept—where he defines ‘geoscape’
as ‘the full spectrum of Earth’s life support system’ and
suggests that this concept can ‘extend human thinking’,
to move from:
— Land to land, water and air,
— Surface to below, on and above the Earth’s surface,
— 2D/2.5D to 3D, 4D and nD,
— Rural to rural and urban,
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— Outside buildings to outside and inside buildings, and
— Objects to objects, events, concepts and relationships.
Miller defines three types of geodesign:
— Science–based (referenced to physical and
biological information),
— Value–based (referenced to social and
economic information),
— Integral (holistic, multidisciplinary).
He also identifies three methods of design reasoning:
— Inductive (bottom up),
— Deductive (top down),
— Abductive (lateral leaps).
Noting that the process of design is iterative (step by
step) Miller also clarifies three kinds of design process:
— Imagination (towards rendition with zero impedance),
— Visualisation (maps, 3D views, animations,
charts, reports), and
— Assessment (on the fly during design and reports).
Another term that has been circulating in academic
circles since the late 2000s is ‘neogeography’, coined by
the Director of University College London’s Centre for
Advanced Spatial Analysis, Dr Andrew Hudson–Smith.
His white paper was illustrated with spherical panoramas
of urban scenes—a creative indicator of the importance of
cities to the Digital Earth vision. Similar spherical images

Left: Urban planning using
GIS tools on a Wacom
graphics tablet. Right:
Online mapping of Calgary,
Alberta, Canada, by local
planning consultancy O2
Planning and Design with
Esri. Christian Gass of O2,
left, and Matt Baker of Esri’s
GeoDesign team, right,
interpret a map.
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Above: Heat map with building type and zoning details
for the City of Asheville, North Carolina, using Esri ArcGIS
software. (Esri). Right: Aerial photographs compared at
diﬀerent resolutions. (NearMap)

of urban environments have been created by Sydney
photographer Peter Murphy.
While spherical photographic panoramas are more
artistic expressions than seriously useful tools for
planning environments, other artistic expressions of
statistical data can be both exciting and informative: for
example the dynamic simulations created for a BBC TV
and video series, Britain From The Air.
Ironically, during the 1990s and 2000s, many
universities around the world began to remove
geographers from their faculties of planning and
architecture—generally because architects and planners
trained to draw or write on paper did not believe that GIS
technologies and systems would be relevant to designing
‘sustainable built environments’ in multiple dimensions
of time and space.
Another interpretation is that architects were opposed to
the concept of inserting skills ‘owned’ by other professional
disciplines ahead of architectural design in the process
chains supervised by property developers and governments.
A major advantage for governments of post–Google
Earth environmental mapping and modelling systems
is that they allow scientific information to be easily
understood and discussed by a variety of stakeholders.
Also these new mapping and modelling tools
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provide to built environment designers (architects and
engineers) much more, and more accurate, information
to help them explain to untrained observers both the
logic underpinning their proposals and the likely impacts
of their scenarios and designs.
In 2010, the International Society for Digital Earth—
involving the world’s space agencies and headquartered
at the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing—
established a new digital cities working party, chaired
by a co–editor of this first d_city publication, Auckland–
based architect and scientist, Richard Simpson.
One of the goals of this new ISDE working party will
be to develop a guidebook to help city governments
understand how to establish and coordinate their city
models to be integrated with the emerging United
Nations–supported ‘system of systems’ to create a
globally distributed computer model of our planet’s
complex behaviours. The working party will consult
with other d_city partner organisations, including the
Metropolis World Association of city governments and
the Global Spatial Data Infrastructure Association, as
well as other relevant international organisations and
corporations.
—By Davina Jackson
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Automatic image information extraction to support disaster mitigation in Port–au–Prince,
Haiti. Top left: Input image of the city before the 12 January 2010 earthquake, taken from a
multi–spectral sensor aboard the Quickbird satellite (Digital Globe). Top right and bottom
left: Exposure mapping from automatic analysis of the satellite image (colours help
identify local densities and characteristics of structures). Bottom right: Damage assessment
on the exposure map; green dots represent damaged structures recognised from data in
the original remotely sensed image. Image processing and information mining by the JRC
Image Query (IQ) system. (EC JRC/Martino Pesaresi and Christina Corban)
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Immersive audiovisual live performance by Kurt–Laurenz
Thienert and Ursula Scherrer at Lichtströme, Koblenz, 2011.
(Theinert/Scherrer)

The Arts
(and Language)
of Data
With every important new technology–enabled scientific
movement comes technically sophisticated artists eager to
experiment with the new capabilities, concepts and cultural
conditions. In today’s milieu of infinite dimensions of
information relevant to social and environmental solutions,
how can today’s creators be both ethical and exciting?
Sensing is the scenario.
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Data visualisation arguably is the most
Aggregation
powerful medium yet invented for
This requires gathering of data from multiple sources
articulating complex concepts and ideas.
(people, sensors and records) and bringing it together
It reawakens our innate visual thinking
in a system for management and access.
capabilities and ignites a great collective
engagement of minds. Not since the 15th
Data sourcing
century, when Gutenberg invented the
Until very recently, spatial data was basically acquired
printing press, has a new communication
measured by one of the following three techniques:
technology so thoroughly captured human and
— Photogrammetry, which uses stereo pairs of aerial or
imagination. Visualisation of statistical
space imagery covering approximately the same area,
information in graphically creative (and
— Field surveying, which uses total station and Global
frequently dynamic and interactive)
Positioning System (GPS) receivers for a direct field
formats promises to transform society with
measurements, and
revolutionary social, economic, political and — Cartographic
digitisation and scanning, which
cultural scopes and impacts.
uses raster vectorisation techniques to convert
Fifty years after the initially shocking photographs of
Earth seen from a spacecraft, Google Earth, Digital Globe,
Bing and other dynamic searchable 3D+ visualisations
have become standard tools for understanding the
geography of our planet. However there still a major
project to add infinitely more dimensions of intelligence
to today’s ‘whole Earth’ software systems.
Engaging numerous existing, new and future
professional disciplines, data visualisation will
transform communications about how our societies
and environments are operating. Data visualisation is
being enabled by a new moving images phenomenon
(from scanners and cameras on satellites, planes, cars
and mobile devices), creating what The Economist
has termed a ‘data deluge’ which will be complex and
difficult to manage.
Six key processes must be addressed: aggregation,
representation, simulation, cognition, dissemination
and socialisation. All interpreters of data are destined
to engage with one or more of six key processes for
handling and managing spatial information:
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Diagram by Richard Simpson
of the input–output cycle for
productions using data.
(International Society for
Digital Earth/Richard Simpson)

existing maps.
Digital 3D models traditionally have been
aggregated mainly through manually crafting and
stitching together homogenous polygonal meshes
from batches of (often stagnating) data archives. A
new dynamism is emerging, where 3D is the native
mode of capture. Data now can be directly published
into digital forums with rapidly increasing resolution
and precision—thus enabling multiple data types
to be automatically linked into multi–dimensional
aggregations. Our cities increasingly are being aerially
‘mowed’ for these data sets, but very soon we will see
greater real–time harvesting with ubiquity of smart
devices, sensor webs, and home drone technologies.
Traditional GIS approaches are entrapped within the
conventions of cartography and 2.5D map making.
A new generation of post–GIS digital fora (such as
Nextspace’s Visual City) are enabling this new digital
landscape and provisioning the blurring together of
our physical and digital worlds with a continuum of
place and presence.
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Recent technological developments offering new
techniques in addition to the existing ones, include:
— Terrestial and aerial laser scanning including LiDAR
(Light Detection and Ranging), which produces vast 3D
point cloud data sets representing the scanned region.
— Radar based systems, using radargrammetry
techniques as well as Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar (IfSAR) imaging. These can offer
centimetre accuracy and monitoring changes over long
periods, and has applications for monitoring of natural
hazards such as earthquakes, volcanoes and landslides,
and applications for the built environment.
— Hyperspectral imaging: collecting and processing
information from across the electromagnetic
spectrum, well beyond the visible spectrum. This
technology reveals implicit information about
materials properties such as chemical composition
and physical state, and health of the environment.
It can be applied and fused through aggregation
to identify specific vegetation species, surface
impermeability, pollutants and mineral deposits. The
cost of hyperspectral sensing is becoming rapidly
more affordable and cameras are becoming more
sophisticated and more compact. The automatic
attribution of materials may soon become a function
extended to hand–held cameras and smart devices.
— Crowdsourcing has been enabled by the wide uptake
and technological advances that make consumer
devices cheaper and more accessible. Community
contributions to a common digital forum may include
provision of data, designs, validation and testing.
This phenomenon is opening digital forums to enable
greater expertise to resolve specific problems.
— Wireless Sensor–Actuator Networks (WSANs) are
emerging as a new generation of embedded sensory
and computational elements with wireless network
capability. Applying Moore’s law, these sensor
webs are beginning to provide information on an
unprecedented temporal and spatial scale. By adding
actuators to the wireless sensor networks, WSANs can
be used to build promising real–time control systems,
such as building/home control, industrial control,
traffic control systems and more. They expand our
human senses and ability to interpret live about the
built and natural environment in which we live.
— Internet of Things—with initiatives such as the
Google Wallet being launched for the 2012 London
Olympics, Near–Field Communications (NFC) has
been attracting attention as a credit card alternative.
But it is merely a hint of things to come. As an RFID
technology, NFC tags are writable allowing shared
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public memory and link between the digital and
physical universes. NFC takes us a major step closer
to realising the long–talked about ‘internet of things’
providing sentient experiences of the places we live via
objects and ‘smart’ posters that are brought ‘alive’ and
made self aware.

Detail of Melbourne
painter Kate Shaw’s Fossil
triptych, a landscape
painting inspired by spatial
information mapping.

Representation
Representation is structuring and making sense of data
to find ways to express the complexity of our real world
with digital media. It also is about dealing with multi–
scaled natural phenomena, the topology of objects, and
their network connectedness.

Beyond the filing clerk

Cities are awash with unstructured data—much of
it inaccessible and disassociated. We can represent
information more meaningfully if we spatially index
it. Unfortunately data management is trapped by
traditional thinking around terms like ‘documents’ and
‘files’ that date back to the Gutenberg printing press.
This filing clerk language crept into the early
generations of computer technology and has severely
retarded opportunities to express data in more
meaningful representations that more readily enable
blurring of our physical and digital worlds. The best
approach therefore is to bring it all into a multi–
dimensional digital forum that is agnostic to file format
yet manages the data in a manner where it can be
readily extracted, transformed, and processed.
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Fifth dimension: evidential data confidence

Warping or ‘rubber sheeting’ and other 2D rectification
methods worked fine for map makers and users of GIS, but
not for 3D representation of realities. 3D offers not only
more intuitive metaphors for communication, but opens
exciting opportunities for higher fidelity digital models
and validation against their real world counterparts. For
alignment in 3D we must rely more upon qualities of the
data such as its provenance, probabilistic 3D location and
better ways to represent the richness of aggregated data in
these contexts. Provenance records the processing history
of a data product—this is critical for 3D as data sets may
be fused to synthesise new digital assets eg. hyperspectral
fused with LiDAR to generate vegetation objects. In
essence, 3D brings with it a need (and opportunity) to
evidentially manage data—this is not too unlike managing
pedigrees with family trees where birth/death/marriage
certificates help determine the reliability of information
and inter–associations at each generation.
Managing the confidence of data is a major
consideration in evidential processing. Imagine a cloud
in which you have absolute certainty a 3D object such
as a hydrant exists. Now stretch this cloud across the
dimension of time to when the hydrant was created
on its site. If this cloud of confidence maps precisely
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to the hydrant in space–time dimensions, we consider
it to have absolute certainty of its spatio–temporal
reference. Often there is an element of uncertainty:
some of this will be introduced by the instruments
capturing the original description of the model.
Augmented reality tools that enable us to
superimpose the digital with the physical are becoming
common in smart devices—so there is increasing
demand to be managing information with greater
confidence. Also the constant dynamics of the models
(such as could be induced by a single LiDAR sweep)—
and the fusion of data from different sources to create
new artifacts—are critical to manage, with a curated
evidential approach to ensure we not only retain
confidence but evolve it for a model.
There also are a myriad of standards to consider, and
interoperability to address. The Evidential Clearing
House approach helps to ensure integrity is maintained
in representation.
Evidential clearing houses are needed to facilitate
synchronised ingestion of data from multiple file formats
and data feeds into unified visual models that mirror the
real world. The process includes tracking of provenance,
probabalistic mapping, management of hierarchies of inter–
associations, topologies and links to associated artefacts.

Scientific visualisation by
Chris Harrison of Google’s
Bi–Gram data on word
searches. Common words
are missing but foul
language is present. Words
are bucketed into one
of 25 diﬀerent rays, each
representing a diﬀerent
tendency of use (ranging
from 0–100%). Words
are sorted by decreasing
frequency within each ray.
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Catherine Nelson, Future Memories, 2010
Clockwise from top left: Autumn Ghent,
Bourgoyen Spring, Forster, Ghent Winter.
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Simulation
Simulation systems enable testing of scenarios within
the digital realm against behaviours in their real world
counterparts. Climate change, natural hazards, social and
economic modelling, and emergency management bring
increasing demands for evidential management, and multi–
scenario modelling in the third and fourth dimensions.
The static representations delivered by GIS are
generally not behavioural models but often simply
cartographic projections, mostly constrained within
the second dimension. In environmental modelling,
especially urban modelling, interdisciplinary models
bring together the built and natural environments.
Such models increasingly will facilitate better building
consenting assessments.
Augmented reality (AR) is opening new demands
for a seamless continuum between personalised ‘here
and now’ experiences of a specific place and a ‘Godlike’
providence of a region.
A common unified digital forum offers exciting
potential for innovative agent–based modelling (ABM).
Other cracks in traditional ways of representing
geospatial data are appearing with the growth in real–
time multi–dimensional data streams from sensor
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webs. Unified models must support multiple ontologies
to define complex interrelationships and different
spatio–temporal outcomes.

Above: Joe and Joey is an
unrealised concept by Dutch
architect Lars Spuybroek
(NOX) to install a spherical
sculpture on land beside
a highway. Two weighted
internal robotic elements
are set up to receive
phone calls and cause the
sphere to roll forwards
or backwards, according
to each phone number
dialled. (NOX).

Cognition
There is a crucial need to synthesise data to develop
knowledge which must withstand robust assessment
while also addressing gaps with dynamically inferred
completeness. The introduction of demand–side
management (DSM) policy and its carrot and stick
measures creates an empirical need for evidentially
driven data sets. DSM policies could be tweaked to
strengthen digital ecologies and create economic
demands and opportunities for driving the processes.
There needs to be local flexibility because different
societies frame similar policy problems differently, thus
subtly changing the potential roles of science and the
types of knowledge used.

Evidence belief functions

Belief functions have been applied with success to the
classification of remote sensing data sets. These are
generally based upon the classical Bayes probability
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function that includes a way to assess the strength of
evidence and identify patterns. Bayesian networks are
a recent breakthrough in artificial intelligence (AI),
enabling development of algorithms that can learn from
existing data. This can significantly assist in the quest
to discover patterns in the knowledge in new and more
meaningful contexts. It also applies in producing tentative
patterns and relationships that could be validated or
redetermined with collection of empirical data.

disasters. Managers of public safety and security agencies
need stronger capabilities to rapidly assess proximity of
resources and provide tools to both deliver to and remove
(evacuate) from a disaster zone.

Socialisation

Political freedom has to be accompanied by a densely
connected civil society. People’s minds regarding the
quality of their government change in a two–step
Levels of detail
process. Political opinions first are transmitted by
Given the vast amount of data relating to environments
the media, then they are echoed by friends, family
and demands to exchange data for a wide variety of
members, and colleagues. It is in this second, social,
purposes, there is need for data to be represented at
step that durable political opinions are formed. This is
different levels of detail. The following conventions are
the step in which social media can make a difference.
used by the CityGML exchange format:
For political decision–making, access to raw data is
— LOD 0—Regional Model, digital terrain model,
arguably less important (in this context) than access to
— LOD 1—City Block model, no roof structures,
conversation.
— LOD 2—City/Site model, roof structures, optional textures,
To be valuable to society, data must be thoughtfully
— LOD 3—Site model, detailed architectural model, and
assembled and visually presented to help community
— LOD 4—Interior model, walkable interior spaces.
leaders clarify new proposals and relevant information to
Data warehousing techniques can be used with digital
improve discussion and decisions. Through visualisation,
fora to provision rule–based parametrics where low
knowledge patterns can be applied to specific contexts.
levels of detail can be automatically derived from the
By unpacking these patterns via interactive social
higher orders.
engagements, the processes of validation, adjustment,
inspiration and capture can occur. New data, knowledge
and ideas can then be returned into a common forum.

The highlight of the first
international Smart Light
Sydney festival (2009) was
British musician Brian
Eno’s Lighting the Sails
projections on the Opera
House, a montage of slowly,
subtly, shifting images
using state of the art
projectors.

Dissemination

Dissemination is spreading ideas, news or messages—
generally on a large scale to reach a wide audience.
Dissemination implies accessibility to data and to the
mode or metaphor within which the data are presented.
This has ramifications for designers of devices and for
new ways of uploading data for socialisation.
Effective (multi–directional) dissemination of
information is vital for efficient planning, monitoring
and mitigation of public hazards, emergencies and
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Beyond social media to intelligent art forms

A phenomenal uptake of internet–enabled social
networking, blogging and viral marketing is rapidly
reshaping how we are informed about the world around
us. These are extremely effective carriers of visual
information to large and locationally diverse audiences.
If Facebook was a nation, it would now be the world’s
third largest (following China and India), with over
600$million active subscribers.
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Recent smart devices such as the iPad, pre–equipped
with cameras, GPS, and accelerometers, can
conveniently facilitate augmented reality experiences of
data anywhere anytime in the real world. Such devices
provide unprecedented ways to capture, validate and
use data at any physical location. Augmented reality
is one of the most exciting new dynamic visualisation
opportunities for creative artists and producers of
performances, installations and events.

Urban town criers

Beyond the physical limitations of computer screens
and smart devices, new digital modes are emerging to
creatively exploit vast amounts of data to educate and
entertain citizens and communities.
In the Smart Light movement (launched with a festival
in Sydney in 2009), low–energy LED lights and digitally
controlled switching systems are being exploited by
international light artists to create experiences and
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spectacles that intrigue and delight hundreds of thousands
of people physically and online. The dynamic optical
possibilities of digital technologies are more ecologically
ethical than traditional community light celebrations
involving bonfires, fireworks and sky–polluting laser
beams. For example, the LED illumination system for City
Hall, London, is claimed to use only as much electricity as
two domestic hand–held hair dryers.
Following promptly on the success of contemporary
3D films, 3D televisions are now being sold into domestic
living rooms, with 3D content now being increasingly
widely created. More exciting 3D lighting display
technologies for public places are also advancing.
Although we are still some way off having a true life–size
3D holographic mid–air projection, there are a number of
other methods which simulate the effect.
D–tower is an artwork by Dutch architect Lars
Spuybroek and artist QS Serafijn, commissioned by the
city of Doetinchem in the Netherlands. Through digitally

D–Tower in the city
of Doetinchem in the
Netherlands. Illuminated
colour reflects the overall
state of emotion recorded
by local inhabitants on a
web site. Blue = happiness,
yellow = fear, red = love,
green = hate.

Melbourne artist Stephen
Haley’s One Second
(All Together) lightjet
visualisation of data for
one second of consumption
of oil barrels, toilet paper
rolls, fish caught, internet
searches, plastic bags, and
military spending.
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Top: Design for a ‘Future Home’ display and leisure centre on the roof of a large furnishings store in Beijing, by LAVA
(Laboratory for Visionary Architecture). The design, which would require building information modelling and other
advanced data–informed technologies to construct, exploits similar façade technology (steel framing, inflated plastic
cells) to that of the Eden Project, in Cornwall, UK (two of the world’s largest greenhouses). Below: Technology converts
any photograph into an ink drawing in the style of a classic manga comic book. Created by Yingge Qu as a research project
with the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

controlled lighting, the tower changes colour
according to emotions (happiness, love,
fear and hate) expressed in questionnaires
distributed to onlookers. Both the tower and
the survey results are promoted on a website
(www.d–toren.nl).

Metaphorical expression of place

Input photo: Tokyo

Result 1

Result 2

Result 3

As both an art form and cultural phenomena,
music can trigger overlapping forms of
social memory in which private and public
recollections overlap. In both sound and
imagery, music can become a primal medium
for memory of place. In city contexts, music
can identify the importance of intense,
immediate moments in cultural geography,
and connections to longer developments in
a theatre of memory that plays comedy and
history as well as tragedy. It also engages
people with the medium and can embrace
diverse cultures and traditions.

Soundscapes
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Papers on noise pollution are increasingly
taking a holistic, soundscape approach to
noise control. Whereas acoustics tends to
rely on lab measurements and individual
acoustic characteristics of cars and so on,
soundscape takes a top–down approach.
Drawing on John Cage’s ideas of the whole
world as composition, soundscape researchers
investigate people’s attitudes to soundscapes
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Left: Cover of Aaron Betsky and Erik Aadigard’s manifesto
Architecture Must Burn (Thames & Hudson, 2000). Centre:
The World Trade Centre inferno, 11 September 2001. Right:
MVRDV’s controversial proposal for new twin towers in
Seoul, with a white inferno proposing a clean atmosphere
in the era of cloud computing.

ENHANCES
as a whole rather than individual aspects—and
look at how the entire environment can be
changed to be more pleasing to the ear.
Opportunities for people to access
quiet, natural places in urban areas can be
enhanced by improving the ecological quality
of urban green spaces through targeted
planning and design—and that in turn has
psychological benefits.
There are a number of ways in which digital
technologies could be used to create and
also personalise urban soundscapes, and a
new group of musicians, for example Martyn
Ware in Britain, are now creating outdoor
soundscapes for cities.

The medium is the message

Computer visualisation is a significant
evolution step that is advancing society
with unprecedented collective engagement
of minds. The acclaimed media theorist
Marshall McLuhan is known for coining the
expressions ‘the medium is the message’ and
‘the global village’ and he predicted the World
Wide Web almost thirty years before it was
invented. His proposals provide insights into
life in future digital cities, as life follows digital
expression follows life.
—By Richard Simpson, a member of the Executive
Committee and chair of the Digital Cities Working Party of
the International Society for Digital Earth.
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REVERSES

MEDIUM

RETRIEVES

OBSOLESCES

… (If) a new technology extends
one or more of our senses
Enhancement (figure): What the
outside us into the social
medium amplifies or intensifies.
world, then new ratios among
Visualisation amplifies news and
all of our senses will occur in
comprehension of concepts via 3D
that particular culture. It is
and 4D imagery.
comparable to what happens
Obsolescence (ground): What the
when a new note is added to
medium drives out of prominence.
a melody. And when the sense
Visualisation reduces the importance
ratios alter in any culture then
of textual and the static snap–shot.
what had appeared lucid
Retrieval (figure): What the medium
before may suddenly become
recovers which was previously lost.
opaque, and what had been
Visualisation returns visual thinking to
vague or opaque will become
the forefront.
translucent.
Using the example of visualisation:

Reversal (ground): What the medium
does when pushed to its limits.
Visualisation flips into textual–visual
interactive.

McLuhan’s ‘Tetrad’ oﬀers
a means of examining
the eﬀects on society of
any technology (ie. any
medium) by dividing its
eﬀects into four categories
and displaying them
simultaneously. McLuhan
designed the tetrad as a
pedagogical tool, phrasing
his laws as questions.
The laws of the tetrad
exist simultaneously,
not successively or
chronologically, and allow
questioners to explore the
‘grammar and syntax’ of
the ‘language’ of media.

Marshall McLuhan,
The Gutenberg Galaxy: The
Making of Typographic Man (1961)
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Real Reads
Steve Jobs approved global distribution of a forest–killer
version of his posthumous biography—so tablet publishing
has not yet killed the printing press. Check these new books
on Google Earth–era urban development concepts.

complexity, diversity, specialisation, ubiquity,
freedom, mutualism, beauty, sentience
Kevin Kelly. 2011. What Technology Wants. New York:
(sensing), structure and evolvability.
Viking/Penguin.
A key point among his brilliantly woven
web of arguments is that evolution, life,
Among the Valley’s great thought leaders
mind and the technium (‘which includes us’)
of the early digital age, Kevin Kelly here is
morphing his young hippie experiences (close are all infinite games. Their goal is to keep
the game going and to keep participants
to Stewart Brand and his legendary 1970s
playing as long as possible. However,
Whole Earth Catalog) with everything he
since has synthesised about the world’s most finite games (eg generated by weapons
technologies) produce winners and losers
advanced technologies. (This includes KK
and cut off options.
recently meeting a humanoid robot which
silently vibed its primal urge to plug the
nearest electricity socket.)
Supporting numerous science fiction
PRIX ARS ELECTRONICA
movies with impressive arguments so far
Hannes Leopoldseder, Christine Schöpf and Gerfried
unique to non–fiction books, he proposes
Stocker. 2011. Prix Ars Electronica: Cyber Arts 2011.
that technology (‘the technium’) is not just
Ostfildern and Linz: Hatje Cantz and Ars Electronica.
hardware, firmware and software but a ‘living,
natural system whose origins go all the way
Rumour suggests that when Nicholas
back to the beginning of life’.
Negroponte headed the MIT Media Lab
Technology, he claims, ‘wants what life
during the 1990s, he proposed that students
wants’. It is extending evolution’s path of more be granted extra performance points if their
than four billion years and bringing humans
creations were accepted by judges of the
more efficiency, opportunity, emergence,
world’s most highly endowed cyber arts prize,

WHAT TECHNOLOGY WANTS
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the annual (since 1987) Prix Ars Electronica.
This book (latest in an annual series)
documents the 3611 entries and winners
of the 2011 competition, administered by
the Ars Electronica Center in the quiet
Austrian Danube city of Linz; the entries are
exhibited at its annual fair.
Interesting each year are the
categories—a measure of the fluid dynamics
in this increasingly important arts arena.
They include digital music and sound
art, computer animation, film and video
effects, hybrid art, interactive art, digital
communities and freestyle computing.
In his introduction, Hannes Leopoldseder
notes that 2011 is the first year of this
century’s second decade—and that
historically, second decades have often been
‘lost’ via serious international wars between
custodians of social orders prevailing in
the previous century and gladiators for
new conditions enabled by unfamiliar
technologies. The next three years—to
2014—are the 21st century’s crucial tipping
point, he predicts.
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VISUAL COMPLEXITY
Manuel Lima and essayists Nathan Yau, Andrew Van de
Moere, Christopher Kirwan and David McConville. 2011.
Visual Complexity: Mapping Patterns of Information.
New York: Princeton Architectural Press.

Portuguese digital artist Manuel Lima (now
working for Microsoft Bing in New York
after a stint with Nokia Siemens Networks
in London), runs one of the coolest sites in
the blogosphere—visualcomplexity.com.
This book is a hardcover print version of
his online compilation of the world’s most
exciting data visualisations. The works are
categorised in chapters with explanatory
texts that include informative historical
illustrations clarifying the origins of concepts
like the tree of life. These are supplemented
by essays from four young digital media and
architecture experts ‘looking ahead’.
Lima’s material is a valuable addition
to the currently narrow bookshelf
on information architecture (aka
visual evidence), led so far by Richard
Saul Wurman and Edward Tufte. A
disappointment is mediocre graphic design
of the book itself.

INDIAN CITIES
Chris Johnson (ed.). 2011. Indian Cities: Managing
Urban Growth. Barcelona and Paris: Metropolis.

The Metropolis World Association of
Major Metropolises is a Paris, Barcelona
and Montréal government–sponsored
organisation which runs conferences and
courses to help politicians and bureaucrats
discuss new best practices for planning and
managing cities.
In a thrust to sign up city governments
across India, this magazine–format
publication was commissioned from Sydney
architect/planner Chris Johnson, who
edited five handbooks of international
essays on urban issues when he organised
the 2008 Metropolis ‘Connecting Cities’
congress in Sydney.
Prepared with support from the National
Institute of Urban Affairs in Delhi and
the All–India Institute of Local Self–
Government in Mumbai, the book examines
11 community leaders, solutions–oriented
projects and cities.
The case of most interest to d_city readers
is the GIS slum mapping project in Pune, led
by (Google Earth Hero) Pratima Joshi and
her Shelter Associates.
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Architecture Institute, is an outcome from
MVRDV’s research towards recent multi–
Mohsen Mostafavi and Gareth Doherty (eds.). 2010.
use high–rise projects across east Asia.
Ecological Urbanism. Baden: Lars Müller Publishers.
They aim to regenerate the spontaneous
individuality of traditional villages in
Sixty millimetres and 656 pages thick in
modern (regulated) towers. Two new games
hardcover, Ecological Urbanism delivers a
stellar cross–section of contemporary thinking are introduced to the Spacefighter series:
and doing on urban planning and design with House Maker and Village Maker.
climate change challenges in mind.
Editors Mostafavi and Doherty are the
Dean and a doctoral candidate at one of
GADGETS TO GOD
the world’s most prestigious urban design
David Wortley. 2012. Gadgets To God: Reflections on
postgraduate schools, the Harvard Graduate
our Changing Relationship with Technology. Leicester,
School of Design.
UK: Matador.
Their catholic choice of writers ranges
from neo–Corbusian modernist architect
British technology specialist David
Rem Koolhaas to a founder of the neo–
Wortley’s autobiography has a clever twist.
classical New Urbanism movement, Andrés He has entwined detailed recollections of his
Duany, and include two dead legends,
own baby–boomer life around the environs
William J Mitchell (on Harvard rival MIT’s of London with astute observations about the
designs for electric cars) and Harvard’s own evolution of many new technologies from the
landscape guru, Ian McHarg (on the city).
1950s into the future.
The 114 essays are divided into 12
Son of a Lincolnshire carpenter and
sections, each titled with a call to action.
grandson of a railways foreman, Wortley’s
Anticipate. Collaborate. Mobilise. Measure. valuable aptitudes are pragmatic and
Incubate. Adapt. The range of ideas, projects progress–inclined analyses of people and
and analyses is geographically diverse and
situations, effective communications
intellectually comprehensive.
(trained to sell and manage teams), and
Although far too weighty for inflight or
personal flexibility and mobility.
bedtime reading, Ecological Urbanism is a
From trainspotting and riding the running
must for any serious planning expert.
boards of his family’s Humber Snipe in the
1950s, to online dating and Second Life as
an avatar in the late noughties, he clarifies a
journey of rich incidents and episodes.
THE VERTICAL VILLAGE
In the last chapter, he muses (at his favourite
MVRDV/The Why Factory (t?f). 2011. The Vertical Village.
naturists’ resort) on today’s relevance of the Old
Rotterdam: NAi Publishers.
Testament, Adam and Eve and the ‘supreme
Usually about a decade ahead of mainstream deity’. And, like Kevin Kelly in What Technology
Wants, he provokes readers to recognise that
academic architecture debates, Dutch global
architects/urban designers MVRDV invented technology is a human trajectory.
the term Data Town (a precursor of Data
Cities) back in 1999 and prototyped the still
nascent concept of high–rise urban farms with
SHORTLIST
their Dutch pavilion at the Hannover Expo
2000. In 2010, they launched Spacefighter: The Reminders of some vital classics:
Evolutionary City (Game); a book illustrating — Brennan, Joe. 2010. Ocean Globe. Redlands,
how they and students had designed
CA: Esri Press Academic.
a ‘SimPlanet’ computer game to track
— Hillier, Bill. 1996. Space is the Machine:
economic, land development and financial
A configurational theory of architecture.
evolutions around the world.
London, New York, Melbourne: Cambridge
Since then, the firm’s intellectual
University Press.
frontperson, Winy Maas, has set up a new
— Kimerling, A. Jon, Aileen R. Buckley,
studio at TU Delft called The Why Factory
Phillip C. Muehrcke, Juliana O. Muehrcke.
(t?f ) to continue developing evolutionary
2012 (7th edition). Map Use: Reading,
computer games to help underpin future
Analysis, Interpretation. Redlands, CA: Esri
practices in mainstream urban development.
Press Academic.
This book, subsidised by the Dutch
— Yeang, Ken. 2009. EcoMasterplanning: The
government via the Netherlands
Work of Ken Yeang. London: John Wiley & Sons.
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Direct
Sources

Thanks to all whose insights and skills informed
D_City #1 —adding value to the emerging Earth
simulation network. We have listed authors,
contributing writers and publishers for the main
papers, presentations, books and sites which
informed articles in this issue. Please refer to these
primary materials for the authors’ further references
and information. Please send significant corrections
and additions to info@dcitynetwork.net

COVER
Analysed satellite images on our cover
and pages 67, 75, 83, 114, 116 and 169 are
from the European Commission’s Joint
Research Centre at Ispra, Italy; specifically
from members of the Geospatial Information
Analysis for Global Security and Stability
Unit, led by Martino Pesaresi and including
team members Georgios K. Ouzounis, Pierre
Soille, Daniele Ehrlich and Christina Corban.
This unit is part of the EC JRC Institute for the
Protection and Security of the Citizen.
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Postscript
Latest Advances

Since the preview edition of D_City#1 was launched
online in early 2012, the vision for a global
technology network has advanced across diverse
arenas of knowledge and activity. Here are some
additions since we compiled our ‘Timeline Towards
Digital Earth’ chapter.

2012

2013

> The International Council for Science (ICSU)
> Europe’s Global Monitoring for Environment
launched an ambitious new Future Earth
and Security (GMES) program, managed by the
program with a series of online videos
European Commission (EC), changed name to
promoting similar goals to Al Gore’s 1992
Copernicus and secured seven years of funding
Digital Earth proposal. Its sp0kesmen called for
to set up a new network of sensors, Sentinel
widespread public involvement in the project.
satellites and monitoring instruments.
> The United Nations’ Framework Convention
Copernicus infrastructure is being developed
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) announced
with the European Space Agency and European
that a consortium led by the United Nations
Environment Agency.
Environment Program (UNEP) won the bid to > The International Council for Science (ICSU)
lead a new ‘global technology mechanism’
announced geographic scientist Professor
(for climate change solutions). It asked the
Frans Berkhout as Interim President of its
World Bank (which lost the bid) to help with
Future Earth program and clarified strong
financial support.
support from the Belmont Forum consortium
of international research funding and peak
science organisations. Headed by Dr Patrick
Monfray of the French National Research
Agency, the Belmont Forum aims to accelerate
environmental solutions via global change
research (GCR).
> The Group on Earth Observations (GEO)
began discussing collaborations with the
Organization for Economic Development about
integrating OECD space and regions/cities
research and policies into the Global Earth
Observation System of Systems (GEOSS).
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> The world’s first ‘Virtual Nations’ project –
Virtual Australia and New Zealand – was
publicly launched at a conference in Sydney,
supported by government and research
agencies.
> The Group on Earth Observations (GEO) printed
a special edition of the D_City ‘manifesto’
to explain the GEOSS project and help
educate next generations of environmental
professionals on useful applications of
Google-era technologies.
> Google launched ‘Glass’, a pioneering design
of digital spectacles with augmented reality
and video-recording features. Another
Google team is testing cars without drivers.
> Global controversy followed news of the
United States Government’s PRISM program,
which has contracts to access all information
on all customers of global American IT
corporations, including Google, Apple,
Facebook and Amazon. Further controversy
continued on the US Government’s legal
pursuit oﬀshore of US government data
leakers Julian Assange and Edward Snowden.

home

The art of data:
Sahara sands appear like brushstrokes in
this Envisat MERIS image of a soda lake
in North Africa’s Tibesti Mountains (Chad
and Libya). Image ESA.
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